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Date Key Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

7/1/09 SAC Lawmakers miss budget deadline, Controller to begin issuing IOUs CC :13

7/1/09 LAW LAPD Officers disciplined for involvement in May Day Melee Julian :48

7/1/09 SAC New budget year began at midnight, no budget deal in place Myers 3:37

7/1/09 SAC Lawmakers fail to pass budget that could have kept CA from issuing IOUs Small 2:40

7/1/09 POLI Mayor sworn in today Stoltze 4:34

7/1/09 POLI Frank Stoltze on Mayor Villaraigosa's second inaugural Stoltze :60

7/1/09 POLI Frank Stoltze on Mayor Villaraigosa's second inaugural Stoltze 1:09

7/1/09 SAC Governor declares fiscal emergency CC :22

7/1/09 ART LACMA's tight budget means fewer touring exhibitions in town CC :26

7/1/09 SAC Governor declares fiscal emergency, urges banks to accept IOUs CC :16

7/1/09 EDU Birmingham High School seeks charter status CC :25

7/1/09 LAW LAPD will not fire officers for diciplinary breaches in MacArthur Park incident CC :11

7/1/09 IE Riverside County fire officials issue fireworks warning to residents CC :21

7/1/09 HEAL Watchdog group sues state agency over care for kids with autism CC :18

7/1/09 POLI Frank Stoltze on Mayor Villaraigosa's second inaugural Stoltze 1:12

7/1/09 POLI State assembly speaker laments that there's no budget deal yet CC :22

7/1/09 POLI California assembly speaker tries to explain the budget debacle CC :26

7/1/09 POLI Alex Cohen talks with Julie Small about latest on budget, IOUs Small 4:20

7/1/09 ARTS Marc Haefele talks about political fight over Southwest Museum Cohen 3:57

7/1/09 SAC Controller Chiang says warrants will go out without a budget deal Small 1:49

7/1/09 MIL Army National Guard lieutenant challenges the "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy CC :19

7/1/09 HEAL Lawsuit alleges state is allowing insurance companies to deny coverage for autism treatements for children Watt 1:25

7/1/09 IE Split verdict in million-dollar casino heist trial Cuevas :52

7/1/09 SAC Controller Chiang says warrants will go out without a budget deal Small 1:45

7/1/09 OC OC courts to close one day a month to save money Valot :30

7/1/09 ENT Oscar-winning actor Karl Malden dies at 97 Roman 1:01

7/1/09 ENV LA Mayor makes ambitious plans to cut coal power, add green jobs Peterson 4:00

7/1/09 POLI Mayor, others sworn in at city hall Stoltze ???

7/1/09 EDU LA Unified swears in two new board members Guzman 1:24

7/1/09 LAW Gang intervention worker Alex Sanchez denied bail Stoltze :52

7/1/09 POLI Mayor sworn in for second term CC :23

7/1/09 POLI Carmen Trutanich sworn in as new LA City Attorney CC :21

7/1/09 POLI New LA City Controller promises audit of city finances CC :23

7/1/09 ENV LA Mayor says environment a centerpiece of his 2nd term Peterson :45

7/1/09 SAC Controller dials up IOU hotline Jahad 1:02

7/1/09 EDU New LAUSD board members sworn in CC :20



7/1/09 POLI Calif will pay bills with IOUs starting tomorrow Jahad 3:33

7/1/09 EDU New LAUSD board members sworn in Guzman 1:28

7/1/09 POLI Mayor, others sworn in at city hall Stoltze 3:54

7/1/09 SAC

California's new fiscal year begins today, and the state Senate has failed to reach a revised budget agreement to 
keep from issuing IOUs for its bills. Facing a $24 billion deficit, lawmakers were unsuccessful in approving $3.3 
billion in budget cuts that would have temporarily averted the use of IOUs. State controller John Chiang is set to 
begin using the IOUs on Thursday, which could damage the state's credit rating. However, lawmakers still can 
avoid giving out the IOUs if they reach a budget deal before Thursday. Julie Small  10:00 

7/1/09 HEAL

Worried about damaging effects on the liver, an FDA advisory panel has recommended that the agency ban 
drugs such as Percoset and Vicodin that combine acetaminophen (generic for Tylenol) with another drug. 
Additionally, the panel has advised a lower maximum dosage for
acetaminophen and that maximum strength dosages, currently available
over the counter, should require a prescription. Bruce Japson  20:00 

7/1/09 ART
Larry talks with various museum directors in Southern California to find out how their museums are faring in this 
tough economic climate.

Charles Young, 
Chrisotopher Knight, 
Melody Kanschat, Bolton 
Colburn, Ron Nelson  30:00 

7/1/09 MEDI

They had it first…the death of Michael Jackson. So how does TMZ do it? Larry talks with experts about TMZ and 
their success at “scooping” more traditional news outlets. Is their journalism true journalism? Or just gossip? Larry 
finds out. Marc Cooper  40:00 

7/1/09 LIT

Could weather explain the extinction of the dinosaurs, the disappearance of the Mayans, and the fabled crossing 
of the Red Sea by the Israelites? Professor Randy Cerveny is a climatologist who studies such questions. In his 
new book, "Weather's Greatest Mysteries Solved!", he explains the fascinating climate events of the past and 
present. He also looks at current research that attempts to forecast the weather for the next 10,000 years. Randy 
Cerveny joins Larry Mantle to share intriguing details of weather's important mysteries. Randy Cerveny  20:00 

7/1/09 EDU

Birmingham High School, LAUSD’s largest high school campus, was already embroiled in a tricky effort to 
become a charter school this fall before Sacha Baron Cohen’s “Bruno” character entered the mix. The gay 
Austrian fashion diva did an unauthorized photo shoot with Birmingham’s football team, sending district officials 
into a tizzy and jeopardizing the school’s charter approval before the LAUSD Board. What do Bruno and 
Birmingham have in common besides racy photographs? Apparently, controversy.

Tamar Galatzan, Chris 
Monaster

7/1/09 LAW

Chief Bratton sought to fire four officers accused of using excessive force in the 2007 May Day gathering at 
MacArthur Park. But a three-person disciplinary panel, called the Board of Rights, refused to terminate the 
officers, instead imposing a maximum penalty of a 20-day suspension. How much will this hamper the LAPD's 
larger reform efforts at improving community relations? Carol Sobel

7/1/09 ECON

The California state legislature failed to pass a budget before today’s fiscal year deadline, prompting Gov. 
Schwarzenegger to declare a state of emergency—including three furlough days per month for state employees 
and his refusal to sign any legislation until a budget solution is reached. Is the process being held up by “genteel 
extortion” from the minority party?

Karen Bass, Dan 
Walters

7/1/09 MIL

The renewed battle over the military’s controversial “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy on openly gay soldiers could be 
facing a pivotal moment with the case of Lt. Dan Choi. Lt. Choi is facing discharge from the New York National 
Guard because he publicly announced that he’s gay, in protest of Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell. Could his case be the 
tipping point that pushes the Obama administration to review the policies on gays in the military?

Lt. Dan Choi, Charles 
Moran

7/1/09 POLI

July 6 through 8 will mark summit talks between President Barack Obama and Russian President Dmitry 
Medvedev. On the table: Iran, Afghanistan, nuclear arms reductions, proliferation, and a possibly treaty on cyber-
security.

Larry Caldwell, Charles 
Kupchan, Tom 
Kellerman

7/2/09 IE Riverside County fire officials issue fireworks warning to residents Cuevas :48

7/2/09 LAW Missouri mother faces sentencing for role in a MySpace hoax Julian :47

7/2/09 ECON State workers, CSU staff face furloughs ??? 1:53

7/2/09 POLI Veteran CA Congressman in hospital Felde :41

7/2/09 SAC CA gov't will issue IOUs to pay bills CC :13

7/2/09 POLI New high-speed rail cooperation between California and Nevada CC :22

7/2/09 ECON Unemployment climbs to 9.5%, highest in twenty years CC :18

7/2/09 LAW Police blocked traffic around Pershing Square to apprehend robbery suspect Watt :46

7/2/09 SAC California's IOUs could tighten, make it harder for local gov't to borrow CC :16

7/2/09 ECON State treasurer Bill Lockyer offers an unusual idea for breaking budget gridlock Cohen 3:29

7/2/09 SAC Lockyer suggests two separate budgets for conservative and liberal areas CC :13

7/2/09 ECON CA began issuing IOUs to contractors, Treasurer suggests involving mediator CC :26

7/2/09 POLI Congressman to get out of hospital in time for 4th Felde :38

7/2/09 ART Anime convention comes to LA CC :17

7/2/09 ART Anime convention comes to LA CC :09

7/2/09 POLI Mayor says jobs number one goal Stoltze :56

7/2/09 POLI Gov accuses Dems of caring more about unions than taxpayers Stoltze :51

7/2/09 POLI State workers protest Governor CC :17

7/2/09 SPOR Manny's suspension over Roman :57

7/2/09 TECH Judge tosses conviction against cyberbullying mom Jahad :48

7/2/09 ECON CA started printing IOUs to pay bills, first will go to people waiting for tax refund Jahad 3:21

7/2/09 SAC State Controller starts printing, mailing IOUs Small :18

7/2/09 SAC State Controller starts printing, mailing IOUs Small :16

7/2/09 IE Activists demand US Border Patrol end immigration raids Cuevas 1:33

7/2/09 POLI

Faced with a $26 billion deficit, state officials are set to begin issuing IOUs later today to pay for part of 
California's bills. Those on government assistance, including the elderly, disabled, and low-income individuals, will 
still receive their regular checks, while businesses with state contracts and taxpayers awaiting refunds are most 
likely to receive IOUs. Payments to state workers, schools, Medi-Cal providers, and other services are protected 
by law from receiving an IOU instead of a real check. As part of the budget crisis, Governor Schwarzenegger 
declared a fiscal emergency and ordered government workers to take a third unpaid furlough day each month. 
Larry Mantle gets the latest on the ongoing budget battle.

Zev Yaroslavsky,Gary 
Toebben,Julie Small  30:00 

7/2/09 TRAN

The Secretary of Transportation, Ray LaHood is in the western United States to promote several federal 
initiatives related to transportation.  On Tuesday he was in Denver to break ground on a Recovery Act project – 
it’s a major highway resurfacing and bike trail project.  On Wednesday, he was in Portland, Oregon to help unveil 
a new street car for an extension that received federal funds this past spring.  Today, Secretary LaHood will be 
joining Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid to make a major announcement about high-speed rail between 
California and Nevada.  Also, the Secretary and DOT are working hard to the CARS program up and running.  
CARS stands for the “Car Allowance Rebate System” and is the program that allows drivers to turn in low-mileage 
cars and buy a more fuel efficient vehicle at a discount.   Larry and Ray LaHood discuss these projects and future 
of transportation in America Ray LaHood  30:00 



7/2/09 TRAN

A federal government transportation commission has endorsed a plan to switch from a traditional fuel tax to a pay-
per-mile road tax using GPS systems. Rather than an 18-cent per gallon surcharge on gasoline, drivers would be 
taxed per-mile, with the option of charging more during rush hour. Although the White House has rejected the 
plan, the National Surface Transportation Infrastructure Financing Commission believes such a system will be put 
into effect by 2020. Would a per-mile driving tax discourage drivers from getting behind the wheel of fuel-efficient 
vehicles? Is this plan a better way to distribute the cost of highway maintenance? Larry Mantle takes your calls. Open Phones  30:00 

7/2/09 LIT

Karl Taro Greenfeld had a far from an idyllic, suburban childhood.  He grew up in the 1960’s coping with the all-
consuming demands of his brother Noah's autism, which his Father wrote about in a bestselling book called A 
Child Called Noah).   In "Boy Alone: A Brother's Memoir" Greenfield expresses all the frustration and fury of living 
intimately with his brother’s severe disability.  He describes Noah's erratic behavior as well as his own isolation, 
the flip side of his brother's inability to function as a self-sufficient adult. Larry Mantle talks with the author about 
the challenges families and especially siblings face in living with an autistic child.    Karl Taro Greenfeld  30:00 

7/2/09 ECON

What happened to the great American economic recovery? While other economic indicators, from manufacturing 
orders to purchases of durable goods, continue to show slow improvements, the unemployment rate jumped to 
9.5% and workers’ wages dropped. While the stock market rallies and economists grow slightly more optimistic, 
what is the suffering American worker supposed to think? David Leonhardt

7/2/09 ECON

The June unemployment numbers are out and the news isn’t good. 467,000 jobs were lost last month but how 
many were gained? We hear from listeners that have recently landed work; how did they do it, are they making 
more money, and can they offer some advice?  

7/2/09 TECH

More and more frequently, online popularity rankings allow us to make decisions more quickly. But are they better 
decisions? Are they changing our behavior as consumers? And do such wide-spread rankings lead to more 
informed choices or more uniform ones?

Matt Salganik, Kevin 
Maney, Russell Dicker

7/2/09 SPOR

Manny Ramirez, the Dodgers slugger who just completed a 50-game suspension for steroid use, is about to 
return to the Majors. Will he be shunned by bitter Dodgers fans, angry at his proven cheating and his seeming 
lack of remorse? Chances are good that Dodgers fans will have no such reservations rooting for Manny and will 
happily return to “Mannywood” with a collective warm embrace for their dreadlocked hero. Do baseball fans really 
care about steroid use? Nick Roman

7/2/09 SCI

Can NASA solve Earth’s problems from space? It can try. JPL scientists are using space-based technologies to 
track earth’s movements and shifting fault lines in an attempt to not just predict, but to understand, earthquakes. 
Patt talks with JPL geophysicist Maggi Glasscoe to find out more. Maggi Glasscoe

7/2/09 MIL

Will fireworks be the only boom in the Hawaiian sky this 4th of July? North Korea may launch a missile toward 
Hawaii this Independence day but island residents don’t seem too worried by the threat. Would the 28-story, golf 
ball shaped U.S. military radar system floating in the Pacific be enough to keep you from shaking in your grass-
skirt?  

7/3/09 ECON Voices from the shrinking job market CC :21

7/3/09 HEAL Health experts warn about fireworks Valot :51

7/3/09 ART One museum marketer says attendance up Guzman :46

7/3/09 ENT DC getting ready of 4th of July Felde :34

7/3/09 HIST Californian muses about patriotism in nation's capital CC :29

7/3/09 ART Fans hoping to attend Michael Jackson memorial at Staples Center Peterson :55

7/3/09 ART Cameras crowded Staples Center for news of Jackson memorial, but few fans Peterson :49

7/3/09 DIS Riverside County to crack down on illegal fireworks CC :22

7/3/09 OC OC exhibit showcases mechanics of movie monsters Valot 3:18

7/3/09 OC Struggling homeowners grapple with what to do with family pets Turori 2:45

7/3/09 ART Rundown of closures for 4th of July Jahad :55

7/3/09 HEAL Children's Burn Foundation cautions against fireworks CC :14

7/3/09 HEAL Sparklers are dangerous for children Watt :51

7/3/09 LIT
Larry talks to biographer Bradley Graham about his penetrating new political biography of Donald Rumsfeld 
entitled By His Own Rules,  and about the controversial and often polarizing defense secretary’s life and times. Bradley Graham  40:00 

7/3/09 SPOR

Did you know that people think the Dodgers invented the high five? Jon Weisman illuminates some of the 
legends, stories and fun facts about Dodger Blue in his new book " 100 Things Dodger Fans Should Know & Do 
Before They Die"  (Triumph Books, 2009). From Brooklyn to Chavez Ravine, Jackie Robinson to Manny Ramirez, 
Weisman talks to Larry Mantle about the rich history behind one of America's favorite baseball teams. Jon Weisman  20:00 

7/3/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and film critics Henry Sheehan of henrysheehan.com, Wade Major of boxoffice.com, and Charles 
Solomon, animation critic and historian for amazon.com discuss the week’s new releases including Ice Age:Dawn 
of The Dinosaurs, Public Enemies, The Girl From Monaco, The Beaches of Agnes, Youssou N'dour: I Bring What 
I Love, I Hate Valentine’s Day, Betty Blue and Kambakkht Ishq. Larry will also talk about the death of Karl 
Malden.

Henry Sheehan, Wade 
Major, Charles Solomon  40:00 

7/3/09 ENT

For the first time ever, the complete series of lectures by legendary animator Walt Stanchfield have been 
compiled and published in a two-volume set.   For over twenty years, Stanchfield breathed life into the new 
golden age of animation with these teachings at the Walt Disney Animation Studios and influenced such talented 
artists as Tim Burton, Brad Bird, Glen Keane, and John Lasseter.  Don Hahn, who edited and compiled the series 
and Charles Solomon, animation critic and historian, join Larry Mantle to talk the collected teachings of animator 
Walt Stanchfield. Don Hahn, Charles Solom  20:00 

7/3/09 ART

Richard Miller, a pioneer in photographic methods, often used the cabro printing process, a technically detailed 
and challenging method of production, in his amazing photography, which includes early pictures of Marilyn 
Monroe and James Dean. In contrast, he used black and white film to document the building of the Hollywood 
freeway, photographs he made just for himself that are published for the first time in his new book, Freeway .

Richard C. Miller, 
Michael Andrews

7/3/09 LIT

Can a year make that big a difference? Patt speaks with two authors that believe a year can change everything. 
Patt mediates as Fred Kaplan, author of 1959: The Year Everything Changed  and Rob Kirkpatrick, author of 
1969: The Year Everything Changed  duke it out.

Fred Kaplan, Rob 
Kirkpatric

7/5/09 TRANS Orange oil instead of petroleum oil makes tires more sustainable Peterson :51

7/6/09 IE LA artist building structure inspired by the Tower of Babel Cuevas 1:31

7/6/09 ENT "Transformers" and "Ice Age" duke it out for top spot at the box office Jahad :57

7/6/09 DIS Fire officials warn of increased fire danger CC :17

7/6/09 ECON Tough economy positively affects state electricity supply CC :13

7/6/09 ENV Less energy being used during the recession Russ :53

7/6/09 ??? The Loh Life is on Mondays during ME and ATC, online at kpcc.org Loh 3:00

7/6/09 OBIT Thousands pick up tickets for MJ's memorial service CC :20

7/6/09 HEAL LA Democrat attacks Republicans over health care CC :15

7/6/09 HEAL LA Congressman tackles health care CC :19

7/6/09 LAB Wal-Mart backs mandatory employer-supported medical insurance CC :26

7/6/09 LAB Labor union and Wal-Mart line up on mandatory employer-supported medical insurance CC :24

7/6/09 ECON Consumer groups express concern that Chinese-made drywall is toxic CC :23

7/6/09 SFV Media circus and fans at cemetary where MJ will be buried Peterson :57

7/6/09 SAC Credit rating agency downgrades California's debt Small :31

7/6/09 SACTO Gov wants reforms, angry Bass skips budget talks Small 2:19

7/6/09 OC Struggling OC homeowners to get free legal advice Valot :48

7/6/09 ECON LA cuts swimming hours at public lakes, nature centers Devall :50

7/6/09 ENV Mandatory water limits increase purchases of low-flow fixtures CC :11

7/6/09 ART Jackson fans get tickets for memorial Stoltze :40



7/6/09 ART Police warn spectators to stay away from Staples Center CC :15

7/6/09 OBIT Jackson fans picked up memorial tickets at Dodger Stadium Stoltze 2:32

7/6/09 OC Major sewer project begins in Garden Grove, Westminster Valot :57

7/6/09 HIST Korean-American remembers how she helped family out of North Korea Valot 2:45

7/6/09 LAW Veteran court official looks back at OJ trial Felde 4:04

7/6/09 LAW Fed judge decision expected this week on LAPD consent decree Stoltze 1:00

7/6/09 OBIT

Former Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara has died at age 93. During his tenure under Presidents John. F. 
Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson, he was notable for his role in the escalation of the Vietnam War. McNamara later 
admitted that mistakes were made in how the war was handled, and was the subject of the 2004 Academy Award 
winning documentary "The Fog of War". Larry Mantle and guests look back at the legacy of Robert McNamara. Errol Morris, John Guilma  20:00 

7/6/09 FOR
President Obama is in Russia for a summit with President Dmitry Medvedev. One issue on the agenda is nuclear 
arms reduction, with plans to cut each country's arsenal by one-third. Larry Mantle gets an update on the talks. Fred Weir, Jim Walsh  20:00 

7/6/09 ART

On the eve of Michael Jackson's memorial service, Larry Mantle discusses his musical legacy. What was Michael 
Jackson's contribution to music, and what did he mean to you? Does his death merit the kind of media attention 
received? Larry talks with listeners. open phones  20:00 

7/6/09 POLI

Last week, Sarah Palin announced that she will be resigning as Governor of Alaska. The surprising 
announcement has raised questions about her reasons for stepping down as well as what she will do next. Could 
this be the first step towards a 2012 presidential bid? Larry Mantle discusses what the resignation means with 
guests and listeners. Jim Carlton, Dan Schnur  30:00 

7/6/09 POLI

Senior U.S. Congressman Henry Waxman joins Larry Mantle to talk about his latest legislative initiatives and his 
new book that offers readers a peek into how policy changes are achieved in Washington. For four decades 
Congressman Waxman has been an advocate for several environmental and health issues, including the Clean 
Air Act, AIDS awareness, and even Major League Baseball. Most recently, he co-authored the ambitious 
Waxman-Markey Clean Energy Bill.  Henry Waxman has represented the Los Angeles area of California since 
1975. Larry talks to Henry Waxman about how government works. Henry Waxman  30:00 

7/6/09 ECON

Wal-Mart’s “Everyday Low Prices” has been a boon for budget shoppers, but the company’s philosophy hasn’t 
always benefited its own employees. Is Wal-Mart changing its stripes? In a major break with other large 
companies, Wal-Mart teamed with the SEIU last week to lobby the Obama Administration to require employers to 
provide health insurance to workers, as part of a national healthcare reform policy. What’s motivating Wal-Mart to 
potentially take on millions in new insurance costs?

Andrew Stern, Ken 
Jacobs, Karen 
Davenport

7/6/09 FOR

A group of Iranian religious leaders openly defied supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on Saturday, calling 
the election and new government illegitimate. Today, opposition leader Mir Hossein Mousavi made his first public 
appearance in a week, saying he would persevere in his challenge to the regime. We check in for the latest. Hamid Dabashi

7/6/09 LAW

While other criminal gangs, like the Italian Mafia or the Mexican Eme, grab headlines and notoriety there is a 
much more insidious street gang at work in your neighborhood. Mara Salvatrucha, formed by Salvadoran 
immigrants in the 1980’s, has been described by the FBI as “the fastest growing and most violent gang in the 
country.” An investigative journalist takes us inside the MS-13. Samuel Logan

7/6/09 HEAL

The toxicology report still isn’t back but the rumors that Michael Jackson’s cardiac arrest may have been a result 
of a dependency on a multitude of prescription drugs continue. At least five of Jackson’s doctors are under 
investigation, bags of medical evidence have been confiscated from the home and some media outlets are 
reporting that Jackson’s body was riddled with track marks. There is still no confirmation that prescription drugs 
played any role in the singer’s death but the DEA has stepped in to assist the LAPD. Sharon Waxman

7/6/09 HEAL

Radioactive phosphogypsum doesn't sound like something you'd want in your home. And it isn't... it's a 
radioactive industrial waste byproduct that causes metal corrosion and many potential health problems. 
Unfortunately, the material has found its way into Chinese wallboard--and in 2006, some 10 million pounds of the 
drywall were shipped to the US. Problems are cropping up in new homes throughout the Southeast, including a 
rotten eggs smell from the sulfur content. In California, the wallboard was almost certainly used--but the dry 
climate prevents the foul smells but not the potential corrosive and health effects. What can the government do to 
stop this latest case of contaminated Chinese products? What are the health hazards? And what can you do to 
protect yourself? Thomas Martin

7/7/09 ECON CA's bond rating cut, state will pay higher interest rate for borrowed money CC :16

7/7/09 ENT Fans sign a giant Michael Jackson mural outside Staples Center Suwabe 2:11

7/7/09 ECON Lawmakers have not closed budget gap, Gov wants to change state programs CC :07

7/7/09 ENT Frank Stoltze live on Jackson Memorial preview Watt 2:01

7/7/09 ECON Lacter talks about the business side of MJ's memorial service Julian 4:20

7/7/09 ENT Frank Stoltze live on Jackson Memorial preview Stoltze 1:39

7/7/09 ECON CA rating cut, now lowest of any state Ha 1:36

7/7/09 ENT Frank Stoltze live on Jackson Memorial preview Watt 2:11

7/7/09 ENT Frank Stoltze live on Jackson Memorial preview Watt 1:28

7/7/09 ART Over 17,000 fans to attend Jackson memorial, Diaz speaks about crowd control Stoltze :38

7/7/09 OBIT Fans gather at Staples Center, Suzie Jones speaks on MJ's life Stoltze 1:25

7/7/09 ENT Frank Stoltze live on Jackson Memorial preview Stoltze 1:43

7/7/09 ENT Frank Stoltze live on Jackson Memorial preview Stoltze 1:23

7/7/09 OBIT Groups gather to watch MJ memorial, including at LA's oldest African American church Nazario :36

7/7/09 ENT Price flew in from England for Jackson memorial without ticket, got lucky Watt 1:01

7/7/09 ENT Queen Latifah reads a poem by Maya Angelou at Mihcael Jackson's memorial ceremony CC :26

7/7/09 ENT Motown's founder remembers Michael Jackson CC :25

7/7/09 ENV Senate takes up climate change Felde :53

7/7/09 ENV Energy Secretary urgaes Senate to pass climate change bill CC :15

7/7/09 SAC State tries to limit informal market for California's IOUs Small :52

7/7/09 ENT LA Laker Kobe Bryant notes that Michael Jackson was a humanitarian CC :18

7/7/09 ENT Former Laker Magic Johnson praises groundbreaking trajectory of Michael Jackson's career CC :21

7/7/09 ENT Rev Al Sharpton praises Michael Jackson at memorial event CC :26

7/7/09 ENT Former child star Brooke Shields remembers her friend Michael Jackson CC :22

7/7/09 CULT First AME Church hosts Jackson funeral viewing CC :21

7/7/09 ENT Music producer remembers Michael Jackson as a performer seasoned beyond his years CC :24

7/7/09 TRAN Arcadia land use rules must meet CA "anti-sprawl" requirements Peterson :53

7/7/09 HOUS Surge in foreclosures may be on the horizon CC :25

7/7/09 ENT Fans outside Staples Center react to Michael Jackson memorial event CC :19

7/7/09 HOUS Housing market recovering is proceeding in fits and starts CC :09

7/7/09 POLI LA County moves forward with projects, despite economy Valot :53

7/7/09 LAW LAPD detective commits suicide in sherrif's station Valot :59

7/7/09 ENT Michael Jackson's funeral at first AME Church CC :16

7/7/09 ECON Californians can pay taxes with state-issued IOUs CC :07

7/7/09 DIS Fire burned in Cabazon, homes not threatened CC :13

7/7/09 HEAL Riverside County opens Cool Centers to beat summer heat Cohen :43

7/7/09 ART LAPD urges fans without tickets to stay away from MJ memorial at Staples Center Stoltze :43

7/7/09 LAW DNA training for LA criminalists to help cut backlog of sex assault cases CC :19

7/7/09 LAW $1M federal grant to upgrade criminalists' background in DNA for LA CC :17

7/7/09 ART Jackson impersonator swarmed outside memorial Stoltze 1:07



7/7/09 ART Fans react after Jackson memorial Suwabe 2:10

7/7/09 EDU Cal State is imposing unpaid days off on university employees Devall :44

7/7/09 LAW Smaller crowds than expected outside Michael Jackson tribute make for an easy day for LAPD Watt 1:30

7/7/09 EDU Students allege Principal censored campus magazine Guzman 3:27

7/7/09 ECON Gov, Lawmakers no closer to resolving budget crisis Russ 1:08

7/7/09 OBIT Larry Mantle anchors KPCC’s live coverage of Michael Jackson’s memorial service at Staples Center. 

Frank Stoltze, Brian 
Watt, John Rabe, 
Patricia Nazario, Molly 
Peterson  180:00 

7/7/09 ENT
Fans filled the Staples Center this morning (Tuesday 7/7) to say good-bye to music idol Michael Jackson. We 
check in with reporters who were on the scene.

Frank Stoltze, Dana 
Harris, Brian Watt

7/7/09 ECON

We're in the worst economic downturn since the Great Depression. And yet, sales of television sets are up 17.3 
percent over last year, according to the research firm ISuppli Corp.. What gives? Surely, a TV is not a necessity. 
Yet with the end of analogue TV many Americans are forgoing $40 converter boxes and instead finding the cash 
to buy a $1,000 high def flat panel (and filling up the landfills with old-school TVs in the process). Or maybe it's 
just that with vacations too expensive to consider, nice home entertainment is the only alternative?

Britt Beemer, Nate 
Gronewald

7/7/09 ECON

The housing market was beginning to sprout a few “green shoots,” but just off in the horizon is another wave of 
foreclosures, set to strike as foreclosure moratoriums under Obama’s home-stability plan expire. How big could it 
be and when will it hit?

Richard Green, Kenneth 
Rosen

7/7/09 LAW

Presidential candidate Bill Clinton famously denied "inhaling" pot smoke, even though he confessed that he once 
placed a lit joint in his mouth. When asked if he inhaled, Barack Obama said "I thought that was the point." 
Olympian Michael Phelps was caught smoking pot, but did not lose his advertising endorsement from Subway's. 
Barack Obama and Michael Phelps--kind of hard to associate those two with the pot-smoking "slacker" image, 
isn't it? Has something changed about our fundamental attitude towards marijuana? Burn one off and tune in. Dan Neil, Emily York

7/8/09 ENT Rev Al Sharpton offers a different perspective on Michael Jackson's life at memorial event CC :17

7/8/09 ART Free outdoor concert series opens in MacArthur Park and Pasadena Jahad 3:30

7/8/09 ENT Michael Jackson's funeral at first AME Church Nazario 1:55

7/8/09 ECON Californians can pay taxes with state-issued IOUs Russ 1:02

7/8/09 ECON State's two-thirds vote requirement has hindered budget negotiations Myers 3:33

7/8/09 TRAN Drivers spending less time in traffic for second straight year Julian :48

7/8/09 POLI Conservative legal scholar going to Malta Felde :47

7/8/09 POLI Program cuts are necessary to balance state budget, says Governor's Chief of Staff CC :25

7/8/09 POLI Governor's Chief of Staff responds to critics of budget cuts CC :24

7/8/09 ECON Governor's office needs to cut from every department, including prisons CC :21

7/8/09 IMM Feds expand use of online verification for employees Felde :57

7/8/09 ART Getty Center, Mount St Mary's evacuated due to brush fire CC :12

7/8/09 ART Growing brush fire prompts evacuations at Getty Center and nearby areas CC :19

7/8/09 DIS Brian live on fire near Getty Center Watt 2:42

7/8/09 DIS People prepared to evacuate Mandeville Canyon, Mountaingate CC :26

7/8/09 DIS Brian live on fire near Getty Center Watt 2:08

7/8/09 LAB State panel tells Insurance Commissioner to raise workers' comp benchmark CC :11

7/8/09 ART Jackson fans talk about memorial Stoltze 2:04

7/8/09 ENV County lowers cost of permits for rooftop solar Peterson :49

7/8/09 ECON Port cuts fee on cargo to try to keep good moving through Peterson :48

7/8/09 LAW Debate continues over Jackson memorial costs to city Stoltze :53

7/8/09 ENER Investor-owned utility educates public about rooftop solar opportunities CC :16

7/8/09 LAW The familiy raises questions after LA County Sheriff's deputies shoot, kill a teen in Compton Jahad 1:13

7/8/09 LAW Debate continues over Jackson memorial costs to city Stoltze 1:44

7/8/09 ENER There's more than one way to save with solar rooftop panels Peterson 1:12

7/8/09 LAW Family of 16-year old shot and killed by Sherrif's deputies wants legal action against officers Jahad 1:55

7/8/09 LAW Feds indict, arrest more people in "largest gang investigation ever" Stoltze :50

7/8/09 SAC

It's estimated that California loses more than $1 billion each year from uncollected taxes on internet sales. 
Currently, many websites exploit their position as out-of-state sellers by leaving it to the customer to calculate the 
sales tax themselves and send it to the state. Since many consumers are unaware of such rules, the result is lost 
revenue for California. Should states be able to tax internet sellers? Larry Mantle and a guest examine the issue 
with listeners. Lenny Goldberg  30:00 

7/8/09 HEAL

On the path to health care reform legislation, the White House has reached an agreement where hospitals will 
give up $155 billion in Medicare and Medicaid payments.  Federal insurance programs will reduce their typical 
payments to hospitals as well as funds for treating low-income and uninsured patients.  After similar agreements 
with drug companies and Wal-Mart, will the Obama administration convince Congress that health care reform is 
affordable? Larry finds out more. Gerald Kominski, Jim Lott  30:00 

7/8/09 HEAL

As the discussion around health care reform heats up, there is more to the conversation than how to insure the 
uninsured. With average life expectancy rising, more dialogue is centering around health care during the last 
years of life. From funding for scientific research to hospice care and Medicare - does Obama's health care plan 
ration care for those in the final years of life? Daniel Callahan, Charlotte  40:00 

7/8/09 LAB

While moving for a job is nothing new, the competitive global economy is creating a greater number of Relos, 
workers and their families who relocate frequently for work. Typically well-paid, Relos take homes in suburban 
communities and usually stay no longer than three to four years before moving on to another placement. In his 
book "Next Stop, Reloville", reporter Peter T. Kilborn examines this class of people who lack ties to any place. He 
joins Larry Mantle to discuss the Relos phenomenon and how it is affecting families and communities across the 
country. Peter T. Kilborn  20:00 

7/8/09 SAC

California’s budget crisis has been so protracted that it’s almost a routine way of life at this point—another day, 
another billion-dollar addition to the deficit or another cut to the state’s credit rating. Meanwhile the stalemate and 
political recriminations continue in Sacramento without producing any results, yet. We check in with the prime 
players and hope for the best.

Susan Kennedy, Sen. 
Darrell Steinberg

7/8/09 SCI
Dr. Karim Nayernia of Newcastle University claims to have developed human sperm from stem cells—is it really 
viable? And what could this mean for infertility treatments and the current stem cell debate?

Dr. Arnold Kreigstein, Dr. 
Robert Blelloch

7/8/09 LAW

16-year-old Avery Cody was shot and killed by a Sheriff’s deputy in Compton last Sunday. Though the Sheriff’s 
department said the boy was brandishing a loaded weapon in an aggressive manner the family’s attorney said 
the boy had done nothing wrong, and that no weapon was brandished. Avery Cody’s father is calling for justice. 
Patt checks in with KPCC reporter Shirley Jahad from the Cody family’s press conference. Shirley Jahad

7/8/09 SCI

Is the synthetic Human Growth Hormone that is currently distributed to patients diagnosed with dwarfism safer 
than the HGH that was harvested from cadavers in the 60s and 70s? Are the early puberty inducing doses of 
estrogen given to girls so that they don’t grow ‘abnormally’ tall worth the possible side effects? The medical 
industry plays a large and often dangerous role in height manipulation; how far is too far?

Susan Cohen, Christine 
Cosgrove



7/8/09 TECH

The operating system is the basic software on a computer that lets all other applications communicate with the 
drives and other hardware. Almost from the beginning of the personal computer, Microsoft has dominated this 
market--first with DOS and then with Windows. But lately, other operating systems have been making serious 
inroads into the consumer and business markets. Linux, which was once a platform reserved for developers and 
specialists, is now showing up on basic notebook systems. And Google is preparing "Chrome" a major challenge 
to the dominance of Windows. What's this mean to the future of this all-important industry? Steve Bass, Ina Fried

7/8/09 DIS

The Getty Center and Mount St. Mary’s College have been evacuated due to a brush fire that has burned ten 
acres and is continuing to spread. 200 fire-fighters are battling the blaze along side at least four water-dropping 
helicopters. At this point no homes have been evacuated. Brian Watt

7/9/09 HEAL Obese Californians are costing the state a lot of money Cohen :53

7/9/09 SAC Speculation in California IOUs heats up as banks stop redeeming state warrants Small 4:13

7/9/09 SAC Budget stalemate continues, Governor pushes changes to welfare-to-work program CC :10

7/9/09 SAC Governor pushed cuts to welfare-to-work program, no budget deal in sight Russ 1:27

7/9/09 LAW LA asks for help paying 4000 police officers assigned to Jackson memorial event Julian :45

7/9/09 ECON CA lawmakers renew battle over online sales tax 1:42

7/9/09 POLI Officers respond to alleged Medi-Cal fraud CC :20

7/9/09 LAW Authorities indict 42 people for Medi-Cal fraud Watt :50

7/9/09 LAW California Senator explains low-key women's support for Sotomayor CC :22

7/9/09 ENT Speaker of the House puts the kibosh on a Michael Jackson resolution CC :10

7/9/09 LAW California Senator likes Sotomayor's toughness Felde 1:07

7/9/09 ECON State Inspector General Laura Chick discusses oversight of federal stimulus money CC :22

7/9/09 SAC
State could save hundreds of millions from reducing fraud in In-Home Supportive Services, listener Brian admits 
to defrauding program Mantle 2:05

7/9/09 SAC
Governor says budget would benefit from eliminating fraud from In-Home Supportive Services, listener Jessie 
admits to fraudulently accepting money CC :16

7/9/09 SAC California releases inmates early to ease overcrowding in prisons and jails Small :40

7/9/09 OC California gets $237M in federal transit improvement funds Valot :56

7/9/09 LAW Future lawyer blown away by Washington Felde :57

7/9/09 POLI Young Muslims visit DC CC :23

7/9/09 SAC Listener admits to defrauding In-Home Support program Mantle 1:38

7/9/09 IE State education officials won't allow Chino schools make up short days Cuevas :48

7/9/09 ECON LA County's aggregate property value declines for the first time in 13 years Devall :54

7/9/09 TRAN Metro considers lifting rush hour restrictions for bikes on trains CC :14

7/9/09 EDU UTLA releases copy of internal study revealing problems of Partnership schools Guzman :57

7/9/09 LAW LAPD cracks down on notorious gang CC :23

7/9/09 LAW Federal prosecutors indict 42 people for Medi-Cal fraud Watt 2:03

7/9/09 TRAN Metro considers lifting rush hour restrictions for bikes on trains Jahad 1:55

7/9/09 LAW LAPD arrest 19 members of one of city's most violent gangs Stoltze :42

7/9/09 LAW Federal authorities indict 42 people in ring that defrauds Medi-Cal CC :22

7/9/09 HEAL

Governor Schwarzenegger has pledged to limit the "waste, fraud, and abuse" in California's In-Home Supportive 
Services program, which provides care to senior citizens and the disabled. He says that the state could save 
$400-500 million per year through stricter regulations, including mandatory fingerprinting of home health 
recipients and providers and IHSS enforcement through unannounced home visits. State Democrats and program 
advocates argue that the governor is cutting essential services to close the budget gap. Larry Mantle discusses 
the details of the proposal. 

John Spillane, George 
Runner, Eva Lopez  40:00 

7/9/09 POLI

Vice president Joe Biden has taken an influential role in the Obama administration. He oversaw distribution of the 
economic stimulus, and he helped to formulate the administration's approach to Afghanistan. But Biden also has 
a well-known tendency for "rhetorical flourishes", sometimes running counter to the administration's message, 
and requiring clarification by the White House. How do you view Joe Biden's performance as vice president? 
Does his experience outweigh his potential liability? Mark Barabak  30:00 

7/9/09 MEDI

Sites like Chowhound and Eater LA have changed the world of food reporting forever.  Now, anyone with a fork 
and a keyboard can weigh in, potentially impacting a restaurant’s business.  Should food bloggers be held to the 
same code of ethics as traditional journalists? Pat Saperstein, Kelly McB  30:00 

7/9/09 ECON

Putting aside the growing unemployment numbers—something that the federal stimulus package was supposed 
to curtail with new job growth—there are new concerns that stimulus dollars have not been spent the way they 
were intended by the Obama Administration and Congress.  The GAO says that states haven’t been using the 
funds as intended and the political mud is starting to fly.  Have we been properly stimulated? Chris Mihm, Laura Chick

7/9/09 YOUT

The U.S. Attorney announced today that more than 40 people in Southern California have been indicted for 
defrauding the state's Medi-Cal system of nearly $4.6 million. The fraud, focused on Los Angeles and Orange 
counties, relates to health care provided to handicapped children  Thomas O'Brien

7/9/09 RELI

The Vatican says it’s conducting a survey to “look into the quality of the life” of women’s religious institutions. But 
American nuns say it’s an effort to reel in nuns who are casting aside religious habits, leaving convents to live 
independently, and entering new professions like academia. Regardless of their intention, with the number of 
U.S. nuns down by two-thirds since the late ‘60s, can the Vatican afford to alienate them?

Sandra Schneiders, 
Christopher Kaczor

7/9/09 DIV

What’s in a name?  Depends on who you ask in the San Fernando Valley;  a one-square-mile section of 1,855 
homes in Van Nuys is seeking to become part of neighboring Sherman Oaks, and they will most likely get their 
wish when the L.A. City Council votes on the matter next week.  But there’s a lot of bitterness from the residents 
of Van Nuys who will be left behind—what’s the big deal about a name change in the Valley?

Lydia Mather, Jill Banks 
Barad, Laurette Healey, 
Kevin Roderick

7/9/09 ENT

In celebration of the bicentennial of the poet Edgar Allen Poe’s birthday sci-fi/horror heavy-weights Jeffrey Combs 
and Stuart Gordon have put together “Nevermore: An Evening with Edgar Allen Poe." Pat sits down with the star 
and director of “Nevermore” to talk about the poet, the poems, and their play. Maybe they will be able to figure out 
whom or what is behind that rap-tap-tapping at the studio door.

Jeffery Combs, Stuart 
Gordon

7/10/09 YOUT Los Angeles Zoo seeks volunteers Hurtes :43

7/10/09 ENT Silent movie pianist/organist Bob Mitchell dies Nazario 3:59

7/10/09 EDU President of University of California system tackles loss of state support Varney :49

7/10/09 OBIT Sailor shot to death, family believes killing may be related to sexual orienation Shafer 4:26

7/10/09 SCI Examining the connection between deep tremors below the earth's surface and earthquakes CC :25

7/10/09 ECON Buying and selling IOUs may require license Felde :49

7/10/09 EDU UC President announces furlough plan CC :13

7/10/09 OC Authorities investigate burning of American flags in Laguna Niguel Valot :32

7/10/09 IE New study shows more suicides midyear and midweek Cuevas 1:16

7/10/09 IE Riverside obesity study shows $1.6 billion impact on health care costs Cuevas 1:26

7/10/09 OC UCI Medical Center nurses file complaint against hospital Valot :42

7/10/09 ECON Governor, lawmakers meet for budget negotiations CC :12

7/10/09 ECON LA Zoo closes petting zoo exhibit and bird shows to save money Nazario 1:20

7/10/09 SAC Credit Union League ready to redeem IOUs not accepted by major banks CC :17

7/10/09 IE Norco Jehovah's Witnesses host regional sign language convention Cuevas :53

7/10/09 ECON Banks stop accepting state IOUs CC :19

7/10/09 SAC Listener admits to defrauding In-Home Support program CC :14

7/10/09 ENV Refinery leaks ammonia gas, air officials investigating Peterson :52

7/10/09 ART Trutanich shows new muscle at city hall Stoltze 1:01



7/10/09 LAW Long-time court interpreter and patriarch of lawer family dies Guzman :57

7/10/09 ECON LA Zoo closes petting zoo exhibit and bird shows to save money CC :10

7/10/09 DIV Head of SCLC's LA chapter under fire from national board over same-sex marriage CC :23

7/10/09 ECON Major banks to stop cashing state-issued IOUs Russ :52

7/10/09 DIS

UC Berkeley seismologists have detected a series of mysterious tremors on a section of the San Andreas Fault 
that produced a 7.8 magnitude earthquake in 1857.  The researchers studied seismic activity near San Luis 
Obispo and detected unusual vibrations that occur deep below the earth’s surface.  These vibrations are typically 
connected to volcanoes, not earthquakes but the research team recorded unusually strong rumblings before an 
earthquake in 2004.  Larry talks with the lead seismologist on the study about these newly discovered tremors 
and how predictive they might be of earthquakes on the famed San Andreas Fault. Robert Nadeau  20:00 

7/10/09 ECON

According to Robert Nabors, deputy director of the Office of Management and Budget, the job loss rate is slowing 
– even though June saw the loss of 467,000 jobs.  Other indicators such as durable goods are on an up turn. 
Yet, the daunting numbers are leaving Americans wondering if the $787 billion stimulus plan is actually 
stimulating the economy. Though there isn't any official discussion about a second stimulus plan there are some 
murmurs. Larry talks to Neil Irwin of The Washington Post  and listeners about the mixed bag of economic 
indicators. Neil Irwin  20:00 

7/10/09 OC
Larry Mantle talks with Gustavo Arellano, OC Weekly  staff writer, and Orange County journalist William Lobdell 
about the latest news events and developments in Orange County. Gustavo Arellano, William  20:00 

7/10/09 ENT

Larry Mantle talks with KPCC film critics Claudia Puig of USA Today  and Andy Klein of Brand X about the week’s 
new film releases including Bruno, I Love You Beth Cooper, Blood: The Last Vampire, Weather Girl, Soul Power, 
An Unlikely Weapon, and Herb and Dorothy Claudia Puig, Andy Klein  40:00 

7/10/09 ENT

In James Gavin's new biography "Stormy Weather: The Life of Lena Horne," (Atria Books, 2009) he outlines the 
life of an icon. Though Horne was reluctant to adopt the title, the singer-actress paved the way for African 
Americans. Now at 92, Lena Horne is known as a recluse, but remembered as a trail blazer. Larry Mantle speaks 
to James Gavin about the life and times of Lena Horne. James Gavin  20:00 

7/10/09 ECON

Most major banks are not excepting state issued IOUs from customers without an account after today and now 
the SEC is saying that you have to be a registered securities dealer to make a profit from trading them. Does that 
mean you can’t deposit it, cash it or sell it on Craigslist? We discuss what to do with that IOU. Julie Small

7/10/09 SAC

With a now $26 billion deficit hole, California is making the kind of cuts to education that could have long lasting 
implications for its population—California State University announced yesterday that its closing  enrollment for 
spring semester ’10 and hiking fees by 30%, and the UCs are scrambling to reduce their budget by 20% with 
furloughs. What does this mean for Californians futures?

Scott Lay, Dr. Stand 
Glantz, Phil Ansell, 
Anthony Wright

7/10/09 HEAL

Diabetes, heart disease, missed work...we know eating too much and spending too much time on the sofa has 
costs. But a new study from the California Center for Public Health Advocacy has put numbers on those costs. By 
looking at health care data and other science, the group estimates that LA County alone loses some $11.9 billion 
from obesity.

Harold Goldstein, Dr. 
Jonathan Fielding

7/10/09 FOR

President Obama is in Ghana today, on his first trip to sub-Saharan Africa as president. What’s on the agenda 
and did he intend his choice of Ghana over Kenya as a message to his father’s homeland to get their Democratic 
act together?

Drew Hinshaw, Ernest 
Aryeetey

7/10/09 ENT

Just when politics is enough to make you cry, it's usually best to laugh instead. Comedy Congress proudly 
dredges the depths of political humor, both intentional and unintentional, to bring you the news you’d probably 
rather forget.  Remember, the truth hurts far less when it's told by comedians. Eddie Ifft, Ben Gleib

7/11/09 ENT The author of a new Lena Horne biography talks about her compelling anger CC :20

7/11/09 HIST Street named for oil well Felde :58

7/11/09 OC Festivals kick into full gear in Laguna Beach Valot 1:03

7/12/09 LAW Author of Mara Salvatrucha book tries to understand Alex Sanchez arrest CC :20

7/12/09 TECH More Americans are buying big TVs despite the economic recession CC :20

7/12/09 LAW Are Americans relaxing their wariness around marijuana use? CC :25

7/12/09 ART Musically-inclined lawyers form an orchestra Hurtes :38

7/12/09 RELI Vatican is visiting women’s religious orders in the United States CC :20

7/12/09 LIT Edgar Allan Poe still walks among us 200 years after his birth CC :25

7/12/09 OC Art festivals in full swing in south OC CC :14

7/12/09 HIST Street named for natural landmark Felde 1:01

7/13/09 ??? The Loh Life is on Mondays during ME and ATC, online at kpcc.org Loh 2:45

7/13/09 ENT Bruno tops box office this week Jahad :56

7/13/09 LAW Sheriff's Deputies involved in three shootings, one prompts federal investigation Jahad 1:04

7/13/09 LAW Rift grows between Muslim groups and FBI Cohen 4:06

7/13/09 EDU Community colleges prepare for onslaught of students due to CSU budget cuts CC :08

7/13/09 EDU Community colleges prepare for spike in applications Russ :53

7/13/09 LAW CA's budget crisis grows, debate over marijuana's legal status begins Myrow 4:16

7/13/09 POLI Felde reports on Sotomayor's confirmation hearings Felde 1:07

7/13/09 POLI Kitty Felde reports from DC on the Sotomayor confirmation hearings Felde :36

7/13/09 LAW CA Senator interrupted by anti-abortion protestor Felde :47

7/13/09 LAW Californians attend Sotomayor confirmation hearings CC :13

7/13/09 ECON Pierce College's Farm Center donates food to MEND CC :14

7/13/09 LAW Young Latina inspired by Sotomayor Felde :54

7/13/09 IMM An effort is underway to restrict US citizenship for children of some immigrants CC :25

7/13/09 IMM California ballot proposal would limit the citizenship rights of illegal immigrants' US-born children CC :17

7/13/09 IMM A ballot initiative would change the citizenship rights of children born in the US to illegal residents CC :14

7/13/09 IE Riverside County union workers stage demonstration protesting budget cuts Cuevas 1:27

7/13/09 OC OC transit officials push back date for more cuts Valot 1:08

7/13/09 OC OC transportation officials discuss troublesome interchange Valot 1:09

7/13/09 ECON Pierce College's Farm Center donates food to MEND Nazario 1:15

7/13/09 ECON Governor outlines budget priorities in new TV ad CC :20

7/13/09 ENV New federal money will benefit costal protection Peterson 1:20

7/13/09 ECON CA lawmakers finally make headway on budget agreement CC :14

7/13/09 ENER Federal law funds state costal improvement projects CC :15

7/13/09 POLI Kitty Felde reports from DC on the Sotomayor confirmation hearings Felde 1:28

7/13/09 POLI Former State Treasurer gets DC job Felde :53

7/13/09 POLI Van Nuys or Sherman Oaks? The LA City Council will vote on it CC :17

7/13/09 POLI LA City Council will vote on whether to rename part of Van Nuys Sherman Oaks CC :22

7/13/09 GEND California Senator Boxer praises Supreme Court nominee Sotomayor CC :10

7/13/09 ART Famous LA Farmers Market celebrates 75 years CC :17

7/13/09 LAW City Attorney defers to council CC :22

7/13/09 POLI City unions to vote on deal to save LA money Stoltze 1:04

7/13/09 EDU UC workers face furlough days because of budget cuts Jahad 1:03

7/13/09 ECON CSU faculty voting on whether to accept furloughs to help close deficit CC :11

7/13/09 ECON CSU faculty voting on whether to accept furloughs to help close deficit Guzman :52

7/13/09 TRAN Contractors begin taking soil samples for subway to the sea Watt :53

7/13/09 ART Local orchestra wins federal economic stimulus money Jahad 1:15

7/13/09 POLI Bratton expresses concern about early release Stoltze :45

7/13/09 LAW Bratton opposes early release CC :19



7/13/09 IE State secures contract with lare firefighting jet Cuevas 1:19

7/13/09 ECON State agriculture officials lift quarantine after eradicating fruit fly infestation Baer :47

7/13/09 POLI Mayor says city should pay Jackson memorial costs Stoltze :51

7/13/09 ECON UCLA administrators submit proposed budget cuts Guzman :39

7/13/09 POLI Boxer raises lotsa money for reelection bid Stoltze :49

7/13/09 YOUT National kid recreation non-profit grants award to Cerritos Guzman :50

7/13/09 LAW State will crack down on nude beachgoers with warnings as naturalists appeal court ruling Baer :36

7/13/09 HIST Pizzeria at the 75 year old Farmer's Market has seen its product go from exotic to familiar, but stay popular Watt 1:05

7/13/09 HIST Pizzeria at the 75 year old Farmer's Market has seen its product go from exotic to familiar, but stay popular Watt 1:06

7/13/09 HIST 50th anniversary of nuclear leak at Santa Susana Field Laboratory Devall :55

7/13/09 POLI

Democrats are criticizing former Vice President Dick Cheney for initiating a CIA counter-terrorism program that 
was kept secret from Congress. Details about the program are few, but some speculate that its purpose was to 
capture and kill al-Qaeda members at close range. CIA director Leon Panetta canceled the program shortly after 
learning about it last month. As Larry Mantle looks into this revelation, post your thoughts here. Greg Miller,James Bamfo  30:00 

7/13/09 TECH

Social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter and MySpace have traditionally been thought of as hang outs for 
younger adults and teens.  But in recent months, older generations have been invading their public privacy in 
record numbers.  Women over 55 are currently the fastest growing Facebook population.  Now, on top of 
worrying about what your boss might think of your online life, you have to fret about Mom keeping tabs on you.  
So what happens when you finally accept that “friend” request from your Dad, crazy aunt, or worse yet, your 
college roommate’s newly divorced mother?  Larry talks with the creators of the new site My Parents Joined 
FaceBook.com and takes listener calls.

Erika Brooks 
Adickman,Jeanne 
Leitenberg  30:00 

7/13/09 LAW

Supreme Court nominee Sonia Sotomayor will be questioned by the Senate Judiciary Committee Monday, in 
what is expected to be a fiery confirmation hearing.  Eleven Democrats will participate, including new Democratic 
Senators Arlen Specter and Al Franken.  Seven Republicans and their numerous witnesses are expected to 
explore hot-button issues like affirmative action and abortion.   If confirmed, Sonia Sotomayor will be the first 
Latina to serve on the Supreme Court.  Larry Mantle talks with legal experts about what's at stake politically and 
legally.

Kitty Felde,Richard 
Thompson Ford,Tom 
Fitton  60:00 

7/13/09 POLI

Sure Monday kicks off the confirmation hearings of Supreme Court nominee Sonia Sotomayor, but the real heat 
comes on day two when Senators get a potential 9+ hours to question the judge.  From her history of allegedly 
“racialist” and “gender-biased” comments to the background politics haunting the old Democrat vs. Republican 
rivalry, we look ahead to day 2 and the grilling of Sotomayor. David Savage

7/13/09 IMM

Activists in California have started collecting the 488,000 voter signatures necessary to qualify a 2010 ballot 
initiative targeting illegal immigrants and their children. The measure would eliminate public benefits for illegal 
residents, challenge the citizenship of their US-born children, and establish new birth certificate requirements. Is 
such legislation viable? We check in for details on this latest development in the immigration wars.

Ira Mehlman, Kristina 
Campbell, Sam 
Quinones

7/13/09 LIT
The original Los Angeles farmers market turns 75 this week! Patt talks with authors of the new book “Los 
Angeles’s Original Farmers Market” about the history and evolution of the southland staple.

David Hamlin, Brett 
Hamlin

7/13/09 POLI

Did you know, past U.S. anti-drug campaigns actually encouraged  drug use? Or that the meth epidemic—the 
one that seems to be finding its way into news headlines and popular culture everywhere you look, actually 
peaked long, long ago? Journalist Ryan Grim is here with these truths and more, about our country on drugs. Ryan Grim

7/13/09 ENV

Is there an innovative, eco-friendly and practical way to re-imagine suburbia? The gauntlet has been thrown down 
by Dwell magazine and Inhabitat.com. What would you do with the vacant car-dealership in your neighborhood? 
Wouldn’t those display windows make for a great greenhouse? We talk design, suburban planning and forward 
thinking with the men and woman that make it happen.

Jill Fehrenbacher, Fritz 
Haeg, Rick Cole

7/14/09 LAW Rift between Muslim group and FBI grows Cohen 4:35

7/14/09 LAW Redondo Beach resident reacts to Sotomayor CC :24

7/14/09 LAW Southern Californians impressed with Sotomayor hearings Felde :56

7/14/09 HEAL Gov fires half of nursing board CC :10

7/14/09 HEAL Upheaval on state nursing board follows investigative report CC :24

7/14/09 LAW Senator Feinstein not as calm as the Judge Felde 1:26

7/14/09 LAW ACLU sues Santa Monica over treatment of chronically homeless people CC :18

7/14/09 LAW ACLU sues Santa Monica over treatment of homeless people Watt :52

7/14/09 IE UCR launching light communication research center Cuevas :42

7/14/09 LAW Second Amendment activist will testify against confirmation fo Sonia Sotomayor CC :22

7/14/09 LAW LA County Sheriff testifies on Capitol Hill Felde :42

7/14/09 OC Researchers discover drug that restores memory lost to Alzheimer's Valot :51

7/14/09 LAW
President of the Hispanic National Bar Association plans to testify in support of Sotomayor confirmation to 
Supreme Court CC :20

7/14/09 ART FBI arrests Silverlake resident alleging extortion of punk rock musicians Guzman 1:04

7/14/09 HEAL Governor replaces majority of state board for botched investigations of nurses Small 1:01

7/14/09 LAW ACLU sues Santa Monica over treatment of homeless people Watt 1:25

7/14/09 ECON CA Democrats say budget deal is imminent CC :09

7/14/09 POLI LA City Council lets a group of homes join Sherman Oaks in name Cohen :47

7/14/09 SPOR 50th anniversary of major league debut of legendary base stealer Felde 4:08

7/14/09 EDU Medical university faces threat to its accreditation Nazario :52

7/14/09 LAW LA Mayor's aide becomes president of MALDEF Devall :52

7/14/09 ENT Marc Haefele on the debate over the Michael Jackson funeral costs Cohen 3:29

7/14/09 LAW Larry Mantle provides analysis of the confirmation hearings of Supreme Court Justice nominee Sonia Sotomayor.

Kitty Felde,Ronald 
Rotunda,Richard 
Thompson Ford  60:00 

7/14/09 HEAL

There is a change on the state Board of Registered Nursing. Gov. Schwarzenegger replaced most of the 
members on Monday, based on the unacceptable time it takes to discipline nurses. The removal of board 
members comes after ProPublica and the L.A. Times published an investigation that found it took the board three 
years and five months to investigate and close complaints against nurses. Larry talks to Charles Ornstein, senior 
reporter at ProPublica about the shake-up. Charles Ornstein  30:00 

7/14/09 POLI

With so much of the political fireworks in the Supreme Court confirmation hearings of Sonia Sotomayor coming 
care of ancillary issues, aside from Judge Sotomayor’s actual qualifications to become a Justice, it’s easy to get 
lost in the distractions.  After the second day of hearings, when the really juicy conflict between Senators and the 
Judge goes down, we’ll hear from both majority and minority witnesses and friends and former colleagues to get 
the case for and against Judge Sotomayor on the SCOTUS.

David Savage, Ilya 
Somin, Romona 
Romero, Sandra 
Froman, Ellen Chapnick, 
Katherine Barnes

7/15/09 HEAL National Institute of Health issues new guidelines for stem cell research Varney 4:09

7/15/09 ECON Gov may cut more state jobs to save money Shadley 1:12

7/15/09 ECON CA businesses file for bankruptcy Julian 3:58

7/15/09 ECON Budget negotiations resume, cuts to public schools are a key issue Myers 4:22

7/15/09 POLI California lawmaker attacks Democratic health care plan Felde :56

7/15/09 ECON Legislators attempt to reach budget deal Small :55

7/15/09 HEAL Lawmakers discuss the new federal healthcare reform proposal CC :23

7/15/09 HEAL Lawmakers vote along party lines on health care reform bill CC :22

7/15/09 HEAL Republicans line up against federal healthcare reform proposal CC :20



7/15/09 ECON Legislators try to finalize budget deal CC :21

7/15/09 HEAL Democrats maintain that new federal healthcare reform plan could cut costs CC :24

7/15/09 LAW Senator's mom admires Dianne Feinstein Felde :51

7/15/09 RELI Episcopal Church decides to accept openly gay men and lesbians as bishops CC :15

7/15/09 ECON CA Assembly Speaker assesses winners and losers in the impending budget deal CC :17

7/15/09 POLI State budget crunch will eliminate jobs CC :21

7/15/09 POLI Governor's representative concedes that the state budget will cut social service programs CC :23

7/15/09 EDU State budget deal will entail cuts to public education CC :13

7/15/09 TRAN Southwest Airlines reassesses safety after a fuselage blows a hole CC :12

7/15/09 ECON Federal bailout recipient Goldman Sachs reaped big profits in the last quarter CC :20

7/15/09 ECON Federal bailout recipient Goldman Sachs reaped big profits in the last quarter CC :13

7/15/09 IE Inland Empire City Councilman charged with felony conflict of interest Cuevas :46

7/15/09 IE Riverside County approve fraud prevention program Cuevas 1:14

7/15/09 POLI Julie Small talks to Alex Cohen about prospects of budget deal Small 3:15

7/15/09 OC Demand up at OC domestic violence shelters Valot 4:36

7/15/09 LAW LA County courts close for a day CC :24

7/15/09 LAW LA County courts mostly closed today Stoltze 2:55

7/15/09 LAW LA County courts close Stoltze :56

7/15/09 LAW US Attorney General visits LA CC :17

7/15/09 ECON UC panel approves significant budget cuts Guzman :37

7/15/09 LAW Holder visits Southern California Stoltze :50

7/15/09 ECON 41st annual Southern California American Indian Pow Wow cancelled Guzman :50

7/15/09 HOUS Prosecutors crack down on alleged mortgage loan modification scams Jahad 1:00

7/15/09 IE Legislative leaders express hope about budget deal Small 3:15

7/15/09 HEAL

House Democrats have unveiled sweeping legislation to overhaul the nation's health care system.  The proposal 
would require health insurance companies to sell policies to individuals regardless of any pre-existing conditions. 
Not all House members support the plan, but House Speaker Nancy Pelosi expressed confidence that the bill 
would be passed before the August recess.

Xavier Becerra, John 
Campbell, Theodore 
Marmor  80:00 

7/15/09 RELI

The Episcopal Church has approved ordaining gay bishops. In convention in Anaheim on Tuesday, lay people 
and clergy overwhelmingly voted in favor of allowing gays and lesbians to hold "any ordained ministry." Many 
Episcopalians worry that the decision will provoke a schism in the church – four dioceses have cut ties with the 
Episcopal Church to form the Anglican Church in North America in anticipation of Tuesday's vote. Larry finds out 
more.

Reverend Susan 
Russell, Reverend 
Cannon Julian Dobbs  20:00 

7/15/09 ENER

Exxon announced that it will spend $600 million on technology to derive renewable fuels from green algae, a 
biotechnology that could potentially transform the petroleum industry. They've tapped geneticist Craig Venter and 
his company Synthetic Genomics. But will it really be economical? And are there new potential environmental 
hazards from this kind of fuel source? Daniel Kammen, Kert Dav  20:00 

7/15/09 ECON

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger and Legislative leaders were burning the midnight oil in Sacramento last night 
and it seems that they are close to reaching an agreement that will close the State’s 26 billion dollar deficit. Could 
it be true? No more IOU’s? Will California’s bond rate stop dropping? Will 7,000 state funded positions be cut? 
Are 19,000 California inmates going to be released? We find out what is happening up there in Sacramento and 
what it means. 

Karen Bass, Aaron 
McLear, Julie Small

7/15/09 TRAN

A Southwest Airlines 737 jetliner seemed fine as it headed to Baltimore-Washington International Airport – until a 
football-sized hole opened up in the body of the plane.  The cabin lost pressure, but the plane made a safe 
emergency landing. With vacation travel in full swing, are you having second thoughts about that upcoming 
flight?  

Terry Maxon, William 
Voss

7/15/09 ECON

Call it the greenest of the green shoots, or evidence that the scandalous investment banking industry is returning 
to business as usual.  Yesterday mythical investment firm Goldman Sachs reported a $3.44 billion profit for the 
second quarter of ’09, continuing a robust turnaround for a firm that just repaid a $10 billion TARP loan to the 
federal government.  Should Americans be cheering the reemergence of Goldman Sachs, or be wary of a return 
to the free wheeling days of high-risk investments?

Charles Ellis, William 
Black

7/15/09 ECON

Attorney General Edmund G. Brown announced today that state and federal prosecutors have filed 189 lawsuits 
against loan modification consultants. Calling them “charlatans who rip off desperate homeowners facing 
foreclosure,” Brown accused them of taking advantage of homeowners desperate to reduce mortgage payments 
so they could keep their homes. We check in with the Attorney General for his case.

Shirley Jahad, Edmund 
G Brown

7/15/09 HEAL

Patt talks with the lead authors of two Alzheimer’s studies out this. One out of Duke’s Deane Drug Discovery 
Institute claims to have pinpointed a gene that could help predict with greater accuracy, who will get Alzheimer’s 
and in what 5-7 year age range. The other study, out of UC Irvine, found a drug similar to one used to treat 
arthritis and psoriasis helped recover memory in mice exhibiting Alzheimer’s symptoms. Where do these findings 
put us on the map to finding a cure?

Allen Roses, Andrea 
Tenner

7/16/09 ECON Administrators freeze enrollment for children's insurance Nazario :59

7/16/09 HOUS Orange County Legal Aid explans how people become victims of foreclosure scams and how to avoid them Jahad 2:30

7/16/09 ECON Budget talks stall despite optimistic outlook CC :15

7/16/09 ECON Budget negotiations continue Russ 1:34

7/16/09 ECON Still no budget agreement, UC Regents approve severe cuts in SF Shafer 1:25

7/16/09 ECON Even after budget is resolved, CA must deal with retirement benefits guaranteed to employees Schmitz 4:35

7/16/09 EDI UC Regents likely to approve budget cuts CC :13

7/16/09 POLI New Congresswoman sworn in CC :12

7/16/09 ECON CSU Chancellor urges furloughs but doesn't agree to faculty concerns Guzman 1:02

7/16/09 EDU 17-year-old, youngest sailor ever returns to SoCa after circling world CC :14

7/16/09 POLI California's newest Congresswoman tackles health care Felde 1:17

7/16/09 POLI Group calls for California constitutional convention CC :13

7/16/09 POLI City of LA wants to allow limited digital billboards in exchange for fewer of the big signs CC :15

7/16/09 LAW California Senator reminds colleagues of challenges to women Felde 1:07

7/16/09 IE Volunteers clean up 100 foreclosed houses in Murrieta Cuevas 1:26

7/16/09 EDU 17-year-old, youngest solo circumnavigator ever, returns to SoCal Nazario 1:25

7/16/09 ECON Budget impasse fuels sales of California's IOUs Small 1:28

7/16/09 ART Architecture photographer Julius Shulman dies at 98 Cohen 3:17

7/16/09 OC Domestic violence shelters worried about losing state funding Valot 3:41

7/16/09 TECH Engineer convicted in economic espionage case Devall :58

7/16/09 ART Architecture photographer Julius Shulman dies at 98 CC :12

7/16/09 ART Architecture photographer Julius Shulman dies at 98 CC :15

7/16/09 LAW City yanks backing of well-known anti-gang group CC :17

7/16/09 LAW City withdraws funding from well known anti-gang program Stoltze :53

7/16/09 SAC

California legislators failed to agree on a budget once again Wednesday, unable to reconcile how, and how 
much, to cut funding to public schools.  Much of the difficulty stems from Proposition 98, a voter-approved 
amendment to the state Constitution that sets minimum funding levels for state-run schools, community colleges 
and universities. Will a budget agreement finally be reached this week? Larry Mantles gets all the latest with Julie 
Small in Sacramento. Julie Small  15:00 



7/16/09 EDU

The state budget crisis is taxing higher education in California. It's expected that the UC, Cal State, and 
community colleges will offer fewer courses and have larger class sizes. To offset cuts in funding, yesterday a UC 
Regents panel approved a plan to make faculty and staff take 11 to 26 unpaid furlough days next school year. 
For the Cal State campuses, student fees have increased 10%, and are likely to increase up to 20%. Larry 
Mantle looks at how higher education in California is dealing with the drop in funding. Matt Krupnick  25:00 

7/16/09 OC
Larry Mantle talks with Larry Agran, Chairman of the Great Park Corporation Board about The Orange County 
Great Park, its offerings, and its significance to the community. Larry Agran  20:00 

7/16/09 MEDI

The California legislature is considering a bill that would impose heavy penalties on those who break laws in 
order to take and sell photographs of celebrities with their families. Assembly Speaker Karen Bass advanced the 
bill to discourage photographers from trespassing or violating traffic laws in order to get intimate portraits of the 
famous. Any photographer who knowingly breaks the law to obtain a celebrity family photo could be fined up to 
$50,000. Additionally, broadcasters of illegally obtained images could be subject to individual lawsuits. If passed, 
will such a bill protect privacy, or curtail the rights of a free press? Larry Mantle learns more. Jay Lavely, Doug Mirrell  40:00 

7/16/09 HIST

On April 16, 1972, Charlie Duke, John Young and Ken Mattingly lifted off in their Saturn V on the fifth manned 
lunar landing mission. Duke would spend three days on the moon, collecting rock and soil samples, and driving 
the Rover over its surface. On this 40th anniversary of the first moon mission, Larry talks with Duke about the first 
landing mission to the moon and his own moonwalk. Charlie Duke  20:00 

7/16/09 ECON

Los Angeles leaders are launching a new effort to reduce the number of billboards in the city.  The proposed 
ordinance, announced today by Councilman Richard Alarcon, could remove thousands of LA’s older, traditional 
billboards.  In exchange, outdoor advertisers would be permitted to erect a smaller number of new, digital signs.  
Will this really be an improvement?

Ray Baker, Dennis 
Hathaway

7/16/09 ECON

To some ears, "free" may be the most beautiful word in the language. To others, it means the end of entire 
industries. How can giving things away be a business model, and how does that change consumer expectations? 
Chris Anderson, editor-in-chief of "Wired" magazine and author of Free: the Future of a Radical Price , joins us 
with his new theories and his answer to plagiarism charges. Chris Anderson

7/16/09 ECON

After several years of seemingly perpetual budget crisis, most Californians would agree that our state’s 
government is fundamentally broken.  The question then becomes, what should be done to fix it?  A group of 
Californians is pushing for a radical but increasingly viable option—starting over from scratch with a constitutional 
convention to rewrite the state constitution.  What should a new state charter look like?

Jim Wunderman, Rick 
Jacobs, Bob Stern

7/16/09 ECON

Usually things like supply, demand and economic health, determine how much stuff costs.  But lately, gas prices 
seem to be surging independent of these forces.  And dropping.  And surging again.  Why so fickle?  Analysts 
speculate the volatility is caused by oil speculators.  Now, the Obama Administration says it might be time to step 
in.  Should speculation in energy markets me curbed?  If so, how would those limits be enforced? Tom Kloza 

7/16/09 ART

The images taken by Julius Shulman, one of the leading architectural photographers of the 20th century, played 
a major role in shaping the world’s image of Southern California during the 1950’s and 1960’s. He was a pioneer 
in the modernist architectural movement and a prolific photographer. We bid farewell to the artist who died 
Wednesday evening at the age of 98.  Wim de Wit, Beth Brett

7/17/09 ART Larry Mantle, critics Peter Rainer, Wade Major discuss new releases Mantle 2:58

7/17/09 OC Orange County continues to develp its Great Park CC :19

7/17/09 SAC Prop 98 remains unresolved, puts a hold on budget agreements Myers 2:34

7/17/09 ECON CA credit rating downgraded for second time this month CC :18

7/17/09 ECON CA credit rating downgraded again CC :21

7/17/09 HEAL Lawsuit about safe work conditions in adult film industry Watt :52

7/17/09 LAW LAPD Chief responds to state proposal for early inmate release CC :23

7/17/09 LAW Criminal justice scholar responds to state proposal to release some prison inmates early CC :17

7/17/09 LAW Debating the wisdom of early inmate release to save the state some money CC :16

7/17/09 ECON CA unemployment rate holds steady CC :17

7/17/09 ECON CA unemployment rate holds steady Shadley :58

7/17/09 LAW Debating the wisdom of early inmate release to save the state some money CC :10

7/17/09 SCI Reunion of space engineers CC :17

7/17/09 LAW Stoltze with Father Greg Boyle of Homeboy Industries on $$$ problems Stoltze 3:40

7/17/09 ENT The only touring Black invitational rodeo rides into Southland durint its 25th year Watt 3:39

7/17/09 ENV Environmental group says SoCal cities rank for sustainability in US Peterson :50

7/17/09 LAW Group holds town halls promoting const convention CC :21

7/17/09 HEAL AIDS Healthcare Foundation sues LA County over condom uses on adult film shoots CC :24

7/17/09 POLI Group pushes const convention Stoltze :46

7/17/09 HEAL AIDS Healthcare Foundation sues LA County over condom uses in adult films Watt :59

7/17/09 ENT Alex Cohen interviews musician Har Mar Cohen 3:05

7/17/09 ECON

Treasurer Bill Lockyer said Thursday that the state could find funding sources for crucial programs cut off if its 
credit rating drops to junk status.  Larry Mantle talks with CA State Treasurer Bill Lockyer about the state’s 
worsening credit crisis. Bill Lockyer  20:00 

7/17/09 EDU

Tuesday, the Los Angeles Board of Education put on hold a proposal that would permit charter school operators 
and other outside groups to bid for control of 50 new schools scheduled to open over the next four years. Larry 
talks with Los Angeles Times Education reporter Howard Blume about this new plan. Howard Blume  20:00 

7/17/09 ENV

The Chairman and CEO of Wal-Mart, Mike Duke announced plans Thursday to measure the environmental 
impact of all products the nation's largest retailer puts on its shelves. Wal-Mart hopes that other retailers will join 
them in forming a standard sustainability index over the next five years. Wal-Mart issued a questionnaire to its 
suppliers focusing on emissions, energy, efficiency, natural resources used, and the communities that make 
supplies. Will Target and Costco adopt similar standards? And how will Wal-Mart's suppliers and consumers 
respond? Larry Mantle learns more. Burt Flickinger  20:00 

7/17/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and critics Peter Rainer of The Christian Science Monitor  and Wade Major of boxoffice.com discuss 
the week’s new film releases including Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince, (500) Days of Summer, Tony 
Manero, Death In Love, Homecoming, The Poker House, Severed Ways: The Norse Discovery of America, and 
The Queen and I. Peter Rainer, Wade Major  40:00 

7/17/09 ENT

  In light of the fact that several star driven films have tanked at the box office, Larry Mantle talks with KPCC film 
critics Peter Rainer of The Christian Science Monitor and Wade Major of boxoffice.com and takes listener calls to 
find out who would get them to go to the movies? What star, writer or director? Peter Rainer, Wade Major  20:00 

7/17/09 LAW

The LA Police Department’s union disapproves of one way they claim the state is planning to shrink the budget: 
the reduction by $1.2 billion of funding for the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation. The union issued a 
protest today, claiming that such a reduction would lead to the early release of about 20,000 felons and result in 
182,000 new crimes. Patt explores the pros and cons of the alleged plan.

William Bratton, Paul 
Weber, Joan Petersilia

7/17/09 HEAL

Some scientists say the grant system, the process by which they get their funding, tends to be…well, too safe.  
Critics say it doesn’t reward revolutionary thinkers with groundbreaking ideas but rather promotes small 
incremental steps towards finding a cure.  Billions of dollars have been spent on research grants since the 1950’s 
but we don’t seem to be much closer to finding a cure.  If the grant system is reformed, do we have a better 
chance at the brass ring?  

Eileen Jaffe, John Rossi, 
Andrew J.G. Simpson

7/17/09 YOUT

Divorces are down, domestic violence is up, and so are memberships at on-line dating Web sites. How’s the 
recession affecting our relationships? Is it making it harder for couples to divorce for fear of economic uncertainty, 
or stoking our coupling instincts? Patt crunches the numbers.

Diana Sheperd,Sam 
Yagan, Patricia Combs



7/17/09 HEAL

At 66, Spaniard Maria del Carmen Bousada gave birth to twin boys, becoming the oldest confirmed new mom.  In 
order to receive post-menopausal fertility treatments, Bousada lied to a California fertility clinic to skirt its age limit 
of 55.  Last week, she died from cancer, leaving behind two toddlers and sparking a global debate about the 
ethics of assisted fertility and late motherhood.  But if we have no problem with octogenarian fathers, why the 
double standard for women?

Marcelle Cedars, 
Alexander Capron

7/18/09 LAW LAPD released from consent decree CC :17

7/18/09 LAW LAPD released from federally-mandated Consent Decree CC :22

7/18/09 ECON CA may need constitutional convention in order to turn around CC :21

7/18/09 HIST Early toll road built for livestock and lumber Felde 1:01

7/18/09 IE Heat wave to hit the Southland this weekend Cuevas :51

7/19/09 TECH Truth and consequences when parents join online social networking sites CC :19

7/19/09 HEAL New possibilities uncovered in Alzheimer's research CC :12

7/19/09 LIT What's the value of giving goods and services away for free? CC :23

7/19/09 HIST Street named for Mormon summer camp Felde :57

7/20/09 ??? The Loh Life is on Mondays during ME and ATC, online at kpcc.org Loh 2:32

7/20/09 ENT Presto! Potter appears on top at the box office Jahad :44

7/20/09 ENV CA curbing greenhouse gas emissions, will adopt cap and trade standards next CC :17

7/20/09 LAB Unemployment rate in Imperial County is more than twice official statewide rate Shuler 1:13

7/20/09 SAC State leaders hope to reach budget deal today Small :58

7/20/09 IE Extreme heat to linger across Southland Cuevas :51

7/20/09 LAW Patterns of racial profiling persist within LAPD, some critics contend CC :15

7/20/09 IE Two Riverside banks reopen under new ownership Cuevas :49

7/20/09 SAC State leaders expect to reach budget deal today Small 1:05

7/20/09 ECON LA County supervisor decries propsed state budget cuts CC :14

7/20/09 ECON Local elected officials anticipate bearing the brunt of California budget problem CC :18

7/20/09 OC OC Supervisors to consider change to pensions Valot 1:14

7/20/09 SCI Former NASA astronaut speaks about moon landing anniversary CC :29

7/20/09 SCI Veteran astronaut shares his moon landing memories CC :18

7/20/09 LAB LA City workers vote on a labor deal to avoid layoffs Jahad :46

7/20/09 IE New Inland economic report paints grim picture of region Cuevas :47

7/20/09 DIV UCLA course teaches high school students language of their parents, grandparents Guzman 4:40

7/20/09 ENV Water expo in Mar Vista highlights ways to conserve the wet stuff Peterson :45

7/20/09 FOR Baja California state police chief urges US residents to use new crime hotline CC :17

7/20/09 POLI Local leaders decry state budget deal ??? :26

7/20/09 ENER LA, JPL, Caltech partner on water, energy efficiency, job creation Peterson :50

7/20/09 LAW City officials hail end of consent decree Stoltze 1:01

7/20/09 ECON LA County supervisors warn of additional hit from state budget under consideration CC :21

7/20/09 TRAN Public health officials warn against dehydration and heat exhaustion Nazario :49

7/20/09 LAW City officials hail end of consent decree Stoltze 3:31

7/20/09 OC OC tests game-based progrm to teach math Valot 1:12

7/20/09 OC OC education officials study math computer game CC :19

7/20/09 HIST Apollo built by Southern California engineers Felde 4:33

7/20/09 ENV Water conservation activists in Mar Vista hold event CC :19

7/20/09 ECON Long Beach Unified to vote on putting parcel tax on the ballot Guzman 1:10

7/20/09 POLI

According to a Washington Post/ABC News poll, fewer Americans approve of President Obama's handling of 
health care reform. The President's health care-specific approval rating has dropped 6-points since last month, to 
49% for July. Analysts particularly noted eroded support among political independents.  However, his overall 
approval rating remains high, at 59%.  Has your opinion of President Obama's handling of health care changed 
since June? Larry Mantle looks at his approval ratings. Open Phones  30:00 

7/20/09 OBIT

Newsman Walter Cronkite, who was known as "the most trusted man in America", died last week at age 92. From 
1962 to 1981, he anchored the CBS evening news, and covered the assassinations of President Kennedy and 
Martin Luther King, Jr., the moon landing, and the Vietnam War. Larry Mantle looks back on the career of Walter 
Cronkite. Bob O'Rourke  20:00 

7/20/09 LAW

A U.S. District judge has released the Los Angeles Police Department from an eight-year long consent decree 
with the U.S. Department of Justice. The decree, which required several reforms and federal monitoring of the 
LAPD, was imposed in response to the alleged corruption and civil rights abuses of the Rampart corruption 
scandal. In lifting the consent decree, the judge stated significant reforms had been made with the LAPD. While 
acknowledging progress under police chief William Bratton, organizations such as the ACLU have expressed 
disappointment in the decision, citing evidence of continued racial profiling. Larry Mantle finds out what the 
removal of the consent decree means for the LAPD. Connie Rice  10:00 

7/20/09 SCI

On July 16th, 1969, a Saturn V rocket thundered off the pad at Cape Canaveral, carrying Apollo 11 on its historic 
mission to the moon. Four days later, on July 20th, Neal Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin became the first men to walk 
on the moon. But the program that made the landing possible started years before that, with a series of lunar 
exploration probes, many of them designed right here at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. In 1972, the last two 
astronauts walked on the lunar surface, ending America's moon program....or at least putting it on long-term 
hiatus. Today, NASA and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory are gearing up again--this time to return to the moon and 
establish a permanent base. JPL is working on the landing systems, probes and other tools that will once again 
help make this dream reality. NASA's Ares rockets and Orion spacecraft will carry the next generation to the 
moon. As part of a special program recorded at JPL's von Karman Auditorium, Larry and guests look back at 
Apollo and forward towards Ares, Orion, Constellation and beyond.

Dr. Louis Friedman, 
John Casani, Mike 
Sander, Scott Jay "Doc" 
Horowitz  60:00 

7/20/09 LGB

The conventional wisdom here in California is that conservative-leaning African American voters helped the same-
sex marriage ban Proposition 8 win approval last year, and yet the state NAACP came out against Prop. 8.  Now 
there’s a civil war, of sorts, underway in the NAACP and other African American civil groups about the future 
stance on gay marriage.  What will be the outcome when racial political meets the politics of sexuality?

Alice Huffman, Rev. Eric 
Lee

7/20/09 ECON

As legislators say they're close to a deal with the governor on the state budget, counties are bracing for a myriad 
of cuts that will result from the final outcome.  How will this play out in our own Los Angeles and Riverside 
counties?

Don Knabe, John 
Tavaglione

7/20/09 SCI

A recent poll found that more than a quarter of Americans 18-25 expressed some doubt that humans set foot on 
the moon. What is the persistent appeal of conspiracy theories to their believers? If you can’t prove a negative, is 
it even possible to lay a conspiracy theory to rest in spite of the allure of, as astronaut Buzz Aldrin sees it, 
“knowing something that somebody doesn’t know”? Ted Goertzel

7/20/09 SCI

40 Years ago today, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin became the first men to walk on the moon. But the 
astronauts entrusted their lives to 400,000 unsung heroes: the brilliant scientists, engineers and technicians who 
made the trip possible. Charles Lowry was just one of those heroes...he was an engineering manager working in 
Downey at North American Aviation. He developed the parachutes that brought the command module down to a 
safe splash landing. As with every part of the moon mission, the engineering challenges were huge--just as the 
solutions were often brilliant and elegant. Lowry is currently working on the new moon ship, the Orion. But he 
remembers with pride his contribution to sending a man to the moon and, in his case, returning him safely to the 
Earth. Charles Lowry



7/20/09 SCI

Be honest, who here thinks the international space station is as exciting as manned missions to the Moon and 
Mars? It seemed that people paid 140 seconds or less attention to the first twitter from space. What happened to 
NASA’s ability to unite the nation in front of TVs and radios while they counted down? We talk about the public 
perception of NASA and why it is going to take them another decade to get back to the Moon. Pat Duggins

7/21/09 LAW End of federal consent decree governing LAPD does not mean department's internal culture has changed CC :18

7/21/09 SAC California's lawmakers reach budget deal Small 1:11

7/21/09 SAC California's lawmakers reach budget deal, make cuts across the board CC :12

7/21/09 ECON Lacter on CA budget agreement, housing market and foreclosures Julian 3:55

7/21/09 SAC California lawmakers reach budget deal Russ 2:17

7/21/09 ECON California lawmakers reach budget deal Small 2:54

7/21/09 LAW CA Senator reacts to GOP delay on Supreme Court nominee Felde :57

7/21/09 LAW CA Senator says Republicans know they can't block Sotomayor CC :35

7/21/09 SAC Budget couldn't be cuts alone CC :14

7/21/09 SAC Assembly Speaker says deal doesn't fix all of California's budget problems CC :20

7/21/09 HOUS State is not out of the foreclosure woods CC :17

7/21/09 EDU California's public instruction superintendent laments impending budget cuts CC :15

7/21/09 EDU California public schools are subject to budget cuts CC :19

7/21/09 HEAL Dog owners try to keep their pets cool amid heat wave CC :13

7/21/09 ECON State treasurer weighs in on budget's effect upon borrowing ability CC :12

7/21/09 ECON Experts examine the Obama administration health care reform plan CC :14

7/21/09 HEAL Determining whether the Obama administration's health care reform plan will cut costs CC :20

7/21/09 IE Former San Bernardino County assessor formally charged Cuevas :51

7/21/09 HEAL Democrats rally to keep health care bill alive Felde 1:00

7/21/09 SAC Budget calls for changes to property tax revenues Cohen 3:10

7/21/09 TRAN Mobile phone use behind the wheel can be hazardous to health CC :15

7/21/09 HEAL Pet owners take precautions against canine dehydration and heat exhaustion Nazario 1:35

7/21/09 IE Downtown Pomona businesses renews "improvement district" Cuevas 1:31

7/21/09 ECON Cal State trustees approve large budget cuts Guzman 1:03

7/21/09 ECON Cal State trustees approve large budget cuts Guzman 2:39

7/21/09 OC La Palma city employees learn about Korean culture Valot 4:40

7/21/09 ECON Cal State trustees approve large budget cuts CC :24

7/21/09 ART City Council considers Jackson costs Stoltze :55

7/21/09 HEAL Democrats rally for health care reform ??? :23

7/21/09 POLI LA Supes vote to divest in Iran CC :17

7/21/09 SPOR The date of the Los Angeles Marathon changes. Again. Devall :55

7/21/09 POLI LA County Supes sue over state budget Stoltze 3:00

7/21/09 SAC Budget deal deals schools a budget blow Roman 2:59

7/21/09 SAC

Governor Schwarzenegger and state lawmakers reached an agreement to close California's $26 billion deficit 
yesterday. If the plan passes through both houses of the Legislature, the state would borrow money from local 
governments and cut $15 billion from education, state prisons, and Medi-Cal. The deal would also position the 
state to stop issuing IOUs to pay for its bills. But with the economic downturn and a decline in tax revenue, it is 
expected that California will face multibillion dollar deficits into the future. Larry Mantle gets the details on the 
budget deal.

Julie Small, Karen Bass, 
George Runner, Jack 
O’Connell, Dan Walters, 
Jean Ross, Joe 
Matthews  60:00 

7/21/09 HEAL

Although the World Health Organization announced plans to stop tracking swine flu outbreaks and deaths around 
the world, it is still a high-level health concern.  The CDC said more than 40,000 Americans have had confirmed or 
probable cases, and 263 deaths have resulted from the virus.  On Friday, the Food and Drug Administration 
approved the regular winter flu vaccine, a final step before shipments to clinics and other vaccination sites could 
begin. Detected first in Mexico early this year, the swine flu declared a global pandemic in June by the World 
Health Organization.

Gregory Hartl, Dr. 
Jonathan Fielding  30:00 

7/21/09 ECON

In its 61 years, little has changed about California's In-N-Out Burger. The family-owned fast-food chain has never 
franchised or gone public, and the simple menu is basically the same- though insiders know that variations are 
available on the chain's "secret menu". Besides its devoted following, In-N-Out is notable for its business 
philosophy. Part-time associates are paid a few dollars higher than the industry average, and store managers 
earn $100,000 a year with benefits. Larry Mantle talks with Stacy Perman, author of "In-N-Out Burger", about the 
success and cultural impact of the California institution. Stacy Perman  30:00 

7/21/09 HEAL

As the House of Representatives passed one proposal for healthcare reform and the Senate considered at least 
two other sweeping bills, the partisan and even analytical rhetoric is heating up.  The director of the 
Congressional Budget Office torpedoed all of the ideas coming out of Congress, charging that no piece of 
legislation proposes “the sort of fundamental change that would be necessary to reduce the trajectory of federal 
health spending by a significant amount.”  What are the current options for reform and what compromises remain 
the most palatable?

Jonathan Gruber, Ken 
Jacobs, Stephen Shortell

7/21/09 ECON

What are the repercussions of the freshly passed budget on our credit rating, which is currently the lowest in the 
nation? Will it become any easier for California to borrow money? Also, what does it mean that the budget 
includes the state’s first new offshore oil project in more than 40 years? The project should generate $1.8 billion 
in revenue over time, but is it another sign that the state is literally and figuratively tapped out? Bill Lockyer

7/21/09 TRAN

The New York Times is reporting that the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration in 2003 called off 
studies and withheld hundreds of pages of research about dangers of using cell phones while driving in order to 
avoid angering congressional stakeholders such as the House Appropriations Committee, voters who multitask 
while driving, and the cell phone industry. The information was released today as a result of a Freedom of 
Information Act lawsuit brought by the consumer advocacy groups. Now that the information is out there, is a 
federal ban on cell phones while driving in the works?

Clarence Ditlow, Joe 
Simitian

7/21/09 SCI

How is it that with a set of Map-Quested directions, a GPS on the dashboard and Google Earth to guide us, we 
still manage to get ourselves lost? If humans are so evolved why is it easier for an ant to find its way home? Patt 
explores the question with Colin Ellard, author of “You Are Here: Why We Can Find Our Way to the Moon but 
Get Lost in the Mall." Colin Ellard

7/22/09 POLI Locals angry over state budget deal's impact on redevelopment Stoltze 3:13

7/22/09 ECON Oxy strikes giant oil field in Kern County Roman 1:00

7/22/09 ECON City/County leaders condemn state budget cuts Nazario 1:20

7/22/09 ECON LAEDC releases update to economic forecast Watt 1:00

7/22/09 ECON LA Economic Development Corporation's mid-year update to economic outlook CC :24

7/22/09 ART Supes back Wagner event Stoltze 1:00

7/22/09 SAC Prison officials say cuts in inmate population can be done Small 1:53

7/22/09 HEAL CA budget crisis affects student vaccinations Weiss 3:36

7/22/09 POLI Social services officials lament state budget consequences CC :16

7/22/09 POLI LA Supervisor says California budget makes off with revenues that belong to counties CC :25

7/22/09 ECON Relax to healthcare cuts under state budget deal CC :17

7/22/09 HOUS Foreclosures down in CA - but read the fine print Roman :55

7/22/09 ECON LA Economic Development Corp. predicts lingering unemployment in the region CC :21

7/22/09 ECON City/County leaders condemn state budget cuts CC :11

7/22/09 IE San Bernardino County releases findings of children's health study CC :18

7/22/09 IE San Bernardino County releases findings of children's health study Cuevas 1:39



7/22/09 SAC Lawmakers won't consider inmate reduction plan as part of the budget Small 1:49

7/22/09 POLI Locals angry over state budget deal's impact on redevelopment Stoltze 3:20

7/22/09 ENV California lawmakers propose offshore oil drilling Peterson 1:26

7/22/09 LAW Fire union officials warns of deaths from Mayor's budget cuts CC :15

7/22/09 YOUT Kids from junior lifeguard program compete CC :28

7/22/09 YOUT Kids from junior lifeguard program compete CC :18

7/22/09 ENV LA adopts water conservation measures Peterson :37

7/22/09 HOUS Foreclosures down in CA - but read the fine print Roman :49

7/22/09 LAW Amid state budget cut proposals, mayor moves to cut fire service Stoltze :49

7/22/09 POLI LA Mayor joins chorus blasting state budget deal CC :24

7/22/09 ENV Water saving ordinance, a green building meausre, passes in LA CC :23

7/22/09 ECON

To close the state's $26 billion deficit, California's budget deal may bring deep cuts to education, health, and 
social services. As many as 27, 000 inmates could be released from prison. The plan calls for offshore drilling off 
the coast of Santa Barbara, the first new project for the state in 40 years. Additionally, the budget calls for 
borrowing from local governments by taking local redevelopment and highway taxes. The Los Angeles County 
Board of Supervisors says that such actions are illegal, and has voted to sue the state if county funds are 
pursued. It is estimated that Los Angeles County could lose at least $109 million in gas taxes and $313 million in 
redevelopment project funds. Larry Mantle looks at how various departments and agencies will be affected by 
California's budget cuts.

Julie Small, Zev 
Yaroslavsky, Robert 
Turnage, Philip L. 
Browning, Aaron 
McLear, John 
Garamendi  60:00 

7/22/09 HEAL

Addiction is a choice, not a compulsion beyond conscious control, according to Dr. Gene M. Heyman. In his new 
book "Addiction: A Disorder of Choice," (Harvard University Press, 2009)  Heyman argues that drug use, like 
many other life choices, is influenced by preferences and goals. He explores the motivation behind quitting and 
furthering drug use. Heyman maintains the decision making process behind using drugs is similar to how people 
make other life choices.  

Dr. Gene Heyman, Dr. 
Larissa Mooney  60:00 

7/22/09 ECON

Just a day after California reached a dismal budget resolution, a new report out from the Kyser Foundation shows 
some of the most negative projections to date, predicting personal income will drop 2% in the state this year—the 
first annual decline since 1938, and that unemployment will continue to rise through 2010 above the highest 
levels since the end of WWII. But are these predictions too pessimistic? Jack Kyser

7/22/09 LAW

you have probably heard that the AIDS virus, HIV-1, was first transmitted to humans from chimpanzees. Data 
shows that this precursor virus, SIV, is not serious in monkeys. The new study shows that SIV is, however, 
harmful to chimpanzees, which was a findi

Matthew Cate, Clay 
Parker

7/22/09 ECON

Like the end of a game of Jenga the California budget is wobbling and one move away from collapse. Will the 
deal that the governor and four legislative leaders eked out be able to hold up to the public scrutiny it will meet 
before the legislature has a chance to vote? No one seems to be happy with the budget, but are California’s 
Democrats and Republicans pleased enough to pass it? Dan Walters

7/22/09 ART

Comic book lovers convene at the San Diego Convention Center starting tomorrow, with the beginning of the 
40th Comic-Con: International. The annual conference has expanded over the years beyond comic art, films, and 
science fiction to include things like animé, toys, video games, and web comics. How has the growing influence of 
comic books on pop culture affected the comic book industry? Dan Buckley, Zoe Bell

7/22/09 ECON

The California Public Employees’ Retirement System is set to report a 23% decline in its assets for this fiscal 
year, making it the worst return in decades for the pension powerhouse.  While members of CalPERS might fret 
about the $56 billion loss in value they won’t be the only people feeling CalPERS pain—local municipalities, who 
leaned on CalPERS for affordable loans, also will suffer.  Another byproduct of the national recession and 
California’s budget mess, how will CalPERS weather the storm?

Clark McKinley, Alicia 
Munnell

7/22/09 LIT

Where did Chop Suey come from, why did American Jews fall in love with egg rolls, and how did Manifest Destiny 
and America’s post WWII rise to power inform our palates? Author Andrew Coe is here with a fresh 
understanding of a centuries-long exchange between American taste and Chinese culinary tradition. Andrew Coe

7/23/09 POLI Why state lawmakers expect to vote all night on the budget Small :52

7/23/09 ECON Lawmakers set to vote on budget that includes huge cuts to health services Weiss :56

7/23/09 ECON Opposition forms against budget privison that would allow offshore drilling Shadley 1:07

7/23/09 HEAL New programs try to help homeless alcoholics before they end up in the ER Goldberg 4:13

7/23/09 HEAL Weighing the effectiveness of the president's pitch for healthcare reform CC :18

7/23/09 HEAL Policy experts discuss whether healthcare or health insurance is the focus of reform plan CC :19

7/23/09 IE City of Banning cuts back on non-emergency police service Cuevas :50

7/23/09 EDU Online education extends to public high school and, potentially, to the Ucs CC :20

7/23/09 POLI State budget agreement cuts in-home nursing hours for disabled Californians CC :23

7/23/09 SAC Budget session underway in Sacramento CC :15

7/23/09 SAC Lawmakers start long night of work on budget bills CC :09

7/23/09 LIT The 40th annual Comic-Con has begun CC :13

7/23/09 SAC Lawmakers start long night of work on budget bills CC :09

7/23/09 POLI Budget agreement cuts in home nurses hours for disabled CC :11

7/23/09 LAW Mayors lash out at state budget deal Stoltze :57

7/23/09 TRAN LA Metro approves toll lanes on two freeways Devall :58

7/23/09 POLI Non-profit housing developers worry about state budget impacts Stoltze 1:01

7/23/09 TRAN LA County Metro board delays decision on Italian rail cars Devall :59

7/23/09 HEAL Larry and experts analyze President Barack Obama’s remarks and press conference on health care reform. Jack Shaw, Gerald Komin  40:00 

7/23/09 OC

Larry Mantle talks with Gustavo Arellano, OC Weekly  staff writer, and Orange County Register  senior editorial 
writer and columnist, Steven Greenhut, and OC journalist William Lobdell about the latest news events and 
developments in Orange County.

Gustavo Arellano, 
William Lobdell, Steve 
Greenhut  20:00 

7/23/09 LAW

Larry opens up the phones to talk about President Obama's comments about the arrest of Harvard Professor 
Henry Louis Gates at his home in Cambridge. Did the police behave “stupidly” as the President implied? Would 
Professor Gates have been arrested if he were white? What if the policemen were African-American? How would 
you have acted in a similar situation? AirTalk listeners respond. Open Phones  30:00 

7/23/09 TECH

Facebook is the world's most popular social networking site, but it actually began as a college prank. In "The 
Accidental Billionaires", Ben Mezrich creates a dramatic narrative account of how two Harvard students started 
Facebook to get status, women, and money. But while Facebook succeeded at connecting millions of people, its 
success drove the two founders apart. Larry Mantle talks with Mezrich about his book. Ben Mezrich  30:00 

7/23/09 TECH

Rowland Heights has just approved California’s first online-only high school. Department of Education studies 
show some online education can be even more effective than face-to-face instruction, so is this a win-win 
recession solution, or a sorry step in an alienating direction for the Facebook generation? Lisa McClure, Bob Currie

7/23/09 SCI

You have probably heard that the AIDS virus, HIV-1, was first transmitted to humans from chimpanzees. Data 
shows that this precursor virus, SIV, is not serious in monkeys. The new study shows that SIV is, however, 
harmful to chimpanzees, which was a finding that went against a firmly-held assumption in the research 
community prior to the study. Could the research eventually help lead to a vaccination, or a cure? Michael Wilson

7/23/09 ENV

A new study shows climate change decreased winter chilling hours, necessary for the flowering of orchards, by 
30% since 1950 in large patches of the Central Valley. It also cut from 50% to 4%, the area able to produce high-
chill fruits like apples, cherries, and pears. Now scientists and farmers are teaming up, using genetic modification 
and new technology, to save California’s $10 billion—the nation's largest—fruit and nut crop.

Minghua Zhangm Chris 
Locke



7/23/09 GEND

A growing amount of new research says hiring women correlates with a company’s increased profitability; more 
than 80% of job losses since November fell on men; and women are quickly overtaking their male counterparts in 
acquiring educational credentials—is the recession speeding “the death of macho” and a significant shift of power 
from men to women? 

Claire Shipman, Mary 
Boughton, Reihan Salam

7/23/09 HEAL

Pediatricians are supposed to tell their patients to “Eat less and exercise more.” But what if the doctors can’t 
follow their own advice? Would having an overweight doctor dilute the message? How about a “fat” surgeon 
general? Is it even an appropriate criticism, and would the criticism be aired if the nominee were a man? Dr. Perri Klass

7/24/09 POLI Local Congressmen push for aiport curfew Felde 1:00

7/24/09 POLI Budget agreement cuts in home nurses hours for disabled Nazario 1:50

7/24/09 EDU UC executives continue to receive pay hikes and promotions, even as furloughs begin Adler 1:40

7/24/09 ART Mantle, critic Henry Sheehan, Jean Oppenheimer discuss week's new releases Mantle 2:59

7/24/09 ECON State Assembly votes on budget, plans to borrow money from local gov'ts CC :07

7/24/09 SAC CA Senate approves budget CC :16

7/24/09 ECON Senate passes budget compromise Small 2:04

7/24/09 SAC Senate passes budget fix; Assembly next CC :19

7/24/09 IE Heat wave continues through weekend CC :16

7/24/09 SAC Budget not done yet; IOUs might continue CC :18

7/24/09 IE Biologists discover population of frogs nearing extinction Cuevas :40

7/24/09 OC Body surfer dies in large OC surf CC :13

7/24/09 SAC State lawmakers finally pass the package of budget fixes CC :21

7/24/09 POLI Budget agreement cuts in home nurses hours for disabled Nazario 1:52

7/24/09 OC Body surfer dies in giant surf in Newport Beach CC :13

7/24/09 SAC Defeat of two budget measures eliminates state's cash reserve Small :58

7/24/09 OC Body surfer dies in giant surf in Newport Beach Valot 1:09

7/24/09 LAW Old sex case against filmmaker Roman Polanski won’t be dismissed Cohen :50

7/24/09 HOUS Officials ask clergy to help protect homeowners from scammers Jahad 2:15

7/24/09 FOR Iranian Americans in LA and around the world plan demo Saturday Jahad 1:13

7/24/09 ENV City parks need different ordinance to save more water Peterson 1:30

7/24/09 ENV New watering rules under consideration in the city of LA CC :17

7/24/09 ECON CSU's biggest union agrees to furloughs to help close university budget deficit Guzman :58

7/24/09 SAC The California State Senate passed a budget early today, but the Assembly is still debating over the complex legislaJulie Small  15:00 

7/24/09 TRAN

Freeways may not be so free any more. Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority announced 
tolls for two of L.A.'s busiest freeways. The 10 Freeway east and the 110 Freeway south will allow solo 
commuters to drive in the carpool lanes for a price. Tolls range from 25 cents to $1.40 per mile. Even though 
several other highways in the state have toll roads, this is a first for L.A. County freeways. Larry talks to guests 
and listeners about how the new plan will affect traffic and driving in Los Angeles.

Martin Wachs  25:00 

7/24/09 HEAL

President Obama has pledged to pay for health care reform through an effort to "eliminate waste, fraud, and 
abuse" in the health care system. It's estimated that Medicare alone loses $60 billion a year to fraud and improper 
payments. How extensive is Medicare and Medicaid fraud, and will targeting it help pay for health care reform? 
Will a health care overhaul lead to more fraud and wasteful spending? Larry Mantle takes a look at abuse in 
Medicare and Medicaid. Jerry Flanagan, Jim Frogu  20:00 

7/24/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and critics Jean Oppenheimer of Village Voice Media and Henry Sheehan of henrysheehan.com 
discuss the week’s new releases including The Ugly Truth, G-Force, Orphan, Shrink, The Answer Man, 
Humpday, In The Loop, American Cowslip, Yoo-Hoo, Mrs. Goldberg and Afghan Star Jean Oppenheimer, Henry  40:00 

7/24/09 ENT
Larry Mantle talks with writer/director Aviva Kempner about her new film. “Yoo-Hoo, Mrs. Goldberg” that opens 
today. The film highlights the career of TV pioneer Gertrude Berg. Aviva Kempner  10:00 

7/24/09 ENT

Since 1997, the DocuWeeks showcase has provided hundreds of documentaries with the theatrical runs needed 
to qualify for Academy Award consideration. This year, the event takes place July 31 through August 20 at the 
Arclight in Hollywood. Larry Mantle talks about this year's lineup of 18 features and 10 short films with Michael 
Lumpkin, executive director of the International Documentary Association. Michael Lumpkin  10:00 

7/24/09 ECON

After being approved by the California State Senate earlier today, a plan to close the state’s $26 billion budget 
deficit struggles its way through the assembly. The legislative package of 31 bills includes measures to borrow 
billions from cities and counties, a plan that is controversial with members of both parties. Failure to approve any 
of the bills could wreck the deal and lead to more fiscal turmoil for the state. We look to Sacramento for an 
update. Julie Small

7/24/09 EDU

Data-driven school reform is a major objective of the Obama administration with regard to education. But 
California has among the worst records of any state in collecting and using data for the evaluation of teachers 
and schools. And if California legislators don’t change a law that prevents it from using student test scores to 
measure teacher performance, the state could lose millions of dollars in education stimulus money.

Rick Miller, David 
Sanchez

7/24/09 MEDI

The newspaper industry has been bleeding advertising revenue for sometime and, increasingly, shop talk says 
the best hope might be charity. The New York Times has begun considering funding investigative journalism 
projects with donations from non-profit groups like ProPublica, a model that would promote reader-driven 
reporting. Are mainstream newspapers going the NPR-route? And does it raise conflicts of interest?

Paul Steiger, Mark 
Duvosin, Rick Edmonds

7/24/09 ENV

Everyone knows about Yellowstone Park, the oldest national park in the United States. But what people may not 
know is that it sits right on top of one of the biggest volcanoes on earth. And, contrary to initial assumptions about 
the volcano, it is alive. The most recent explosion was 640,000 years ago and was a thousand times the size of 
the Mt. St. Helens eruption in 1980. Apparently, the question about another eruption of Yellowstone isn’t if, but 
when.

Joel Achenback, Jacob 
Lowenstern

7/24/09 ART

From "Spamalot," to "Little Shop of Horrors," "The Wasps," and yes, "Octomom the Musical," the theater critics 
join Patt for a roundtable of the summer season's pickings. What's hot, what's not, and what's outdoors and 
FREE? Tune in for theater on any budget.

Steven Leigh Morris, 
Wenzel Jones, Dany 
Margolies

7/24/09 ART

Los Angeles has a homegrown theater genre that evokes the environment of Dust Bowl-era carnivals, with social 
misfits and counterculture aplenty. One show, Lucha Vavoom, is “a mash-up of Mexican lucha libre wrestling, 
burlesque striptease and post-punk vaudeville”, as characterized by the LA Times. A second show, “Beneath,” 
was inspired by Nevada’s Burning Man. Rita D'Albert

7/25/09 HIST Future Gov made fortune in the Golden State in milk Felde 1:04

7/26/09 LIT Tracing the development of Americanized Chinese food CC :18

7/26/09 EDU Online academy debuts in Rowland Heights CC :19

7/26/09 ENV Do warmer temperatures threaten California’s crops? CC :12

7/26/09 CC CalPERS is having a rare bad year CC :14

7/27/09 ??? The Loh Life is on Mondays during ME and ATC, online at kpcc.org Loh 2:41

7/27/09 ECON

You have probably heard that the AIDS virus, HIV-1, was first transmitted to humans from chimpanzees. Data 
shows that this precursor virus, SIV, is not serious in monkeys. The new study shows that SIV is, however, 
harmful to chimpanzees, which was a findi Jahad 2:56

7/27/09 DIV Thousands turn out for demonstration in LA for human rights in Iran Jahad 1:36

7/27/09 ENT Disney's latest animation number one Jahad :46

7/27/09 HEAL LAC develops new campaing to promote HIV testing Nazario :58

7/27/09 SAC Lawmakers fear more budget battles within the fiscal year Small :59



7/27/09 SAC State parks system took a small hit with new budget, but parks will close regardless Adler :55

7/27/09 ECON State parks lose funding in new budget, but not as many will close as originally proposed CC :09

7/27/09 SAC State employees forced to take three unpaid furlough days a month Shadley 2:20

7/27/09 HOUS Home sales are up - but getting a home loan still isn't easy CC :20

7/27/09 LAW Arrest made in 17-year old Lily Burk's murder case CC :21

7/27/09 IE Banning could vote to increase transient occupancy tax Cuevas :46

7/27/09 ECON Feds announce "Cars for Clunkers" details CC :08

7/27/09 ECON Feds announce "Cars for Clunkers" details CC :19

7/27/09 OC Survey suggests people happy with 22 Freeway carpool lanes Valot :39

7/27/09 DIS SDG & E wants to shut down power to rural customers during fire season CC :17

7/27/09 ART Orange County Performing Arts Center struggles financially Guzman :48

7/27/09 POLI LA Deputy Mayor moves to Dept of Homeland Security with hopes to improve America's image with Muslims CC :09

7/27/09 POLI Gov to sign bills intended to erase CA's deficit, will try to cut a billion dollars CC :09

7/27/09 EDU Black and brown clergy unite for first time CC :11

7/27/09 IE Arsonist sought for second of Canyon Lake strip mall fires Cuevas :37

7/27/09 IE Cal State San Bernardino reports "swine flu" case Cuevas :46

7/27/09 OC OC Judge assigns guardian to look into finances of octuplets Valot :49

7/27/09 OC Appeals court rules former OC sherriff can remain free on bail Valot :58

7/27/09 EDU Black and brown clergy unite for first time Nazario 1:07

7/27/09 ECON Lacter on CA budget Julian 3:53

7/27/09 POLI Alikhan tapped for Obama admin Stoltze 3:24

7/27/09 ECON Communal nature of small school district helps it get through budget cuts Guzman :54

7/27/09 LAW Lancaster plan to deploy powerful aerial surveillance technology raises privacy concerns Baer 1:53

7/27/09 POLI Redevelopment officials say state budget deal kills any new projects this year Stoltze :56

7/27/09 POLI Redevelopment officials say the state budget deal will halt new projects CC :20

7/27/09 ENT 40 year old prop business sets up for auction and going out of business CC :16

7/27/09 POLI Gov rules out fourth furlough day for state workers Stoltze :51

7/27/09 ENT Big Hollywood prop house to auction off wares and go out of business CC :22

7/27/09 ENT Big Hollywood prop house to auction off wares and go out of business CC :18

7/27/09 HOUS

The US Commerce Department says home sales rose 11 percent in June, the largest increase in nearly nine 
years and a promising sign that the housing market may finally bounce back. The median sales price of 
$206,200, however, was down 12 percent from $234,300 a year earlier. What does this mean for the economy as 
a whole? Peter Hong, Richard Gree  20:00 

7/27/09 SAC

The deal to reduce the $23 billion state deficit falls short by $1.1 billion, after the California Assembly failed to 
approve measures on oil drilling and borrowing gas-tax revenues from local governments. The plan also calls for 
a $1.2 billion cut in prison spending, but doesn't specify how it will be achieved. According to experts, the budget 
deal only is a temporary fix, and more fiscal problems lie ahead for the state Larry Mantle takes a look at 
California's budget gap. Evan Halper  10:00 

7/27/09 POLI

Journalist Richard Wolffe gained exclusive access to Barack Obama over the two years that he covered his 
presidential campaign. In his new book, "Renegade", Wolffe profiles Obama from his decision to run for president 
through his first 100 days in office. He also shares insightful details about Obama's character and how his 
upbringing shaped him. Larry Mantle talks with Richard Wolffe about how Barack Obama became commander-in-
chief. Richard Wolffe  30:00 

7/27/09 LAW

In major cities across the country, violent crime is down. This year, cities such as Los Angeles, New York, and 
Washington, D.C. are on track to have fewer killings than any other year in at least four decades. The drop in 
crime was unexpected for criminologists, though many agree that there is no strong connection between crime 
and the economy. Instead, some experts are citing improved policing techniques. Larry Mantle looks at what's 
behind the decrease in violent crime. John MacDonald, Eric Ba  30:00

7/27/09 ENV

From the wide open fields of the Mid-West, to urban gardens, maintaining sustainable agriculture is a tough 
challenge. In the new book by Sharon Astyk and Aaron Newton, "A Nation of Farmers: Defeating the Food Crisis 
on American Soil," the duo looks at the limits and dangers of a globalized food system. From recipes to analysis, 
the authors explore returning to basics and how it may help Americans fend of hunger. Sharon Astyk  30:00

7/27/09 TRAN

The Car Allowance Rebate System (CARS, get it?) program, better known as “cash for clunkers” got off the 
ground this weekend with twin, mutually-beneficial goals:  stimulate car sales, particularly for American brands, 
and get some high-polluting, inefficient cars off the streets.  As much as $4,500 was available to customers 
trading in old gas-guzzling clunkers.  While it might be a good program for car buyers and car dealers, is it a fair 
deal for the taxpayers financing it?

Jessica Caldwell, Bailey 
Wood, Evan Newmark

7/27/09 ENER

Downed power lines have been blamed for numerous fires throughout the western U.S., and a few especially big 
fires in California.  Now San Diego’s electric utility is taking a novel approach to the problem, planning to cut 
power to rural areas of the county during the fire season’s hot and windy days.  While the fire risk might be 
abated as many as 150,000 San Diego residents will lose power during those days—is the solution more extreme 
than the problem?

Onell Soto, Steve 
Conroy, Michael Shames

7/27/09 SCI
Martha Pollack, Tom 
Mitchell, Ray Kurzwell

7/27/09 GEND

It’s the babysitter! It is the first job for most American girls and a role that has always made for great pop-culture 
characters. But what is it about the emerging power of a teenage girl that makes people so uncomfortable? Is the 
hand that rocks the cradle really the hand that rules the world? Miriam Forman-Brunell

7/28/09 DC Judy Chu's first week on the job Felde 4:20

7/28/09 HEAL Cuts to Healthy Families program could leave 450-thousand children uninsured Varney 3:02

7/28/09 LAB CA's oldest farmeworkers still waiting for back pay Khoka 3:20

7/28/09 SAC Gov expects line-item vetos while signing budget bills Shadley :48

7/28/09 IE Authorities melt down confiscated weapons Cuevas :57

7/28/09 SAC Gov signed state budget CC :24

7/28/09 ART Twentieth Century Props auctions off more than 90-thousand items Watt :51

7/28/09 DC No surprise: Feinstein votes to confirm Sotomayor CC :20

7/28/09 SAC Gov makes final cuts, signs budget package CC :13

7/28/09 HEAL Concerns about health care include disagreements about how to pay for it CC :21

7/28/09 DC LA native proud of Sotomayor Felde 1:09

7/28/09 IE Authorities melt down confiscated weapons Cuevas 2:19

7/28/09 IE Authorities melt down confiscated weapons CC :23

7/28/09 SAC Gov signed state budget, included additional half billion dollars in cuts using line-item vetos Russ 1:07

7/28/09 SAC Child advocates warn Gov's cuts to threaten the young Small 2:21

7/28/09 ECON Gov cuts budget for State's Office of Aids Cohen 3:18

7/28/09 LAW Five men arrested for immigration fraud Cohen :50

7/28/09 SAC Gov cuts funding for child welfare, kids health care, parks and AIDS programs CC :17

7/28/09 POLI LA County Sups pass and continue several fee hikes Nazario :40

7/28/09 IMM LA County Sheriff's Department detain 17 at drop house in Compton Guzman :59

7/28/09 ENV LA residents set record low for water use in June Peterson :50

7/28/09 LAW Feds hand out bunch of money to police departments Stoltze :51

7/28/09 EDU State superintendent praises Southland school district for use of data Guzman 1:00

7/28/09 OC OC Sheriff plans to cut budget from the top Roman :53

7/28/09 ECON LA City Council votes to sell odd lots Nazario :39



7/28/09 POLI LA Supes want better oversight of children Stoltze :50

7/28/09 POLI Governor signs budget Small 1:38

7/28/09 LAW

The Los Angeles Police Department is investigating 50 year-old Charlie Samuel for the murder of 17 year-old Lily 
Burk.  The teenager was found dead in her Volvo sedan, parked in a lot in Downtown Los Angeles, with injuries 
to her head and neck. Police say Mr. Samuel encountered Ms. Burk near her mother's office on Wilshire Blvd.  
The alleged killer had left his court-ordered residential treatment facility for the day. Lily Burk's parents say she 
called them twice, asked how to withdraw cash from her credit card "to buy shoes," but gave no sign of distress. 
Larry talks with Richard Winton of the LA Times and Laurie Levenson of Loyola Law School about the details, 
restrictions for prior offenders, and seeks advice for parents.

Richard Winton, Laurie 
Levenson, Officer Dion 
Joseph  30:00

7/28/09 TECH

Only about 20 percent of households in the US are wireless only, even though there's a cell phone for almost 
every American. There's just something about having a hard-wired phone that makes people feel more secure. 
It's a generational divide for sure... younger people are more apt to go cell-only. What's your preference? Are you 
ready to cut the wire? Jeff Kagan  30:00

7/28/09 HEAL

It's estimated that one in three adults in the U.S. is obese. This week, the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention is holding an inaugural "Weight of the Nation" conference on obesity control and prevention. The 
agency has also issued its first comprehensive list of recommendations to stop the increase of obesity. They 
include greater physical activity, incentives to boost farm production, and a possible tax on sugar-sweetened 
beverages. Larry Mantle and guests look at the policies proposed to confront the obesity epidemic.

Eric Finkelstein, Dr. 
David Heber, Dr. Michael 
Goran  30:00

7/28/09 LIT

In trying to manage the bottom line many managers have over looked an expensive problem in the work place: 
bad behavior. From the loud co-worker to the over aggressive boss, incivility in the work place is a corrosive and 
costly problem. In their book The Cost of Bad Behavior” Christine Pearson and Christine Porath address the 
issue of bad behavior in the work place. Christine Porath joins Larry Mantle to discuss what to do when your 
employee's behavior is costing your business. Christine Porath  30:00

7/28/09 POLI

The Dog days of summer, indeed—make that the Blue Dog days, as a flurry of activity is underway in Congress 
as representatives scramble to reach a compromise on a national health care reform bill before the August recess 
at the end of this week.  The conservative Blue Dog Democrats are in the driver’s seat for negotiations and on 
the chopping block could be the “public option” for a government-provided health insurance plan.  What are the 
politics of health care and can a deal realistically get done by Friday? Adam Schiff

7/28/09 SAC

There was no champagne or confetti in Sacramento this morning as Gov. Schwarzenegger signed the much 
delayed, much debated California budget into law.  There was, however, one last round of cuts to be made as the 
Legislature fell about $1 billion short in providing the Governor with the budget reserve he requested.  We detail 
the latest round of budget cuts and look ahead to that next budget battle just over the horizon. Aaron McLear

7/28/09 HEAL

A new study from the Urban Institute says that using anti-tobacco tactics to help fight obesity could raise $500 
billion by 2019. As with tobacco, enforcing a 10% excise tax on fattening foods, revamping nutrition labels on 
packages, and limiting advertising and marketing of junk foods could all lower people’s consumption of unhealthy 
foods and prevent obesity. But will legislators listen?

Stan Dorn, Harold 
Goldstein

7/28/09 POLI

Dr. Morris Chafetz, one of the people instrumental in pushing for laws passed in the 1980s to increase the legal 
drinking age to 21, now says his actions were “the single most regrettable decision” of his career. We hear his 
story and the case for lowering the drinking age in the U.S.

Morris Chaffetz, Chuck 
Hurley

7/28/09 ENV

FALLEN FRUIT is a Los Angeles organization that advocates for increased planting of fruit-bearing trees in public 
spaces and parks, as well as homeowners' back yards. They also distribute maps of various city neighborhoods 
showing where publicly-available fruit can be harvested from trees.  The group gets ready for a big event this 
weekend where the fresh fruit and preserves will be available in abundance. David Burns

7/28/09 TRAN

Will Kepmton, the outgoing director of Caltrans and the soon-to-be CEO of the Orange County Transportation 
Authority, has been working on California’s overall transportation system long enough to see plenty of ups-and-
downs in the state’s fortunes.  Presiding over Caltrans in some of the best and worst budget and economic 
environments in California’s history, Kempton has started hugely ambitious projects and also been forced to slash 
new transit work.  What is the future of California’s transportation infrastructure? Will Kempton

7/29/09 HOUS Housing market is dragging Schmitz 4:43

7/29/09 SAC AIDS activists call Governor's funding cut regressive policy Small :55

7/29/09 HEAL Governor's line item vetoes cuts millions to state's Office of AIDS Cohen 3:12

7/29/09 LAW Police departments awarded over $200-million to hire more officers CC :16

7/29/09 ART Pasadena Playhouse experiments with cheaper tickets for latest show Julian 2:20

7/29/09 DC Five Congressional pages may have swine flu Felde :51

7/29/09 ECON Assemblyman Perez does not agree with Gov's line-item vetoes CC :15

7/29/09 SAC Parks backers say closing parks will cost money in the long run CC :23

7/29/09 EDU Charter school teachers begin to unionize CC :15

7/29/09 ECON Assemblyman Perez calls Gov's line-item vetoes unconstitutional CC :24

7/29/09 ECON Cruise industry releases economic benefits report Roman :58

7/29/09 DC Same information about preventing spread of flu CC :17

7/29/09 ART LA moves forward with plans to put Cirque Du Soleil in Kodak Theatre CC :19

7/29/09 DC California's public health boss tells Congress about swine flu in CA Felde :51

7/29/09 DC Swine flu could overtax California hospitals CC :14

7/29/09 ECON State budget cuts could put teachers out of work Shadley :53

7/29/09 IE Elderly purse snatcher arrested in Lake Elsinore Cuevas :51

7/29/09 IE Grand Terrace city manager fired over alleged embezzlement Cuevas 1:04

7/29/09 OC Domestic violence shelters scramble to cover cut state funding Valot 3:04

7/29/09 OC OC Register to have LA Times deliver its newspapers Valot :57

7/29/09 YOUT Minority characters in video games? Keep looking. CC :16

7/29/09 TECH JPL launches website that provides information about near-Earth objects lke asteroids Cohen 2:58

7/29/09 ECON Small business owner suing CA in hopes state will stop issuing IOUs CC :09

7/29/09 IE Riverside county union workers progest budget cuts, stalled contract talks Cuevas 1:47

7/29/09 ENV Fish and Game panel meets about limiting ocean access Peterson :51

7/29/09 ECON Major Hollywood prop house auctions inventory and calls it a wrap Watt 4:11

7/29/09 ENV Los Angeles beaches top enviro group's dirty list Peterson 1:02

7/29/09 TRAN Pink's Hot Dogs to open location at LAX Watt :45

7/29/09 SAC

Governor Schwarzenegger signed California’s budget yesterday, but used a line-item veto to impose nearly $500 
million in additional cuts to state programs, mostly in health and human services. $50 million will be cut from 
Healthy Families, which provides health care to children from low-income families. Additionally, a decrease of 
$6.2 in parks funding could lead to the closure of 100 state parks. The governor wants the money saved from the 
spending cuts to be set aside in the case of future budget shortfalls. Larry Mantle looks at what the additional 
cuts mean for state programs in California.

John Perez, Traci 
Verardo-Torres, Jean 
Ross  30:00

7/29/09 EDU

As the New York Times reported Monday, many of the nation's charter schools are unionizing. While teachers in 
district-operated public schools are union members, charter schools receive government money but are managed 
by outside organizations that choose whether or not to unionize. How are charter school unions different from 
those at traditional public schools? What do California's charter school teachers stand to gain (or lose) by 
unionizing? Larry Mantle speaks with A.J. Duffy of United Teachers Los Angeles and Steve Barr of Green Dot 
Schools, to find out what impact teachers' unions have on public education. A.J. Duffy, Steve Barr  30:00



7/29/09 ECON

Big banks are showing profits again... the impressive numbers included a $3 billion second-quarter profit 
announced Friday by Citigroup and $2.4 billion for Bank of America. They followed similarly robust earnings for 
Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan Chase. Housing sales are up too. And the Dow and other stock markets are 
strengthening. Is it time to start popping corks and celebrating the end to the recession? Well, no. Unemployment 
continues to increase and is at its highest in 26 years. But maybe, just maybe, the worst of the recession is over.

Michael Santoli, Chris 
Thornberg, Albert "Pete" 
Kyle  30:00

7/29/09 HEAL

Summer is a great season for produce. With so many choices consumers are faced with one more choice: 
organic or not? Are organic fruits and vegetables better than non-organic? It has been a looming argument since 
the organic food movement got started. Yet, critics argue that answer to good produce isn't solely reliant on the 
method of farming. Seasonality, locality and taste are all integral components in choosing good produce. Russ Parsons  30:00

7/29/09 ECON

The city council today approved a $30 million dollar HUD – Section 108 loan from the city’s $357 million credit line 
with the federal government to retrofit the Kodak Theater for a ten year contract with Cirque du Soleil. The 
spectacle would attract an estimated 1 million circus-goers, create 858 jobs and the city would actually earn 
$450,000 just for brokering the deal. It sounds like a win-win situation, but why haven’t these HUD loans been 
being used? Eric Garcetti

7/29/09 ART

After four decades of Hollywood classics and foreign-language standouts, the Los Angeles County Museum of 
Art is shutting the doors on its weekend film program. While the future of the museum’s commitment to film 
remains unclear, we hear from our local film critic about what the closing means for the Los Angeles cinema 
scene. Cari Beauchamp

7/29/09 ENV

The designation "Dolphin Safe" on canned tuna has become a familiar one on every supermarket shelf, and it's 
essential to a tuna brand's success. But the "Dolphin Safe" fishing method that's most widely used today ends up 
killing far more other fish and sharks than the dolphins it saves. Is saving a relatively small number of dolphins 
(not a currently threatened species) worth the loss of more vulnerable aquatic species? And is tuna fishing itself 
sustainable, anyway?

David Shiffman, Mark 
Palmer

7/29/09 POLI

Yesterday (Tuesday) the House Financial Services Committee approved legislation that would leg regulators ban 
incentive pay at banks and give shareholders a vote on bonuses.  As part of the long-term fixes to the financial 
sector promised by Congressional Democrats, the increased power to shareholders and regulators is meant to tilt 
the playing field away from executives.  But with stiff opposition from Republicans and questionable support from 
the White House, can the new measure against excessive Wall St. pay be successful?

Brad Shermann, 
Thomas Quaadman

7/29/09 FOR

After two days of the Strategic & Economic Dialogue talks between the United States and China, the message 
from a concerned Chinese delegation was simple: control your spending.  When a country with an $801 billion 
investment in the U.S. expresses concern about huge budget deficits, Americans are forced to take notice and 
that seemed to be the case during the high-level meetings between economic officials from the two countries.  
What is the state of economic relations between the U.S. and China? Robert Cassidy

7/29/09 ART

So I was playing back-seat bingo with this leader-of-the-pack type when the black-and-whites pulled up to the 
bluff and totally read us the riot act! When my pops picked me up from the clink he looked at me and said, “What 
would Emily Post say?” What a SNAFU! Are you lost? Not hip to the slang? We talk retro today on Patt Morrison 
and learn what these terms mean and where in the world they came from. Ralph Keyes

7/30/09 YOUT Budget cuts severly impact Healthy Families program, insurance for low-income children Weiss :51

7/30/09 DC CA Congressman says climate bill hurts farmers Felde 1:11

7/30/09 MIL Touring play addresses post traumatic stress symptoms in vets Felde 3:36

7/30/09 LAW Anaheim woman tries to save her home from swindlers, foreclosure Jahad 4:30

7/30/09 SAC ACLU suing CA for not protectecting people who work outside all day Khokha 1:14

7/30/09 YOUT Minority characters in video games? Keep looking. Nazario 1:08

7/30/09 FOR Iranian police fired on protestors demonstrating at graveside memorial CC :22

7/30/09 IMM ACLU sues CA for not protecting farm workers CC :14

7/30/09 POLI Republican National Committee meets to look ahead to next year's congressional elections CC :20

7/30/09 ECON Financial crisis panel boss says he wants "just the facts" CC :21

7/30/09 LAW Authorities bust heroin trafficking operation Shadley :55

7/30/09 ECON California to keep issuing IOUs to pay the bills Small 1:04

7/30/09 YOUT LA County Supervisor calls for pilot program for abused children CC :13

7/30/09 FOR CA Congressman warns Iraqi government CC :26

7/30/09 IE State court closures will severely impact Inland courts Cuevas :45

7/30/09 MIL Iraqi attack on Iranian dissent group criticized by Congressmen Felde 1:22

7/30/09 IMM ACLU sues CA for not protecting farm workers Nazario 1:50

7/30/09 LAW Michael Jackson's mother keeps custody of late pop singer's children Watt :55

7/30/09 SPOR Planners of the 25th Los Angeles Marathon envision iconic route Watt :53

7/30/09 POLI Local Dem denounces Gov line item vetoes Stoltze :50

7/30/09 ECON Cali dominates the list of top ten communities grappling with foreclosure Jahad :55

7/30/09 AT Mantle speaks with psychiatric professor Gary Small about drugs meant to boost brain performance Mantle :20

7/30/09 POLI

House Democrats reached a shaky peace with the party's conservatives, paving the way for a vote in September 
on sweeping health care legislation. And Bipartisan Senate negotiators report progress on a bill to extend 
coverage to 95 percent of all Americans. Some of the compromises include exempting more businesses from 
paying penalties for not insuring employees. Can these compromises really lead to a bill that has a chance of 
passing in the fall? Will the resulting bill be so full of compromises that millions of Americans are left without 
suitable healthcare?

Gail Chaddock, Shana 
Alex Lavarreda  30:00

7/30/09 HEAL

Drugs designed to treat Attention Deficit Disorder and Alzheimer’s are increasingly being used by college 
students, professors, writers and others to boost brain performance and concentration.  Do drugs like Ritalin, 
Adderrall and Provigil really make you smarter? Is juicing on smart drugs the new doping? If so, what should be 
done about it? Gary Small  30:00

7/30/09 FOR

Thousands of protesters gathered in a Tehran cemetery today to mourn the death of Neda Agha-Soltan, a young 
woman killed in the demonstrations that followed Iran's disputed presidential election. Afterward, protesters defied 
government orders by gathering at one of the city's mosques. Earlier this week, opposition leader Mir-Hossein 
Mousavi called for more protests, as President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad is set to be sworn in for a second term on 
August 5. Larry Mantle finds out the latest on the continued unrest in Iran.

Abbas Milani, Rezan 
Aslan, Hossein Hedjazi, 
Siamek Kalhor  30:00

7/30/09 ART

Whether it is to mark camaraderie or rebellion, tattoos have had an interesting relationship with American 
subculture. In his book "Tattoo Machine: Tall Tales, True Stories, and My Life in Ink" (Spiegel &Grau July 2009), 
Jeff Johnson unveils the world of art, nerves, drugs and commerce. In his eighteen years as a tattoo artist the co-
owner of The Sea Tramp Tattoo Company, the oldest tattoo parlor in America, Johnson has seen all sorts of 
characters looking to get inked. Larry talks to Jeff Johnson and local tattoo artists about what makes people want 
to get a tattoo and how tattoo's have become a part of American culture. 

Jeff Johnson, Adam 
Portillo, Zach Johnson  30:00

7/30/09 SAC

The Mayor is on his second vacation since being inaugurated for a second term on July 1st. A think tank paid for 
his first trip to South Africa, but what about his traveling LAPD detail? His office remains mum about his current 
trip to Iceland. Eric Spillman

7/30/09 TECH

Maybe one day we’ll look back on them like P.O.G.s or Beanie Babies, but iPhone apps are currently all the rage. 
From ‘Cannabis’—an app that helps locate the closest drug dealer, and one that sounds an alarm as drivers 
approach police speed traps, to iFart and PullMyFinger (and the subsequent iFart-PullMyFinger lawsuit), Patt 
takes stock of the wide world of iPhone. Bart Decrem



7/30/09 ECON

Finding the truth behind the economic crisis and the collapse of major financial institutions is the new job of 
former California State Treasurer, Phil Angelides.  As chair of the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission, he's 
committed himself and the other members "to pursuing the facts and uncovering whatever is underneath 
whatever rock…. And hopefully avoid this kind of thing happening again in the foreseeable future."  With a topic 
as highly charged as this one, can he keep ideology and partisanship at bay and find the real answers? 

Phil Angelides, Rob 
Johnson, Bill Buzenberg

7/30/09 POLI

With the wind seemingly at their backs, after a tough summer for President Obama and his Democratic 
colleagues in Congress, the Republican National Committee arrived in San Diego flush with optimism.  Hoping to 
cash in on the growing unpopularity of government-led health care reform, the RNC looks ahead to key 
gubernatorial races and reclaiming several seats in the 2010 mid-term Congressional elections.  But is there a 
viable long-term strategy for the RNC without any extensive policy proposals of its own?

Travis Francis, Jim 
Pinkerton, Andrew Rich

7/31/09 YOUT Cuts to Healthy Families program could make families pay more and receive fewer benefits CC :10

7/31/09 ECON "Cash for Clunkers" lives for another weekend CC :14

7/31/09 ENV Urban community near oil fields wants tougher controls on drilling Peterson :47

7/31/09 ECON "Cash for Clunkers" lives for another weekend CC :19

7/31/09 IE Norco to dedicate Horsetown Hall of Fame this weekend Cuevas :43

7/31/09 ENV House adds $2 billion to "Cash for Clunkers" CC :26

7/31/09 FOR
Iraqi bombings suspected to increase as US draws down forces, still American advisor advises US to pull out by 
next August CC :15

7/31/09 ENV Rare, damaging fruit flies found in La Verne CC :15

7/31/09 TRANS Cal Trans installing "smart studs" to ease congestion on 110N-5N connection 2:15

7/31/09 ART "LadyFest Inland Empire" rocks Riverside Cuevas 1:14

7/31/09 OC Orange County, Planned Parenthood at odds over funding Valot 2:47

7/31/09 ENV More money for trading in inefficient cars Felde 1:05

7/31/09 TRANS Honda recalls cars with faulty airbags CC :08

7/31/09 DC What's next for moving House health care bill Felde :58

7/31/09 LAW Fight ahead over plan to cut prison population Stoltze 4:11

7/31/09 ENV Destructive pest discovered in the Southland CC :22

7/31/09 HEAL Sup Ridley-Thomas updates plans to reopen Nazario :54

7/31/09 ENV Agricultural pest causing problems in NoCal is discovered in the Southland Baer 1:06

7/31/09 EDU Pasadena summer school fills need created by budget cuts Guzman 3:20

7/31/09 LAB Internet writers at CBS join the Writers Guild Jahad :49

7/31/09 ECON
Congress is racing to pass legislation pouring an additional $2 billion into the popular but financially strapped 
"cash for clunkers" program. However, some legislators are demanding higher fuel efficiency standards.

David Welch, Dan 
Weiss, Paul Lunsford  60:00 

7/31/09 ENT
Larry Mantle and critics Claudia Puig of USA Today and Lael Loewenstein of Variety discuss the week’s new film 
releases including Adam, Funny People, Thirst, The Cove, Local Color, and The English Surgeon, among others. Claudia Puig, Lael Loewe  40:00 

7/31/09 ART

Visionary filmmaker, Werner Herzog, kept a diary during the making of his epic film "Fitzcarraldo." The lavish 
1982 film told the story of a would-be-rubber baron who pulls a steamship over a hill in order to access rich 
rubber territory. The film won the Outstanding Director Prize at 1982's Cannes Film Festival. Shot in the Amazon, 
Herzog later spoke of the difficulties in producing the film. "Conquest of the Useless:  Reflections from the Making 
of Fitzcarraldo" (Ecco, 2009) is Herzog's diary that he kept during the film. From weather conditions, language 
barriers to casting troubles Werner Herzog joins Larry to talk about one of his greatest achievements. Werner Herzog  20:00 

7/31/09 POLI

Apparently one of the worst years in the history of Wall Street financial firms has done nothing to dampen the 
enthusiasm for big bonuses.  As a report by New York Attorney General Andrew Cuomo outlines, nine prominent 
banks that received TARP taxpayer funds paid out nearly $33 billion in bonuses, on par with the amount of 
bonuses given out in the boom year of 2006.  Are banks acting ridiculously greedy on the public dime, or are 
these incentives truly needed to attract the best and brightest to Wall Street?

Joseph Mason, Scott 
Talbot

7/31/09 POLI
The controversy over President Obama's birthplace refuses to die, even in the face of overwhelming evidence 
that he was indeed born in Hawaii.  What makes a rumor catch fire like this, and why won't people just let go? Brooks Jackson

7/31/09 MIL

Iraq doesn’t garner much attention these days, in the shadow of Afghanistan and after U.S. troops officially 
handed off control of the control of Iraqis on July 1st, but American forces are still due to remain in the country for 
another 2 ½ years.  That timetable is too long, according to one senior military advisor—an American colonel 
suggests that we “declare victory and go home” entirely by next summer.  Is there anything left that the U.S. can 
accomplish in Iraq? Peter Monsoor

7/31/09 ENT

Twenty-five productions have qualified so far for a film incentive program signed into law earlier this year. The 
state tax credits are meant to help keep productions in California, but will they work?  What is the impact of 
runaway production on local service providers? And what about those high-dollar incentives offered by other 
states - too much for too little?  

Amy Lemisch, Ken 
Sharp, Greg Albrecht, 
Eddie Marks

7/31/09 HEAL

According to a study out this week, 1 in 3 Americans nap daily, and self-reported napping was higher among 
“people who are poorer, black, men older than 50, men and women over 80 and among people who are not 
happy.” But what constitutes a nap? And will these new numbers stir the napping stigma? According to some 
experts, napping “should have the status of daily exercise.” Rafael Pelayo
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8/2/09 HEAL Use of "smart drugs" raises some concerns CC :21

8/2/09 SPOR LA Olympics 25 years ago this weekend CC :19
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8/2/09 HEAL Ridley-Thomas holds townhall on hospital reopening Nazario 1:20

8/2/09 HIST Street shares name with famous inn Felde 1:04

8/2/09 OC OC D.A. announces settlement with company in a “solicitation check” scheme CC 1:04

8/3/09 IE Western Little Lague series kicks off in San Bernardino Cuevas :50

8/3/09 DC What will do on your summer vacation, Congressman? Felde 1:05

8/3/09 ENV Scientists have set sail to a garbage patch in the ocean that may be the size of Texas Jahad 1:07

8/3/09 ENT Funny People wins the box office race Jahad :40

8/3/09 OC Child abuse reports steady in OC, but some hospitals report increase Valot 4:42

8/3/09 ECON Angelides to head congressional panel investigating the cause of the recession CC :17

8/3/09 ECON CA counties brace for cuts to CalWorks welfare program Khokha 5:27

8/3/09 ENV CA officials quarantine large chunk of land to control moth infestation CC :13

8/3/09 AT New retail and amenities may arrive in downtown LA CC :18

8/3/09 TRAN New air pilot safety rules under review CC :18

8/3/09 IE Soboba tribe hoping to annex land to expand casino complex Cuevas :49

8/3/09 HEAL Ridley-Thomas holds town hall on King-Harbor hospital reopening CC :11

8/3/09 AT Tightening safety rules for regional airline pilots CC :15

8/3/09 LAW New survey tries to determine which kids may be at risk for becoming criminals CC :14

8/3/09 HEAL Ridley-Thomas holds town hall on King-Harbor hospital ropening Nazario 1:39

8/3/09 SAC County govts complain state has not reimbursed them for special election CC :14

8/3/09 SCI Study findings could lead to inoculation against illness CC :15

8/3/09 EDU New UC Irvine law school is about to open CC :08



8/3/09 SCI Study findings could lead to inoculation against illness Nazario :45

8/3/09 ??? The Loh Life is on Mondays during ME and ATC, online at kpcc.org Loh 2:36

8/3/09 ENV State agricultural officials could announce a quarantine as early as this week to control a moth infestation Baer :47

8/3/09 ECON Stimulus money pays for marsh restoration in Huntington Beach Peterson 1:57

8/3/09 LAW Agreement reached regarding custody of Michael Jackson's children Watt :57

8/3/09 ENV Report says CA should adapt quickly to climate change, threat of fire Peterson :49

8/3/09 LAW Judge dismisses wrongful death lawsuit in Suzi Pena SWAT death Roman :55

8/3/09 DIS Four strong quakes shake eastern Baja coast Roman :55

8/3/09 LAW Anaheim college student accused of modifying game consoles to play pirated games Guzman :56

8/3/09 ??? Rethinking the definition of normal sleep CC :12

8/3/09 ECON

After a round of interviews on weekend talk shows, President Obama's top economic advisors left open the 
possibility of increased income taxes for middle class Americans. Treasury Secretary Timothy F. Geithner and 
National Economic Council Director Larry H. Summers refused to rule out the possibility of a middle class tax hike 
to reconcile the budget deficit, despite Obama's campaign promise not to raise any taxes for those making less 
than $250,000 per year. Are new taxes in store? Will higher income taxes slow economic recovery? Roberton Williams  30:00

8/3/09 ART

1930s photos of Broadway in downtown Los Angeles might be mistaken for Times Square of the same era: street 
cars, throngs of people, posh theaters and clubs. But that was then and this is... the future? City Councilman 
Jose Huizar is sponsoring the "Bringing Back Broadway" initiative, a ten-year plan to restore 12 historic theaters 
and bring back the streetcars to LA's historic mainstreet. Jose Huizar  20:00 

8/3/09 TRAN

A bipartisan bill to bolster airline safety was approved by a House committee Thursday.  Prompted by February’s 
regional airline crash in Buffalo, New York, which killed all 50 people on board, the new measure would 
strengthen pilot training, screening and professional development requirements.  It would also require the FAA to 
track scientific research on pilot fatigue issues.  FAA Administrator Randy Babbitt says these congressional 
efforts are “redundant and misguided.”  But pilot union leaders and independent safety experts say the new 
legislation might compel the FAA and airlines to embrace necessary and long demanded safety changes.  What 
really needs to be done to improve airline safety?

Roger Cohen, Capt 
Ross Aimer, Capt John 
Cox  30:00

8/3/09 LAB

Visit any coffee shop and you'll see folks sitting around tapping on laptops and chatting on cell phones. More and 
more of those people are gainfully employed--and working full time ala latte and muffin. It's the new trend: 
nomadic working. Wireless technology makes it possible for people to communicate and work anywhere in the 
world, from coffee shops, to poolside. Is there an economic impact? Surely. But what is it? And what does it 
mean to the social dynamic of the "workplace"? Carsten Sorensen  30:00

8/3/09 ECON

As evidence for his claim that the recession is over, a Newsweek cover story cites three months of rising home 
sales and sharp rises in stock values since March (as we continue to see so far today). The article cautions that 
with perhaps a 1% growth in the economy in the next few years, exuberance may be a ways off, with a recovery 
that could feel like a recession. Dan Gross

8/3/09 LAW

Los Angeles spends about $20 million a year on gang prevention, most of which goes to a “shotgun approach” of 
flooding gang-infested areas with social programs. New research showing only 15% of kids in any given 
neighborhood actually join gangs, and a 74-question interview to determine which youth are most at risk, could 
change all that. 

Malcolm Klien, Karen 
Hennigan

8/3/09 LAW

The Obama administration is floating proposals to create a courtroom-within-a-prison complex in either Kansas or 
Michigan to house Guantanamo detainees. Politically, it’s caused a firestorm of Not-In-My-Back-Yard arguments 
from politicians on all sides. But legally, what precedent is it setting?

Scott Silliman, Bob 
Turner

8/3/09 HEAL

Even as they’re almost universally hated, every American with health coverage must rely on insurance companies 
to receive and pay for the most basic of medical services. Last week House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said 
Democrats are bracing for “carpet bombing, shock and awe” from insurance companies directed at advocates for 
health care reform.  We hear what the insurers have to say.      

Janet Trautwein, E. 
Richard Brown

8/3/09 ENV

A new report from the state on preparing for a future with climate change warns that warmer temperatures over 
the next few decades will mean more heat waves, wildfires, droughts, and floods. In order to preempt the 
potential damage, it calls for measures prioritized in terms of impact; as you might guess, modifying policies for 
water use and fire prevention are high on this list. Tony Brunello

8/3/09 EDU

The new law school at UCI will welcome the most selective class of any law school this year through its doors 
later in August. Emphasis on interdisciplinary “experiential learning” – learning that is gained through hands-on, 
real world experience, sounds great. Will the program live up to the hype? Erwin Chemerinsky

8/4/09 ENT Musical "Spamalot" playing at the Ahmanson Theatre in LA Julian 3:05

8/4/09 HEAL House members take health care fight to district Felde 3:23

8/4/09 ECON New CA budget cut DC-10 contract just in time for wildfire season Russ :58

8/4/09 BUS Lacter on state of the entertainment industry Julian 3:58

8/4/09 RELI Episcopal church nominates two more gay clergy members to become bishops Julian 3:22

8/4/09 ENT Summer movies are not as successful as last year, but it's the film industry's fault, not moviegoers CC :18

8/4/09 RELI Episcopalians remain divided over gay/lesbian clergy CC :09

8/4/09 AT Antidepressant use is way up in the United States CC :18

8/4/09 HEAL Should people earn compensation when they donate organs? CC :24

8/4/09 EDU Los Angeles Unified dropout rate declines CC :15

8/4/09 IE Convicted killer denied request to bar media from trial Cuevas :47

8/4/09 FOR North Korea pardons two American journalists CC :21

8/4/09 DC Senate inclined to impose radio royalties for singers CC :27

8/4/09 LAW Judges order CA to reduce prison population in order to raise medical standards CC :18

8/4/09 LAW Three judge panel orders cap on California's prison population Small 1:20

8/4/09 POLI Two current TV reporter pardoned from 12 year prison sentence CC :14

8/4/09 IE San Bernardino County imposes moratorium on medical marijuana dispensaries Cuevas :43

8/4/09 DIS Glendale fire captain Vince Rifino on fire near Eagle Rock Cohen 2:45

8/4/09 LAW Three judge panel orders cap on California's prison population Small 3:51

8/4/09 DIS Fire Captain says authorities ordered voluntary evacuations for Glendale fire CC :19

8/4/09 EDU New bond deal will bring nearly $200 million to UC campuses Cohen :36

8/4/09 POLI Two current TV reporters pardoned from 12 year prison sentence Nazario 1:09

8/4/09 DIS Fire burns 40 acres north of the 134 CC :27

8/4/09 LAW Judges give CA 45 days to figure out how to reduce prison population CC :16

8/4/09 SAC State senator wants to restore funding for domestic violence shelters Small 1:04

8/4/09 LAW Bratton resigns, hopes city will continue to make progress on racial issues CC :11

8/4/09 LAW Southland cities participate in National Night Out Watt 1:00

8/4/09 CONS SoCal fishermen, conservationists discussing protected areas in oceean Peterson 3:57

8/4/09 ENT City of lA approves loan for Cirque du Soleil Devall :46

8/4/09 POLI Two current TV reporter pardoned from 12 year prison sentence Nazario 1:02

8/4/09 EDU Updated dropout rates out Roman :58

8/4/09 ENV LA County reconsiders tougher controls on Inglewood Field drilling Peterson :47

8/4/09 EDU Pasadena Unified says higher dropout rate the result of better reporting Guzman 1:43

8/4/09 DC Senate inclined to impose radio royalties for singers Felde 1:18

8/4/09 HEAL

A new study reveals that the number of Americans using antidepressants in 2005 doubled compared with 1996.  
That’s an estimated 27 million Americans – more than 10% – and the numbers continue to rise.  According to 
Columbia University researchers, while use of drugs is up, psychotherapy declined.  Are doctors over-
prescribing?  What are the health and cultural implications of this broad expansion in antidepressant treatment?

Dr. Mark Olfson, Dr. 
David Spiegel  30:00



8/4/09 HEAL

Southern Californians know the dangers of too much sun exposure--and most now slather on the sun screen or 
wear broad-brimmed hats. But what about the dangers of too little sunlight? A new study shows that 7.6 million 
children, adolescents and young adults have insufficient levels of Vitamin D. Larry shines some light on the issue.

Dr. Michal Melamed, 
Andrew Shao  30:00

8/4/09 HEAL

Recent news of alleged kidney trafficking in New Jersey has reignited the ethical debate about allowing cash 
incentives to boost the supply of legal organs.  In the US, 84,000 people are waiting to receive organ transplants.  
Demand dramatically outweighs supply.  Last year, more than 4,000 on the list – about 11 each day – died.  The 
organ donor system is seen as a strictly altruistic activity and federal law prevents donors from getting any 
compensation.  But with such an acute shortage, should that change?  

Alexander Capron, 
James Stacey Taylor  60:00 

8/4/09 ECON

If President Obama ultimately achieves the radical reform of regulation and oversight of the financial industry he 
has promised he might have Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner’s explicit-laden tirade to thank for getting things 
moving again.  Secretary Geithner got together the heads of regulatory agencies to blast them for not presenting 
a unified front on new oversight procedures that are meant to avoid future financial collapses & bailouts.  What 
are the Congressional plans for remaking the country’s regulation regime? Brad Sherman

8/4/09 EDU

At first glance it seems like the beleaguered Los Angeles Unified School District finally has a piece of good 
news—the dropout rate for the 2007-08 school year is at 26.4%, down from 31.7% for the previous year and 
among the largest improvements in the state.  LAUSD still has one of the worst dropout rates in the country, 
compared to other large school districts, and minority students still make up the majority of dropouts.  Does the 
improved rate mean that the District’s retention programs are working?

Ray Cortines, Russell 
Rumberger

8/4/09 HEAL

The economic benefits of postponing retirement are obvious. But how about the health benefits?  Several recent 
studies claim pay-offs for holding off on retirement -- from delaying the onset of dementia, improving physical 
mobility, and lowering the rates of depression. Are the potential health benefits worth the loss of retirement R and 
R?  

Gary Small, Carleen 
Mackay

8/4/09 FOR

Riding the very secretive diplomatic buildup by the Obama Administration, former President Bill Clinton arrived in 
North Korea today and won the release of two American journalists who have been detained there for months.  
Laura Ling & Euna Lee were pardoned by North Korean leader Kim Jong Il and will ostensibly be coming back to 
the U.S.  What were the behind-the-scenes diplomatic machinations that enabled President Clinton to travel to 
Pyongyang and win the journalists’ release? Gordon Chang

8/4/09 HEAL

A number of barriers explain the low 3% rate of adult cancer patients participating in studies to test new 
treatments. Problems include the amount of time it takes to explain a study to a patient who may not qualify in the 
end, voluminous paperwork, plain old patient reluctance... and even oncologists’ self-interest in remaining the 
patient’s provider of chemotherapy, for which they are reimbursed at a profit. In spite of these roadblocks, how 
can we achieve a cure?

John Scoggins, Michael 
Friedman

8/4/09 HEAL

Over the past several decades, television has turned cooking into a spectator sport, as actual cooking in the 
kitchen has dropped to a record time. The Food Network now draws more viewers than any cable news channels, 
but Americans are actually cooking less than ever. Research suggests the more time a nation devotes to food 
preparation at home, the lower its rate of obesity. Is it all connected?

John Nihoff, Nancy 
Silverton

8/4/09 LAW

The new law school at UCI will welcome the most selective class of any law school this year through its doors 
later in August. Emphasis on interdisciplinary “experiential learning” – learning that is gained through hands-on, 
real world experience, sounds great. Will the program live up to the hype? Erwin Chemerinsky

8/5/09 LAW Federal judges order California to cap state prison population Small 2:03

8/5/09 POLI CA voters are more socially tolerant than thirty years ago CC :17

8/5/09 POLI California voters have become more socially liberal Russ 1:14

8/5/09 FOR Laura Ling thanks Clinton for securing her freedom CC :18

8/5/09 LAW Judges order CA to reduce prison population Myers 2:49

8/5/09 LAW LAPD Chief Bratton expected to resign CC :17

8/5/09 LAW City leaders credit Bratton with reducing crime rate and helping LAPD reputation CC :25

8/5/09 LAW LA citizens react to Bratton's resignation Jahad :59

8/5/09 LAW LAPD Chief Bill Bratton announces he's resigning CC :20

8/5/09 MIL Fix to "new GI Bill" will let CA vets to get benefits Felde 1:23

8/5/09 CRIM AG - Brown threatens appeal to court order to reduce prison population CC :15

8/5/09 LAW LAPD Chief Bratton reflects on federal consent decree CC :21

8/5/09 LAW LAPD Chief Bill Bratton announces he's resigning Guzman :56

8/5/09 LAW Bratton's "Cops on Dots" talked LA crime CC :17

8/5/09 LAW LAPD Chief Bill Bratton resigns to work in the private sector CC :19

8/5/09 OC Convicted murderer charged with five Southern California killings Valot 1:03

8/5/09 OC OC swears in new fire chief Valot :41

8/5/09 LAW Former LA Police Chief reacts briefly to Bratton resignation CC :04

8/5/09 LAW Chief Bill Bratton leaves LAPD to take job with global consultancy Cuevas :58

8/5/09 DIS Los Angeles Firefighters protest budget cuts at City Council CC :19

8/5/09 CRIM AG wants lawmakgers to solve prison problem Nazario 1:06

8/5/09 POLI LA firefighters protest budget cuts Watt 1:35

8/5/09 LAW Reaction in Los Angeles to LAPD Chief Bratton stepping down Jahad 1:04

8/5/09 LAW LAPD Chief Bill Bratton announces he's resigning Guzman 2:33

8/5/09 LAW Bratton leaves a hanged LAPD with room for more change Peterson 3:00

8/5/09 LAB Firefighters protest cutbacks Watt 1:32

8/5/09 LAW Bratton resigns Cohen 3:51

8/5/09 LAW

Los Angeles Chief of Police William J. Bratton will announce his resignation at noon today, the Los Angeles 
Times has reported. What impact has Chief Bratton had on LAPD over the past 7 years? Larry gets all the latest 
on this breaking story from LA Times reporter, Joel Rubin and analysis from Raphael Sonenshein, Frank Lutze 
and Brian Watt. 

Joel Rubin, Raphael 
Sonenshein, Frank 
Lutze, Brian Watt  40:00 

8/5/09 ECON

Once upon a time, nearly everyone dreamed of coming to California – the land of swaying palm trees, unbeatable 
weather and limitless opportunities.  But these days, the Golden State is traffic-clogged, smog-choked and bone 
dry.  Add to that the crazy political wrangling in Sacramento, the deep cuts made to close the roughly $24 billion 
deficit gap and double-digit unemployment figures.  It’s no surprise record numbers of residents are deciding to 
blow this taco stand.  Is the California dream over? Or do we still feel the love? Open Phones  20:00 

8/5/09 FOR

Larry Mantle and experts discuss the latest news regarding the release of U.S. Journalists Laura Ling and Euna 
Lee during former President Clinton’s visit to North Korea. The North Korean media is reporting that Kim Jong Il 
issued a "special pardon" for the journalists, and ordered their release the request for former President Clinton. Jim Walsh, Grace Yoo  30:00

8/5/09 SAC

A panel of federal judges has ordered the state of California to reduce its prisoner population by 27%, that is 
release 43,000 prisoners over the next two years. The panel found that inadequate health care in prisons causes 
one unnecessary death per week. The state will release some prisoners early, change its parole policies and shift 
some state-housed inmates to county jails. Larry Mantle learns more. Julie Small  10:00 

8/5/09 ART

Larry Mantle talks to Grammy award-winning Jazz musician Herbie Hancock about his new appointment as 
Creative Chair for Jazz for the Los Angeles Philharmonic Association, his appearance with Lang Lang at the 
Hollywood bowl this weekend, and about his legendary career. Herbie Hancock  20:00 



8/5/09 LAW

It’s time for our monthly installment of Ask the Chief—your chance to ask LAPD Chief Bill Bratton your law and 
order questions. This month: a look into the murder of 17 year-old Lily Burk, how a new test claiming to identify 
pre-gang members could help police, and LA is voted “meanest city” to homeless. 

William Bratton, Adolfo 
Guzman-Lopez, Frank 
Stoltze, Romona 
Ripston, Connie Rice, 
Greg Boyle, Russell 
Brown, Connie Rice, Eric 
Garcetti, Anjelica Salas

8/5/09 TECH

The stories of the promises and perils of the various social networking services now available to the general 
public come fast and furious these days:  just this week, the Department of Defense has started an effort to 
establish a military-wide policy on the use of social networking sites like Twitter and Facebook, and the San 
Diego Chargers fined a cornerback for Tweeting his complaints about the quality of food at the Chargers training 
camp.  Can large organizations, from sports franchises to the military and Fortune 500 companies, control the 
new social networking phenomenon? Jack Holt, BJ Fogg

8/5/09 SCI

Despite the fact that the United States leads the world in scientific breakthroughs most American citizens can not 
name a living scientific role model. Why has our nation fallen so behind in science and does it really matter? 
According to Chris Mooney it does. Patt sits down with the co-author of “Unscientific America: How Scientific 
Illiteracy Threatens Our Future.” Chris Mooney

8/6/09 ECON CA health care programs have lost federal funds along with state money Weiss 3:06

8/6/09 ENV Senate likely to approve "Cash for Clunkers" extension CC :20

8/6/09 LAW Nationwide search to replace LAPD Chief Bratton CC :09

8/6/09 LAW Police commissioner speculates on who should be the next LAPD chief CC :14

8/6/09 LAW Supporters cheer Sotomayor at MALDEF offices in LA Jahad :53

8/6/09 OC OC legal experts differ on opinion of new US Supreme Court justice Valot 3:12

8/6/09 ECON Southland dismantler appreciates "Cash for Clunkers" CC :17

8/6/09 ENV Researchers are studying giant patch of garbage in the Pacific CC :15

8/6/09 DC California's senior Senator reacts to Sotomayor confirmation CC :21

8/6/09 ECON Local auto dismantler gets boost from Cash for Clunkers Watt 1:00

8/6/09 IE County settles civil lawsuit brought by Airman shot by sheriff's deputy in 2006 Cuevas 1:28

8/6/09 IE Health officials confrim second "swine flu" related deaths in SB Co Cuevas :44

8/6/09 POLI California's Senators vote to confirm Sotomayor Felde 1:07

8/6/09 POLI State Assembly expunges vote on oil drilling Cohen 2:04

8/6/09 DIS Fire burned 125 acres in Riverside County CC :11

8/6/09 ENT 80s film director John Huges dies Cohen 3:42

8/6/09 OC UCI scientists link new gene to Alzheimer's Valot :53

8/6/09 POLI State Assembly expunges vote on oil drilling Cohen 2:00

8/6/09 ECON The mechanics of getting the cash for the clunkers Watt 1:06

8/6/09 DIV Prominent LA Latina lawyer Antonia Hernandez comments on Sotomayor confirmation CC :19

8/6/09 ENER Feds propse tougher rule for a chemical in smog Peterson :49

8/6/09 TRAN Governor signs bill that bans big trucks from Angeles Crest Highway Devall :46

8/6/09 LAW Crowd at MALDEF HQ cheers Sotomayor confirmation Jahad 1:02

8/6/09 LAW Sen. Feinstein reax to Sotomayor's confirmation to Supreme Court Felde 1:29

8/6/09 LAW

A surprised City of LA comes to terms with the announced departure of LAPD Police Chief William Bratton. Now, 
the search for a replacement begins. Who might fill his shoes?  And what will be done to ensure the stability of the 
police department?

Frank Stoltze, John 
Mack, Connie Rice, 
James Q. Wilson  40:00 

8/6/09 OC

Larry Mantle talks with Gustavo Arellano, OC Weekly  staff writer, and Orange County Register  senior editorial 
writer and columnist, Steven Greenhut, and OC journalist William Lobdell about the latest news events and 
developments in Orange County.

Steven Greenhut, 
William Lobdell, Gustavo 
Arellano  20:00 

8/6/09 HEAL

It is almost back-to-school time and the Federal Government is making preparations for a possible swine flu 
outbreak. Larry Mantle is joined by Time magazine White House correspondent Michael Scherer who talked with 
individuals on the front lines in the Obama Administration. What can we expect with regard to numbers who might 
be infected? Will the vaccine be ready in time? Who are most vulnerable? Larry finds out. Michael Scherer  20:00 

8/6/09 ECON

The U.S. Postal Service lost $2.4 billion during its third quarter and forecasts a $7 billion year-end loss, according 
to figures released Wednesday.  In order to right themselves financially, they’re looking at closing nearly 700 
offices nationwide, removing under-used blue mailboxes and reducing mail service on Saturdays.  Washington 
Post reporter Ed O’Keefe steps out of today’s Senate hearing on these postal issues to talk with Larry. Ed O’Keefe  10:00 

8/6/09 LIT

Larry Mantle discusses Tasha Blaine’s new book, Just Like Family: Inside the Lives of Nannies, The Parents 
They Work For, and the Children They Love (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt), that takes a look at nannies from their 
perspectives, their struggles, and how they deal with the dynamics of individual families. Tasha Blaine  30:00

8/6/09 TECH

The stories of the promises and perils of the various social networking services now available to the general 
public come fast and furious these days:  just this week, the Department of Defense has started an effort to 
establish a military-wide policy on the use of social networking sites like Twitter and Facebook, and the San 
Diego Chargers fined a cornerback for Tweeting his complaints about the quality of food at the Chargers training 
camp.  Can large organizations, from sports franchises to the military and Fortune 500 companies, control the 
new social networking phenomenon? Jack Holt, BJ Fogg

8/6/09 SCI

The Large Hadron Collider, the biggest, most expensive physics machine in the world, isn’t working as planned. 
Thousands of bad electrical connections are leading to a delay in research projects, among other frustrations.  
What was the physics community hoping to achieve with the help of the LHC, what are the implications of the 
delay, and when can we expect it to run properly? Harvey Newman

8/6/09 ENV

Two separate expeditions launched off the California coast this week, headed for...the great Pacific Garbage 
Patch! The expedition, led by the Scripps Institution of Oceanography at UCSD and the ocean-health nonprofit 
Project Kaisei, will document the scope of the problem and call global attention to disastrous ocean pollution. Bob Knox, Mary Crowley

8/6/09 ECON

Another $2 billion could be added to the wildly popular "Cash for Clunkers" program, which burned through most 
of its first $1 billion in just 6 weeks.  The Senate is voting today to add that extra cash, as consumers scramble to 
trade their gas-guzzlers for more fuel efficient cars and dealers revel in increased sales.  

Evan Newmark, Terry 
Miller

8/6/09 LIT

When getting to know someone you tell an average of three lies every ten minutes. Don’t believe me? Why would 
I lie? Today we talk about the evolution and effects of deception with Robert Feldman, author of “The Liar in Your 
Life: The Way to Truthful Relationships Robert Feldman

8/7/09 ART Larry Mantle, critics discuss Julie & Julia and John Hughes' death Mantle 3:00

8/7/09 IE Agricultural quarantine in effect after fruit flies discovered in SB County Cuevas :54

8/7/09 OC Disneyland's Haunted Mansion turns 40 years old Valot 3:50

8/7/09 SAC Governor signed 128 bills into law yesterday Russ :50

8/7/09 SAC Groups to file lawsuit against Gov for line item vetoes, cuts to health and welfare programs Shadley 1:06

8/7/09 ECON Jobless rate signals a slight bit of relief CC :14

8/7/09 OBIT Actress remembers the late movie director/writer John Hughes CC :20

8/7/09 OC Disneyland Resort hotel workers vote against contract offer Valot :49

8/7/09 HEAL Congressmen holding town hall meetings on health care, facing protests along the way CC :17

8/7/09 POLI Democratic leader of CA Senate is going to sue Governor over line-item vetoes CC :18

8/7/09 SAC State senate leader sues Governor over line-item vetoes CC :20

8/7/09 IE SB Co DA slapped with sexual harassment charge Cuevas 2:09



8/7/09 SAC State senate leader sues Governor over line-item vetoes Small 1:03

8/7/09 OC OC woman sentanced in "largest fraud case" in country Valot :57

8/7/09 ART World's Fair of Money at the Los Angeles Convention Center this weekend Cohen 3:32

8/7/09 ECON UCLA summer school teaches students about effects of the economy Guzman 4:28

8/7/09 POLI Los Angeles City Council votes to ban digital billboards and supergraphics CC :15

8/7/09 HEAL 88 year old Eunice Kennedy Shriver hospitalized in critical condition surrounded by familiy Jahad :58

8/7/09 EDU Soldiers train at Cal Poly Pomona for agricultural mission CC :20

8/7/09 POLI Los Angeles City Council votes unanimously for permanent ban on digital billboards and supergraphics Watt 1:01

8/7/09 EDU Soldiers train at Cal Poly Pomona for agricultural mission Guzman :54

8/7/09 ART Poets to stage poetry reading to commemorate race-motivated shootings a decade ago Guzman 2:30

8/7/09 SAC

The State Assembly defeated a bill last month that would have allowed new oil drilling off the Santa Barbara 
County coast. But you won’t find any official record of how lawmakers voted on the plan because the Assembly 
purged it.  What kind of lawmaking is that? Patrick McGreevy  20:00 

8/7/09 ECON

The U.S. unemployment rate dropped slightly this month, about a tenth of a percent, according to the Department 
of Labor. This is the first decrease since early 2008 and, while the number is very small, it may represent a 
turning point in the recession. Or not. Chris Thornberg  20:00 

8/7/09 HIST

In Kevin Starr's "Golden Dreams," the latest book in his series on California history, Starr focuses on California's 
postwar period from 1950-1963. From the creation of suburbia in California to San Diego becoming one of the 
largest cities in the nation Starr tells the story of how California evolved into the being one of the most populous 
states in the union. Author Kevin Starr joins Larry Mantle to discuss the various economic social and cultural 
forces that emerged during these years. Kevin Starr  20:00 

8/7/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and film critics Peter Rainer of The Christian Science Monitor and Andy Klein of Brand X discuss the 
week’s new film releases including G.I. Joe: Rise of the Cobra, Julie & Julia, Cold Souls, Paper Heart, 
Fragments, and A Woman in Berlin , among others. Peter Rainer, Andy Klein  40:00 

8/7/09 OBIT
Larry Mantle and critics Peter Rainer of The Christian Science Monitor and Andy Klein of Brand X discuss the 
deaths of screenwriter Bud Schulberg and writer/director John Hughes, and take calls from listeners.

Peter Rainer, Andy 
Klein, Edie McClurg  20:00 

8/7/09 HEAL

Everyone’s got an opinion on how to, or whether to, reform the American health care system but opinions have a 
little more heft behind them.  The Mayo Clinic formed its Health Policy Center back in 2006 and since then has 
been researching and highlighting differing approaches to the delivery of medical services across the country, 
examples of both successes and failures.  The CEO of the Mayo Clinic comes to KPCC to prescribe his treatment 
for the health care ills of the country. Denis Cortese

8/7/09 TECH

The clips are ready-made for YouTube and headline status on the Drudge Report website:  aggressive, 
opinionated hecklers at various town hall meetings on health care reform screaming at members of Congress to 
get their points across.  There are now a flurry of accusations flying back and forth between Republicans and 
Democrats about the origins of the town hall screamers and the use of “in your face” tactics in the health care 
debate.  Will the hecklers affect the national dialogue on health care reform?

Xavier Becerra, Matt 
Kibbe

8/7/09 POLI Darrel Steinberg

8/7/09 LAW

A federal appeals court has told California to reduce its overcrowded prisons by 40,000 inmates, twenty-five 
percent of the population that is now behind bars.  Cited as dangerous and unhealthy, the prisons may improve 
with fewer numbers, but at what cost to crime prevention and the safety of the general public?  

Julie Small, Linda 
Deutsch

8/7/09 EDU Carlyle Carter

8/8/09 PM Everybody lies, a psychologist declares CC :24

8/8/09 ECON World's Fair of Money at the Los Angeles Convention Center this weekend CC :13

8/8/09 HIST Street named for fruit farmer Felde :52

8/8/09 POLI Iranian Americans protest in Orange County CC :23

8/9/09 ART Hancock to direct jazz programming for LA Phil CC :19

8/9/09 HEAL Retirement may not be all it’s cracked up to be CC :24

8/9/09 AT Is California Dream dead? CC :20

8/9/09 AT Is California Dream dead? CC :20

8/9/09 HIST Freemasons influenced street names in Lake Arrowhead Felde :59

8/9/09 HIST Historian remembers when California symbolized abundance CC :10

8/10/09 OC Elder abuse grows in OC as population ages Valot 2:44

8/10/09 ??? The Loh Life is on Mondays during ME and ATC, online at kpcc.org Loh 2:45

8/10/09 IE Rancho Cucamonga imposes crematory moratorium Cuevas :51

8/10/09 IE Convicted killer's sanity trial begins Cuevas :49

8/10/09 ENT "GI-Joe" commands the box office Jahad :54

8/10/09 LAW
Local prosecutors investigate after LA County Sherrif's deputies shoot and kill two men in separate incidents this 
weekend Jahad :59

8/10/09 ENV Regulators say Chevron dumped extra toxic gas into air Peterson :48

8/10/09 ECON Governor cut funding to land conservation program Shadley 1:00

8/10/09 SAC Governor eliminated funding to Williamson Act Shadley 3:30

8/10/09 DIS Fire in Los Padres National Forest burned more than 10-thousand acres CC :14

8/10/09 DIS Fire burns in Los Padres National Forest CC :15

8/10/09 ENT Screen Actors Guild sends out ballots on Basic Cable Live Action agreement Watt :48

8/10/09 ECON Governor appoints Commission on the 21st Century Economy to solve CA budget CC :16

8/10/09 OC Firefighters put out small fires by 241 Toll Road in OC Valot :45

8/10/09 YOUT Watson says bill will professionalize workers and require accountability CC :19

8/10/09 HEAL People turn to factcheck.org while lawmakers debate healthcare reform CC :21

8/10/09 EDU State education official releases report on digital high school textbooks Guzman :59

8/10/09 FOR Inspector General says Afghanistan reconstruction lacks oversight CC :14

8/10/09 DIS Fire burned more than 10-thousand acres in Los Padres National Forest CC :16

8/10/09 ECON Banks will pocket over 38-billion dollars in overdraft fees this year CC :20

8/10/09 ECON GM to begin selling cars on eBay CC :16

8/10/09 YOUT Watson says bill will professionalize workers and require accountability Nazario 1:37

8/10/09 IE Chino prison to begin moving inmates involved in weekend riot CC :22

8/10/09 SAC Prison medical czar will slash rates paid to outside hospitals Small 1:29

8/10/09 IE Convicted killer's sanity trial is underway in Indio Cuevas :55

8/10/09 ENV Plug-in vehicle conference comes to Long Beach convention center Peterson :45

8/10/09 ENER Governor, Mayor of LA taking part in national energy summit in Nevada Peterson :53

8/10/09 LAW Anniversary of bias-motivated shootings in the San Fernando Valley CC :22

8/10/09 LAW Anniversary of bias-motivated shootings in the San Fernando Valley CC :20

8/10/09 LAW Autopsy report on Michael Jackson sealed for now Roman :52

8/10/09 LAW Anniversary of bias-motivated shootings in the San Fernando Valley CC :24

8/10/09 OC OC Transportation Authority sees ridership drop Peterson :43

8/10/09 LAW Anniversary of bias-motivated shootings in the San Fernando Valley CC :24

8/10/09 ECON

In an effort to solve California's economic woes, legislators are trying to reform the way residents pay state taxes. 
The Commission on the 21st Century Economy, a 14 member panel made up of political appointees, has been 
meeting since the beginning of the year. A carbon tax, tolls and redistributing corporate taxes have all been ideas 
up for discussion. Will an overhaul of the state tax system help California break its current economic cycle? For 
more insight, Larry talks to the experts. Fred Keely,Richard Pomp  30:00



8/10/09 POLI

Unlike Sarah Palin, who resigned because she didn’t want to be a “lame duck,” California’s Governor remains 
undaunted. Despite low approval ratings and bruising budget battles, Schwarzenegger has set an aggressive 
agenda for his last year as Governor. What can he realistically hope to accomplish during his final term? What 
would you like to see him try to do? George Skelton, Dan Sch  30:00

8/10/09 EDU

Remember lugging all those heavy text books around in your backpack when you were in school? Well, no 
surprise, text books are also going digital--kids in many school districts are already trading in their books for 
laptops and Kindles. Advocates say it'll help tailor education when teachers can access open-source digital 
textbooks and alter content to suit local needs. Additionally, the digital realm allows self-motivated students to do 
lessons more independently. But will it also result in less social interaction? And who will assure the quality of the 
material?

William Habermehl, 
Neeru Khosla, Bruce 
Hiderbrand  30:00

8/10/09 HIST

In Rich Cohen's new book, "Israel is Real: An Obsessive Quest to Understand the Jewish Nation and Its History," 
(FSG, 2009) he outlines the history of the Jewish state. From David Alroy to Yitzhak Rabin and Ariel Sharon, he 
uses the lives of others to personify the history of a nation. Cohen joins Larry to explore and explain some of the 
myths and current issues that face the Jewish state. Rich Cohen  30:00

8/10/09 HEAL

With discussion and debate on health care reform getting more rancorous and political partisanship so strong, is 
reasonable discussion possible? How can you separate the lies from the truth…. we talk about the real 
possibilities of getting  meaningful health care reform. 

Brooks Jackson, Phil 
Kerpen

8/10/09 ECON

It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to figure out that raising children is a very expensive venture, but until one 
applies actual cost figures to the equation it all sounds kind of abstract.  An annual report by the USDA found that 
the cost to raise a child today, from birth until 17-years-old, costs a middle-class family $221,000—and that 
doesn’t include college!  Does the nearly quarter-million-dollar figure seem accurate, and is it worth it?? Mark Lino, Carl Haub

8/10/09 MIL

Even as the war in Afghanistan has become the military and foreign policy of the United States under President 
Obama, the country and the war effort have still been wanting for more troops, more money and more attention.  
U.S. commanders and the secretary general of NATO have said more troops are needed, aid groups have asked 
for more resources and the Afghan economy is wanting for faster and smarter reconstruction.  After eight years in 
Afghanistan, is it fair to say that we’re still on course to win the war?

M. Ishaq Nadiri, Arnold 
Fields

8/10/09 TRAN

GM and eBay are joining forces to sell you cars online. Though GM is no maverick in the online automotive sales 
department this is the first time that New cars will be available through the world’s most frequented shopping site. 
225 California dealerships will be participating and consumers will be able to bargain using eBay tools like “best 
offer” to underbid the sticker price, but if everyone thinks this will work why didn’t they do it before? 

John McDonald, Rob 
Chesney

8/10/09 ECON

Even if it is just $3 bucks here and $7 bucks there, there is no limit to how many overdraft fees a customer can 
incur in a single day. Do overdraft fees, often compared to parking tickets, actually force people to be more 
responsible and aware? Or are the banks merely turning their customers upside down to see what they can 
shake out of their pockets? What’s left in your wallet? 

Saskia Scholtes, Linda 
Sherry

8/11/09 ART California State Fair organizers hope for big turnout despite recession Russ 2:01

8/11/09 ECON Lacter on Wall Street Julian 3:48

8/11/09 DC Democrats and Republicans have different views on health care CC :28

8/11/09 HEAL Hundreds camp out for free medical care in Inglewood Nazario 1:48

8/11/09 HEAL Southland Congressman hosts town hall on healthcare reform plan CC :12

8/11/09 HEAL Thousands of people line up for free medical care at the Forum in Inglewood Nazario :52

8/11/09 EDU Governor's education secretary unveils list of recommended digital textbooks CC :16

8/11/09 ENV Lands commission holds hearing on offshore oil, Tranqillon Ridge project CC :24

8/11/09 ENV EPA gives local green corps green money for green jobs Peterson :52

8/11/09 YOUT Special Olympics official remembers the contributions of Eunice Kennedy Shriver CC :14

8/11/09 TRAN Chevrolet introduces its battery-powered Volt CC :15

8/11/09 TRAN Maxiumum fuel efficiency is available in a GM car, but it won't be cheap CC :21

8/11/09 DC How to hold a civil discourse on health care Felde :56

8/11/09 DC State Dem party endorses Afghanistan exit strategy bill Felde 1:00

8/11/09 IE Riverside County announces modified schedules Cuevas :53

8/11/09 ENV Offshore oil drilling discussion heats up at state lands commission meeting CC :19

8/11/09 EDU Governor's education secretary unveils list of recommended digital textbooks Guzman 1:03

8/11/09 OC UC Irvine considering cloging campus near December holidays Valot :51

8/11/09 LAW Man to be released on bail after murder conviction overturned Cohen 3:41

8/11/09 ART Autry museum says it won't expand Griffith Park site Guzman 1:01

8/11/09 HEAL Remote Area Medical sets up temporary clinic inside the Inglewood Forum Nazario 4:42

8/11/09 LAW Man to be released after murder conviction overturned Cohen 3:37

8/11/09 ENT Judge picks ace lawyer for Michael Jackson's children Roman :55

8/11/09 GEND Advocacy groups debate how soon to advance another same-sex marriage initiative CC :23

8/11/09 LAW Seniors in Laguna Woods grow to accept medical marijuana Baer 4:40

8/11/09 LAW Seniors in Laguna Woods grow to accept medical marijuana Baer 4:44

8/11/09 ECON Gas is cheaper - by a penny a gallon Roman :56

8/11/09 LAW Choosing a police chief in LA is chiefly bureaucratic Roman :51

8/11/09 OC OC one of first to begin national children's study Valot 4:14

8/11/09 ENT Judge picks ace lawyer for Michael Jackson's children Roman :55

8/11/09 LAW

Attorney General Eric Holder is considering whether to appoint a special counsel to investigate whether the CIA 
violated laws regarding torture while interrogating terrorism suspects. We look at the legal feasibility—while the 
likelihood of getting convictions is slim, would it send a symbolic message about the country’s stance on torture? 
Or could it cause even more distraction and partisan bickering at a time when President Obama is trying to win 
support for health care reform? Greg Miller, John Eastma  30:00

8/11/09 LIT

Larry Mantle talks with award-winning writer William Vollman about his new book, “Imperial” (Viking) that 
chronicles the history of Imperial County, California. Vollman addresses many issues through the lens of the 
Imperial Valley that will shape the future of America including immigration, agribusiness, and corporate 
exploitation. William Vollman  30:00

8/11/09 HEAL

Single Payer. Insurance Co-operative. Rationed care. Medicare. Socialism? There is so much bloviating, it's hard 
to tell what's really on the table anymore for healthcare reform. In a few months, when the shouting quiets down, 
what might healthcare reform really look like? And who will be left standing when the political battle is over?

Adam Schiff, Chris 
Frates, Noam Levey  30:00

8/11/09 LIT

Larry Mantle talks with award-winning author, popular columnist and spokesman for Organic farming David Mas 
Masumoto about his new book, “Wisdom Of The Last Farmer” (Free Press) that is about reconnecting to the land 
and how the future of food could shape our destinies. David Mas Masumoto  30:00

8/11/09 HEAL

President Obama came out today to put out the fire of disinformation that is raging over healthcare reform. He 
called for Americans to, “spread the facts,” adding, “let’s get this done.” But did the President make any 
headway? Have fears been quelled? Did he answer your questions? What is the next move for the White 
House? Jim Rutenberg

8/11/09 HEAL
We speak with the Chairman of the House Republican Study Committee, Congressman Tom Price and get his 
reaction to the President’s speech.  Tom Price

8/11/09 HEAL

Eunice Kennedy Shriver, sister of President John F. Kennedy, died today leaving behind a lasting legacy in the 
Special Olympics, which she founded in 1968.  How has this organization, with its strong presence in California, 
benefited those with intellectual disabilities in our community? Bill Shumard



8/11/09 TRAN

One year ago the California Legislature made it illegal to drive and talk on a cell phone without a hands free 
device. A few months later, they banned texting while driving. With over 22 million drivers in California, the CHP 
issued a mere 100,000 citations last year for illegal cell phone/texting use - less than a half percent. Why so few? 
Is the law too difficult to enforce or is it just a low priority? We assess the value of the hands free law, one year 
later.

Steven Bloch, Heather 
Hoglund

8/11/09 TRAN

If there were any doubts that plug-in hybrid and all-electric technologies were the wave of our automotive future, 
General Motors and its Chevy Volt hope to put those doubts to rest today.  The EPA will announce the plug-in 
electric Volt, on sale in 2011, will be rated at 230 miles per gallon—and future models from several different car 
manufacturers promise to get to 400mpg.  Is the future now with ultra-high-mileage vehicles?

Tony Posawatz, John 
O'Dell

8/11/09 HEAL

Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz...the business of sleep - Americans are shelling out big bucks to ensure a good nights 
sleep - over $2 billion in sleeping-pill sales annually? It’s a big problem and a big business for the pharmaceutical 
industry. Why is it so hard to get a good night's sleep?

David Clamon, Alon 
Avidan

8/12/09 HEAL More shouting, less listening at healthcare town hall in Alhambra CC :10

8/12/09 HEAL Big crowd at health town hall shouts more than listens CC :25

8/12/09 ECON Gas prices may stay steady for the moment Russ :38

8/12/09 OBIT Governor's political aspirations strongly influenced by the late Eunice Kennedy Shriver Russ 1:29

8/12/09 HIST Autry decides not to expand in Griffith Park CC :24

8/12/09 HIST Autry decides not to expand in Griffith Park CC :22

8/12/09 LAW AG cracks down on home loan scam Jahad :57

8/12/09 ECON Assessing the state of the foreclusure crisis CC :26

8/12/09 OC Orange County sends teams to fire in Santa Barbara County Valot :55

8/12/09 SAC Healthcare advocates launch website to help uninsured Californians Small :52

8/12/09 DIV Southland soccer fans rivited by US-Mexico match. Guzman :39

8/12/09 HEAL Temporary free clinic in Inglewood faces overwhelming patient response CC :17

8/12/09 DC Battle lines between insurance "haves" and "have not's" Felde :57

8/12/09 SPOR Mexico beat US 2-1 in World Cup qualifying match Guzman 3:28

8/12/09 IE SB Co fire chiefs investigated for misappropriation of resources Cuevas :56

8/12/09 OC Bankruptcies up in OC, other parts of Southern California Valot :44

8/12/09 POLI Gay rights group to put Prop 8 back on the ballot in 2012 Russ :55

8/12/09 ENV A very bold bear may go into deep hibernation because of its habits CC :16

8/12/09 EDU LA Mayor urges parent support of LAUSD school secession motion Guzman :53

8/12/09 LAW Culver City councilman assaulted at his bar Peterson :44

8/12/09 ENV Water quality improvements in progress at Southland ports CC :17

8/12/09 DIV Southland soccer fans rivited by US-Mexico match. CC :14

8/12/09 ENV Water quality improvement plan arrives at Southland ports Peterson :52

8/12/09 HEAL Health care giant cuts jobs Jahad :44

8/12/09 HOUS Jerry Brown tries to cracckdown on loan modification scams Jahad 2:17

8/12/09 LAW AG cracks down on home loan scam Jahad :52

8/12/09 POLI

The Autry National Center is backing out of plans for a $175-million expansion of its Griffith Park facility. The 
center, which operates the Museum of the American West, the Southwest Museum of the American Indian, and 
the Institute for the Study of the American West, cited conditions proposed by city councilman Jose Huizar, 
including a stipulation that the Autry commit to operating the other museum, as well as financial strain. What does 
this mean for the future of the center? John Gray, Jose Huizar  40:00 

8/12/09 FOR

U.S. Marines backed by jets stormed a Taliban-held town in southern Afghanistan before dawn today, the launch 
of a new operation to uproot Taliban fighters. Meanwhile, the US Government says it's 90 percent sure it killed 
Taliban-in-Pakistan leader Baitullah Mehsud last week in a missile strike. The use of unmanned aircraft and 
missiles is increasingly the weapon of choice against the Taliban and Al Qaeda in remote regions. Attacking with 
U.S. troops, obviously, also remains a potent option. But which approach is more effective? And with new recruits 
waiting to take over the leadership, how many strikes will it take before the Taliban is out of commission? Anand Gopal, Bill Roggio  20:00 

8/12/09 LAW

Equality California will announce its plan this morning for a Prop 8 do-over: its strategy to legalize gay marriage in 
California. But first they have to decide if the state is ready for a vote in 2010--the earliest they can possibly get 
something on the ballot. Mark Soloman, Diane Abb  40:00 

8/12/09 LIT

Larry Mantle talks with food columnist for the L.A. Times Russ Parsons about his latest column that discusses the 
new film Julie and Julia  and what Julia Child thought of Julie Powell’s blog and quest to make all of the recipes in 
Child’s cookbook, “Mastering The Art of French Cooking.” Parsons was a friend of Child’s and brought the blog to 
her attention. Russ Parsons  20:00 

8/12/09 ECON

The economic green shoots are sprouting, the market has rebounded and even the unemployment figure seems 
to be holding steady—and yet, the ghosts of economic crisis past are still lurking in our midst.  A new report by 
the Congressional Oversight Panel, the independent Congressional committee tasked with monitoring TARP, 
economic regulation and the overall recovery, says that banks’ bad assets are still rotting away on the books.  
Will the toxic remnants of this crisis haunt the American economy for the foreseeable future? Elizabeth Warren

8/12/09 TECH

Why fix something that isn’t broke?  That may be an obvious question for Google, as they embark on a new, 
updated version of their groundbreaking search engine code-named “Caffeine.”  But with competitors from 
Microsoft, Yahoo and others gunning for Google the iconic search engine is thinking ahead.  Is the new Google 
Caffeine that much different from Google classic? Ralph Needleman

8/12/09 ENV

Even though Congress tasked NASA with seeking out all of the asteroids that threaten Earth they forgot the 
minor detail of providing the space agency with the funding needed to target these potential destroyers of the 
human race.  A report by the National Academy of Sciences found that NASA is lacking the money and 
manpower to identify all of the roughly 20,000 asteroids that pose the most immediate threats to the planet.  So 
are you worried about being wiped out by a killer asteroid? Louis Friedman

8/12/09 HEAL

It’s hard to look at the response to a broad, free health clinic going on all week at the Forum in Inglewood and not 
draw conclusions about the state of healthcare in America.  Remote Area Medical, a charity that has previously 
staged free clinics in remote areas of the country, brought a range of medical services to the Forum this week 
and thousands of people have lined up for hours to take advantage of free healthcare.  From dental to eye 
exams, why are so many Los Angelinos desperate for basic health care?

Stan Brock, Shana 
Lavarreda

8/12/09 POLI

Yesterday President Obama addressed the concerns that many of America’s senior citizens have with health 
care reform but, it may be too little too late. According to a recent Gallup Poll, only 20% of seniors say that they 
believe health care reform would improve their own situation. Can the President assuage the fears of the 65 and 
up set? Ernie Powell

8/12/09 TECH

At a specific ATM, calling from a certain intersection, new technology is increasingly aware of where we are at 
any given time. But when does that become a threat to our privacy and how can we get technology to work for us 
rather than against us? A new report out by the Electronic Frontier Foundation says it’s up to the programmers to 
start respecting our privacy and stop collecting and storing this information. We hear from a co-author of EFF’s 
report and a privacy officer from a programming company.

Andrew Blumberg, Brian 
Knapp

8/13/09 IE LA artist building structure inspired by the Tower of Babel Cuevas 4:31

8/13/09 HEAL Founder of medical charity says economy is only one factor in repsonse to free clinics CC :23

8/13/09 IE Cal State San Bernardino takes first of many furlough days Cuevas :54

8/13/09 EDU LA Mayor urges parent support of LAUSD school secession motion CC :19

8/13/09 OC Westminster City Councilman apologizes for DUI arrest Valot 1:03

8/13/09 ECON CA state parks raise fees Shadley :44



8/13/09 LAW Riot at men's prison cost CA $6-million in cleanup and repairs Myers 1:45

8/13/09 OBIT Legendary guitar innovator Les Paul dies at age 94 CC :15

8/13/09 SAC Coalition of people with disabilities, low-income families and health clinic workers file suit against Governor Jahad :55

8/13/09 LAW Crowded conditions helped to spark the Chino Men's Correctional Facility riot CC :21

8/13/09 LAW Inmate assesses the causes of Chino prison riot CC :17

8/13/09 LAW Inmate traces racial animus as a cause for the Chino prison riot CC :19

8/13/09 ART Musicians praise guitar innovator Les Paul CC :21

8/13/09 ART The late guitarist Les Paul made a big mark on the music industry CC :24

8/13/09 POLI Standoff continues between Secret Service and man making threats against White House CC :20

8/13/09 LAW Former US Attorney joins LA Police Commission Roman :59

8/13/09 OBIT Music innovator Les Paul dies at 94 Cohen 3:32

8/13/09 OC Cal State Fullerton cancels classes because of budget Valot :48

8/13/09 LAW Stoltze with Father Greg Boyle of Homeboy Industries on $$$ problems Stoltze 3:40

8/13/09 SAC California to stop issuing IOUs September 4th Devall :41

8/13/09 DIS Wildfire closes national forestlands, causes evacuations around Santa Barbara Peterson :45

8/13/09 LAW Long Beach police chief is taking the top job at the Oakland PD Devall :58

8/13/09 ART Public officials unveil project to recreate Berlin Wall along LA's Wilshire Blvd. Guzman :57

8/13/09 MED Governor Schwarzeneggar faces another lawsuit after making more cuts to social services CC :36

8/13/09 HEAL

As the fever pitch in town halls across the nation dies down, substantive issues with the current health care 
proposal remain—concerns the government could replace private insurance with the public option; uneasiness 
over end-of-life, rationed care; and fear that taxes will rise to pay for the currently uninsured. We continue our 
health care series with two non-partisan health care experts and open the phones to our listeners’ questions and 
concerns. Michael Cannon, Jerry Fla  60:00 

8/13/09 OBIT

Musician and inventor of the solid-body electric guitar Les Paul has died at the age of 94. Inducted into the 
Grammy Hall of Fame, Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and honored as an inventor and broadcaster, Paul won two 
Grammys at age 90 for "Caravan" and "69 Freedom Special". His name will forever be associated with Gibson's 
Les Paul model guitar, played Deke Dickerman 5:00

8/13/09 SAC

OK, we have a budget deal in California but that doesn’t get to the root of the state's fiscal problems.  Is it time to 
change California's constitution so that the budget process isn't a yearly stalemate? AirTalk goes "on the road" to 
convene its own Constitutional Convention at the Center for the Preservation of Democracy in downtown Los 
Angeles.  Larry Mantle and guests pick apart the present budget system and make specific proposals to change 
the way California does business.  (Community Advocates Inc. co-sponsored this event)

Jon Coupal, Martin 
Hittelman, Robert 
Hertzberg, Steve Peace  60:00 

8/13/09 LAW

Looking at the carnage from this past weekend’s riot at the California Institution for Men in Chino, and considering 
that the prison was operating at almost 3,000 inmates over capacity, it’s amazing that more intense violence 
doesn’t regularly occur in California’s prisons.  Is there a way to safely house violent offenders from warring 
gangs with bitter racial enmity?  And how will the coming state budget cuts, and release of thousands of inmates, 
impact the stressed prison system? 

Seth Unger, Rene 
Enriquez, Danny Yates, 
Robert Weisberg

8/13/09 ART

Legendary Les Paul is credited with inventing the electric guitar and the multi track recording system. Paul played 
alongside jazz great Louis Armstrong, crooner Bill Crosby and rocker Jimmy Page. Patt talks to the CEO of 
Gibson guitars about the guitarist legacy.  Henry Juszkicwicz

8/13/09 ENV

No detail is neglected when it comes to the business of manned space flights, even the menu. We have come a 
long way since Tang but have yet to conquer the mystery of sending astronauts into space with their favorite 
freeze-dried pizza. Nutrition, taste, durability and weight are all factors in preparing the 6,570 meals that must be 
ready for the mission to the Red Planet. Michael Perchonok

8/13/09 FOR

Taliban fighters Wednesday attacked rival militants backed by the Pakistani government, allegedly leaving 
dozens dead. Coming on the heels of the suspected death of Taliban leader Baitullah Mehsud, who was 
instrumental in uniting competing militant groups under the Taliban, is the new infighting and opportunity for US 
forces, or a sideshow?

Issam Ahmed, Brian 
Jenkins

8/13/09 DIV

The Clinton family, proprietors of downtown mainstay Clifton’s Cafeteria, is selling the building that has housed 
the iconic eatery since it first opened its doors in 1935. Despite assurances from the Clinton family that Clifton’s 
will not close down, rumors that the restaurant is on death’s door persist. If the downtown Mecca of kitsch closes 
what does that mean for downtown Los Angeles? Kevin Roderick

8/13/09 ECON

To avoid the sting of the economic downturn many gourmet chefs are bucking the stationary kitchen and taking 
their fare on the road. Is the success of mobile food a fad or the wave of the future? Is the bourgeois taco truck 
putting the small tamale cart out of business? From restaurant to food truck and back again; what is your favorite 
mobile food? 

Jonathan Gold, Chris 
Rutherford

8/14/09 ECON Anyone with a state-issued IOU can redeem it with interest on September 4 Shadley :45

8/14/09 YOUT Healthy Families program does not have enough money to provide services Shadley :53

8/14/09 ECON Plug-in hybrid cars are having a good year 2:39

8/14/09 DIS Fire near Santa Cruz pushes residents from their homes Julian :47

8/14/09 LAW
Police apprehend man who threatened the White House and led LAPD on a chase that ended in a 7-hour 
standoff CC :16

8/14/09 POLI NASA trying to determine if there is enough money to send astonauts to the moon by 2020 CC :08

8/14/09 AT The National Football League gives convicted dogfighter Michael Vick another opportunity to play CC :23

8/14/09 HEAL Doctors and dentists see hundereds of patients for free at the Forum's free clinic Jahad :49

8/14/09 YOUT Bicyclists hope to generate attention for the situation of undocumented students CC :12

8/14/09 EDU UC president defends raises for top talent in the system CC :11

8/14/09 YOUT Homeboy Industries faces drop in financial support CC :12

8/14/09 PM California will begin to pay off the IOUs its issued soon CC :17

8/14/09 DIS Firefighters in Santa Barbara try to keep wildfire from reaching homes CC :19

8/14/09 SGV Pasadena asks teens about General Plan Update Guzman 1:08

8/14/09 ENT Jackson family to bury Michael Jackson on what would have been his 51st birthday Julian :45

8/14/09 ENV Paeregrine falcon taken off state endangered list Peterson :56

8/14/09 ECON Encino park threatened with closure due to CA's financial problems Peterson 1:29

8/14/09 MEDI Hundreds of people turning out for free health care at the Forum in Inglewood Jahad 1:13

8/14/09 ECON METROLINK will make safety improvements using federal economic stimulus funds Baer :46

8/14/09 SCI

NASA is grappling with a basic conflict. Everyone agrees manned space flight's logical next destination is the 
planet Mars. And everyone agrees current NASA budgets just aren't sufficient to accomplish that. A Blue Ribbon 
Panel of aerospace experts is consulting with the Obama Administration today about this issue...and what may 
be a more realistic mission for NASA given current budgetary constraints.

Joel Achenbach, Scott 
Jay "Doc" Horowitz, Dr. 
Louis Friedman  30:00

8/14/09 SPOR

Controversial quarterback Michael Vick just signed a two-year deal with the Philadelphia Eagles.  Vick has been 
out of the game since 2006 because of his involvement in an unlawful dog fighting ring.  The former Atlanta 
Falcons star, who served 18 months in federal prison, now says he plans to actively work with the humane 
society to prove he can help more animals than he's hurt.  Will fans forgive Vick?  Is this a good thing for football? Wayne Pacelle  10:00 

8/14/09 LAB
Larry opens the phones to talk with managers, architects, lawyers and other professionals about the impact the 
recession is having on them. Open Phones  20:00 

8/14/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and critics Henry Sheehan of henrysheehan.com, Lael Loewenstein of Variety and Charles Solomon 
of amazon.com discuss the week’s new releases including District 9, The Goods: Live Hard, Sell Hard, Ponyo, 
The Time Traveler’s Wife, Spread, Bandslam, It Might Get Loud, Flame&Citron, and Grace, among others.

Lael Loewenstein, Henry 
Sheehan, Charles 
Solomon  40:00 



8/14/09 ENT
Word is, Steven Spielberg is planning to remake the classic Jimmy Stewart film "Harvey." Our reaction: What? 
WHY?! Larry asks KPCC film critics and listeners, "What (other) films should NEVER be re-made?"

Lael Loewenstein, Henry 
Sheehan, Charles 
Solomon  20:00 

8/14/09 EDU

As the UC system is whacking more than $800 million dollars from its budget, it’s giving raises to more than two 
dozen executives. Critics - from janitors to physicians - are outraged that the action is happening at the same time 
UC is "pleading poverty, giving layoff notices, forcing staff and faculty to take furloughs and hinting at more 
student fee increases." UC President Mark Yudof counters saying that the raises are actually saving money. 
Huh? He's here to explain. Mark Yodof, Stan Glantz

8/14/09 YOUT

Has your little darling come home with something in his or her pocket that belongs to someone else? Experts say, 
don't panic - most children get "sticky fingers" at some point, and it doesn't mean they're headed for a life of 
crime.  Kids and stealing - it's just a phase and not a career path. Or is it?   Perri Klass

8/14/09 ECON

California will stop issuing and redeem IOUs to vendors starting September 4th. With the governor’s approval of 
the revised $85 billion budget two weeks ago, the golden state can now seek short-term loans to cover daily 
expenses. Ending IOUs may save the state some face, but with the new lending, estimated at $10.5 billion, are 
we back to our old ways?

John Chiang, 
Christopher Thornberg

8/14/09 ENT Who says there's nothing to watch on TV? Sunday night kicks off season 3 of the critically acclaimed series Mad Me
Robert Thompson, 
Robert Lloyd

8/14/09 HEAL

While town hall forums on healthcare have doubled for mixed-martial-arts fights across the country this summer, 
President Obama received some criticism for holding a much more placid, supportive town hall in New Hampshire 
last week.  So, the President heads to Bozeman, Montana this afternoon to face a potentially hostile crowd and, 
ostensibly, take more contentious questions about his plans for reforming national health policy.  Will anyone in 
Montana shout down the President?

Carol Lee, Karlyn 
Bowman

8/15/09 HIST Streets named for Alpine region Felde

8/16/09 HIST Street was location for early movie studio Felde 1:05

8/16/09 OC Memorial wall honors firefighters killed in line of duty Valot 1:00

8/16/09 FOR Inspector General for Afghanistan has his work cut out for him CC :18

8/16/09 LIT William Vollman’s new book explores California’s Imperial County CC :24

8/16/09 TRANS Some people are slow to catch on to anti-cell phone-while-driving law CC :17

8/16/09 LIT Farmer shares his father’s wisdom in a new book CC :18

8/16/09 HEAL Temporary free clinic in Inglewood faces challenges peculiar to the United States CC :24

8/16/09 SCI Is an asteroid likely to hit this fragile planet CC :24

8/16/09 HEAL People lining up for free health care at the Inglewood Forum CC :15

8/17/09 POLI Local politician makes big move to DC Felde 2:07

8/17/09 SAC Senate committee to tackle budget reform Small :39

8/17/09 SAC State lawmakers vote on plan to reduce the prison population Small 3:45

8/17/09 ??? The Loh Life is on Mondays during ME and ATC, online at kpcc.org Loh 2:52

8/17/09 EDU California Department of Education to release results of STAR tests Guzman :54

8/17/09 LAW Alleged murderer of USC film student to go on trial Watt :53

8/17/09 DC Cato Institute study recommends legalization Felde 1:01

8/17/09 LAW Lawmakers try to figure out how to decrease prison population CC :11

8/17/09 DIS A dozen wildfires burn California, requiring mandatory evacuations CC :17

8/17/09 DIS A dozen wildfires burn California, including one in Santa Barbara and another in Santa Cruz Shadley :43

8/17/09 OBIT Civil rights and health care activist Mary Henry dies at age 82 Jahad :59

8/17/09 MEDI Free clinic at Forum open till Tues Jahad 1:13

8/17/09 ENT Sci fi tops the box office this weekend Jahad :50

8/17/09 OC OC Superior Courthouses prepare for one-day-a-month closure Valot :40

8/17/09 SAC California Legislature goes back to the Capitol Myers 1:20

8/17/09 HEAL Retirees head into second careers because they want to keep working Myrow 4:28

8/17/09 HEAL Pasadena congressman prefers healthcare reform bill with public option CC :14

8/17/09 HEAL Possible change in strategy for health care reform plan CC :13

8/17/09 POLI Labor Secretary Solis weighs in on healthcare reform plan CC :24

8/17/09 LAB Job creation is key to reviving economy, labor secretary says CC :21

8/17/09 DIS Firefighters are making progress on several fires, thanks to a break in the weather CC :14

8/17/09 HEAL Congressional proponents of health care reform fear for its prospects CC :15

8/17/09 POLI Congressman critical of rhetoric in healthcare reform policy battle CC :21

8/17/09 HEAL Congressional leader discusses the viability of a public option in Obama administration's health care reform plan CC :24

8/17/09 SAC Protesters gather outside capitol in Sacramento to oppose plans to build canal and divert water to SoCal CC :21

8/17/09 SAC A hundred people gather at the capitol in Sacramento to protest contruction of a massive canal Shadley 1:00

8/17/09 LAB City of LA budget may unravel over union talks CC :18

8/17/09 HEAL Sound sleep is hard to come by in this society CC :18

8/17/09 LAB City of LA budget may unravel over union talks CC :07

8/17/09 HEAL Free clinic in Inglewood is about to wrap up its week of operation CC :16

8/17/09 ECON Lawmakers have to dig through a mountain of bills before session wraps up Russ :45

8/17/09 POLI Reax from line outside Arleta DMV in SFV CC :11

8/17/09 POLI Reax from line outside Arleta DMV in SFV Nazario :53

8/17/09 ECON Lacter on US ports, back-to-school sales, hotels and the OC Julian 3:46

8/17/09 PM Gourmet mobile dining is all the rage CC :15

8/17/09 ECON State raises fees at state parks following major budget crisis CC :11

8/17/09 ECON State parks are raising fees beginning today to mitigate massive budget cuts Baer 1:11

8/17/09 IMM ICE secretary visits LA, promises expanded deportations CC :18

8/17/09 ENV New mountain lion tracking in Santa Monica Mountains Peterson :50

8/17/09 SAC Senate, Assembly committees to study water legislation Roman :53

8/17/09 IMM Immigration secretary promises reform to detention Stoltze :53

8/17/09 HEAL

The Obama administration is downplaying the importance of a public health option, saying that a government-run 
insurance plan is not essential to the health care overhaul. The change in position comes as President Obama 
has struggled to gain support for his health care plan from lawmakers and insurers. A public option would likely 
be replaced by insurance exchanges and cooperatives that would aim to lower insurance costs and prevent 
insurers from dropping customers. Larry Mantle finds out what this different stance means for the health care 
debate.

Gail Chaddock,Brad 
Sherman,Shana Alex 
Lavarreda  40:00 

8/17/09 FOR

Iranian opposition leader Mir Hussein Mousavi has said that he will continue his protest against the country's 
political leadership through a grassroots movement called "Green Path of Hope". Mousavi hopes that the social 
movement will be a rallying point to challenge Iran's rulers, but did not lay out a specific strategy. Larry Mantle 
finds out more about the movement. Borzou Daragahi  20:00 

8/17/09 HEAL

Many people believe that marijuana should be legalized and taxed to provide additional revenue for the cash-
strapped state of California.  But what would justify taxing cannabis?  A sin tax would imply that marijuana is 
harmful and if medical marijuana is legalized for strictly medicinal purposes it, like other drugs, could not be 
taxed.  Larry asks listeners to weigh-in on whether if legalized pot should be taxed and how a marijuana tax could 
be justified? Open Phones  40:00 



8/17/09 LIT

K.C. Cole's new book traces the life of Frank Oppenheimer.  A physicist who worked on creating the atomic bomb 
with his more celebrated brother Robert Oppenheimer, Frank veered away from physics after the Red Scare. He 
founded the Exploratorium in San Francisco, a museum dedicated to the wonders of science. In "Something 
Incredibly Wonderful Happens," Cole draws from letters, documents and interviews to paint a portrait of 
Oppenheimer.  She joins Larry in-studio to talk about the life of Frank Oppenheimer. KC Cole  20:00 

8/17/09 HEAL

Both President Obama’s press secretary Robert Gibbs and Secretary of Health and Human Services Kathleen 
Sebelius backed away from the public option on Sunday morning talk shows; the administration also cut a deal 
with Big Pharma lobbyist Billy Tauzin that would block any bill allowing Medicare to negotiate lower drug 
prices—are these strategic moves, hard-lined negotiations, or defeat for health care reform?

Henry Waxman, Robert 
Laszewski

8/17/09 LAB

What’s up with unemployment? Where have the old jobs gone and where are the new ones coming from? Labor 
secretary Hilda Solis is here with her solutions for keeping America employed. Also, we get an update on her 
green jobs initiative and her perspective on what's at stake in the debate over healthcare reform. Hilda Solis

8/17/09 LIT

As To Kill a Mocking Bird approaches its 50th birthday Malcolm Gladwell takes time to reexamine the book’s 
invariable hero, Atticus Finch. The Claim: Atticus Finch was not the civil rights hero people took him to be. Was 
Atticus Finch using pacifism to take a stand or was he merely standing out of the way? Malcolm Gladwell

8/17/09 LIT

As presidential campaigns go, 2008 was a banner year. Dan Balz, lead political reporter for The Washington 
Post, and Haynes Johnson, Pulitzer Prize winning author, followed the election from the candidates' first visits to 
Iowa and New Hampshire right up to Obama's victory celebration.  The result is "Battle for America 2008," inside 
the twists and turns of this election cliffhanger.

Dan Balz, Haynes 
Johnson

8/17/09 POLI

Five hundred thirty million dollars… that's the budget shortfall the city of Los Angeles faces, and Mayor 
Villaraigosa's plan to eliminate the deficit may be falling apart as we watch.  Police and firefighters object to 
salary and benefit cuts, while civilian city employees are holding out for an early retirement deal that may not 
deliver what it promised.  Do we still have a budget deal, or a budget debacle?

Bernard Parks, David 
Zahniser

8/17/09 SPOR

Well, he is at least the fastest human on record. The lightening-bolt runner recently shattered his own best time 
and the standing world record for the 100-meter dash. How is this humanly possible? Will Bolt continue to set and 
break the fastest times for years to come? The world is watching, let’s just hope the world doesn’t blink and miss 
it. Ron Rappaport

8/18/09 ART Pasadena Conservatory of Music offers free lecture on Gershwin's most famous opus Hurtes :40

8/18/09 ECON Import and export traffic has slowed at LA and Long Beach ports CC :22

8/18/09 ECON Hotels are feeling the pain in the midst of the recession CC :12

8/18/09 HEAL Free medical clinic ends a week at the Forum Watt :46

8/18/09 HEAL Temporary free clinic wraps up in Inglewood CC :16

8/18/09 POLI Debate continues over how to reduce state prison crowding CC 3:00

8/18/09 ENV Lawmakers lay measures to improve CA's water supplies, stabilize the delta CC :18

8/18/09 FOR Anticipating the election in Afghanistan CC :22

8/18/09 LAW Federal stiumulus cash goes to anti-drug efforts CC :11

8/18/09 OC OC Sheriff reorganizes department Valot :56

8/18/09 OC UC Irvine scientists to monitor water, sewage pipes Valot 1:00

8/18/09 LAW Parolee pleads "not guilty" in Lily Burk murder Roman :54

8/18/09 HEAL LAC Sups vote to send MLK Hosp reopening plan to UC Regents for approval CC :28

8/18/09 ECON Trying to protect citrus from a destructive pest CC :16

8/18/09 LAW Michael Jackson's doctor posts YouTube video CC :08

8/18/09 HEAL LA County approves MLK hospital reopening; sends plans to UC Regents for OK Nazario 2:51

8/18/09 DIV LA based Latino civil rights group struggles to grow Guzman 4:28

8/18/09 EDU Southland students improve results in standards tests Guzman :51

8/18/09 LAW Family calls on Gov to release sick woman from prison Stoltze :56

8/18/09 HEAL Remote Area Medical ends 8 days of free healthcare in Inglewood CC :17

8/18/09 HEAL Final day of Remote Area Medical clinic at Forum Watt 2:31

8/18/09 LAW Family, battered women advocates urge governor to release terminally ill woman from prison Stoltze 3:07

8/18/09 HEAL Remote Area Medical ends 8 days of free healthcare in Inglewood CC :23

8/18/09 ECON

Governor Schwarzenegger is seeking to revamp the state's pension system, noting that California's pension 
funds are financially unsustainable. The governor's plan would create a two-tiered system that would give lower 
benefits to newly-hired public employees, including state workers, firefighters, police officers, and teachers. 
According to Schwarzenegger, the cutbacks would save the state $90 billion over 30 years. Larry Mantle looks 
into the governor's proposal.

David Crane,Marcia 
Fritz,Scott Adams  60:00 

8/18/09 SCI

Despite all the concerns about global warming, worldwide carbon emissions continue to grow. This has some 
scientists thinking that it may be impossible to get human beings to stop burning fossil fuels on a global scale. 
What's plan "B"? Many are now looking at ways to actively cool the earth. Many seem fanciful, such as erecting a 
huge parasol to blot out sunlight. But they're starting to get some serious consideration. And some of the 
schemes look more practical than originally thought.

Ken Caldeira,Michael 
Prather,Eric Bickel  30:00

8/18/09 HIST

 In "American Chinatown", writer Bonnie Tsui explores the history of five of the country's most famous Chinese 
neighborhoods. In New York, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Honolulu, and Las Vegas, she examines what defines 
Chinatowns across the country. Tsui chronicles how a century and a half of Chinese immigration established the 
importance of Chinatowns to the people that live and work there, and to America at large. Bonnie Tsui joins Larry 
Mantle to talk about her book.  Bonnie Tsui  30:00

8/18/09 HEAL

Today is closing day of the free clinic at the Forum organized by the Remote Area Medical Foundation, where 
thousands of uninsured or underinsured people waited in line for hours to receive no-cost dentistry, medical 
exams and vision care.  Is this model, seen often in third-world countries - the best, or only way, we can really 
help the neediest here in Los Angeles County? 

Stan Brock, Dev 
GnanaDev

8/18/09 SAC

On the <a href=" http://www.huffingtonpost.com/antonio-villaraigosa/real-progress-in-my-
partn_b_262269.html">Huffington Post</a>, Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa touted the achievements of the LAUSD 
schools he took over last year, "In just one short year we have changed the culture of low expectations at ten of 
the lowest performing schools in Los Angeles." LA Times reporter Howard Blume is here to parse truth from spin 
when it comes to assessing how much the Mayor's schools really have advanced. Howard Blume

8/18/09 LAW

The California Legislature has a vote scheduled for Thursday on the release of 27,000 inmates from the 
Department of Corrections & Rehabilitation to help to cut the $1.2 billion from the CDCR budget. What type of 
prisoner might be released, and does the state’s budget problems pose a direct threat to the safety of ordinary 
Californians? Meanwhile, The California Council on Criminal Justice, an otherwise obscure state agency, voted 
today to direct $33 million of federal stimulus money to state-wide anti-narcotics operations. Are more drug 
arrests good for California? What does it mean for our already overcrowded prisons?

George Runner, Jan 
Scully

8/18/09 FOR

Afghans head to the polls this Thursday in their second presidential election ever. Will Taliban scare tactics 
prevent Hamid Karzai from a clear win? Will a shortage of female officials to staff women-only polling stations 
keep millions of Afghan women from voting? And what does Afghanistan’s version of “The Daily Show” have to 
say about everything?

Bobby Ghosh, Anand 
Gopel, Jahid Mohseni

8/18/09 ENV

A small little louse of an insect know as the Asian-Citrus-Psyllid is spreading a citrus killing virus known as 
Huanglongbing all over the globe and officials in California fear that it is heading our way. Could this insect be the 
downfall of California’s $1.6 billion citrus industry?  

Elizabeth Grafton-
Cardwell, Ted Batkin



8/18/09 SPOR

One day he’s done, the next day he’s back in—Brett Favre’s retirement from football has been a three-year 
ordeal that took another interesting twist this morning when the legendary quarterback decided he was back in 
the NFL.  After a long flirtation with the Minnesota Vikings Favre said he was done for good last month—only to 
sign today with those same Vikings.  How hard is it for a future hall-of-famer to let go of the game? Petros Papadakis

8/18/09 ECON

While California’s deep budget deficits are forcing the state to possibly release tens of thousands of inmates from 
overcrowded prisons, it’s seemingly odd timing that a state agency is considering increased funding to anti-
narcotics operations that will result in more arrests.  The California Council on Criminal Justice, an otherwise 
obscure state agency, is voting today to direct $33 million of federal stimulus money to state-wide anti-narcotics 
operations.  Are more drug arrests good for California? Jan Scully

8/19/09 LAW Senate to vote on plan to reduce prison population CC :15

8/19/09 MIL CA National Guard has first female brigadier general CC 4:05

8/19/09 MIL State National Guard promotes a woman to Brigadier General CC :11

8/19/09 HEAL Plans move forward to resurrect MLK-Harbor hospital CC :15

8/19/09 HEAL Great expectations for King-Harbor hospital CC :12

8/19/09 EDU High school in the LA Mayor's schools partnership is in transition CC :14

8/19/09 HEAL Fielding says vaccine coming in Oct. will be two-shot process CC :12

8/19/09 EDU Disappointing test results don't discourage Locke High School officials CC :19

8/19/09 POLI Republican lining up to run for Boxer's Senate seat Felde 1:08

8/19/09 LAB Labor leaders, supporters gathered outside car wash to support union membership Watt :51

8/19/09 LAW Governor tours prison where riot and fire broke out during weekend CC :20

8/19/09 HEAL Fielding says vaccine coming in Oct. will be two-shot process Nazario :59

8/19/09 HEAL LA Unified school superintendent details district's plans to handle swine flu CC :21

8/19/09 EDU After bureaucratic snafus, a retired teacher will be able to volunteer his skills CC :16

8/19/09 YOUT Child support awareness month CC :23

8/19/09 ENV As summers go, this one's pretty cool CC :20

8/19/09 MEDI USC Professor remembers '60 Minutes' producer Don Hewitt CC :13

8/19/09 HEAL Federal study shows how widespread mercury pollution has become Nazario :53

8/19/09 DIV LA based Latino civil rights group struggles to grow Guzman 3:18

8/19/09 LAW Police arrest man who allegedly beat 6 year old to death Jahad :57

8/19/09 LAB AFL-CIO National President attends rally for car wash workers CC :21

8/19/09 LAB Union leader, supporters rally for car wash workers Watt 2:31

8/19/09 HEAL

The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors voted yesterday to move ahead on a plan to reopen inpatient 
services at Martin Luther King Jr. Hospital in Willowbrook. What's involved in re-opening these services? Larry 
gets the details.

Garrett Therolf, Lark 
Galloway-Gilliam  20:00 

8/19/09 EDU

A year after Green Dot Public Schools took up operation of Locke High as a charter school, students scored no 
better on state tests than they had under the Los Angeles Unified School District. However, truancy and crime are 
down at the school. Larry Mantle takes a look at the progress being made at Locke High School. Marco Petruzzi  20:00 

8/19/09 ECON

Local businessman William Mundell has come up with a novel idea for revitalizing California’s economy. Based 
on an economic model that was used to help solve the budget crisis in Australia, “The Mundell Plan” suggests 
raising revenue for cash-strapped California by renting out the state's assets to private investors.  From prisons to 
parking structures there are 33,000 properties that could be used to rake in approximately $100 billion. Larry talks 
about the plan’s specifics with Bill Mundell and opens the phones to listeners. William Mundell  20:00 

8/19/09 HEAL

Until recently, almost all researchers believed that the aging process was too complex to find drugs that could 
slow it.  Then geneticists began to uncover single genes that could dramatically extend the lifespan of laboratory 
organisms such as yeast, worms, flies and mice.  The genes underlie the effects of calorie restriction diets, which 
may delay aging.  If eating less can extend a healthy life span, can drugs be taken to fool the body into thinking 
it’s on such a diet?  Larry talks with anti-aging experts about the latest research in the quest for longer, healthier 
lives. Dr. David Sinclair, Dr. Gar  30:00

8/19/09 TECH

Everybody else is on Twitter...so why not the Lord? Services are now available that will pray for you via Twitter. 
And if you’re too busy to pray, there are web sites that will do it for you (for a small fee).  Religion has become an 
integral part of old media... where does it stand with new media? Are these tools a blessing or a curse for people 
of faith?  Can digital technology help us commune with God? Rabbi Brad Hirschfield  30:00

8/19/09 EDU

Even though most LAUSD schools are still on summer break, there is no lack of news and controversy 
surrounding education issues here in Los Angeles. From a proposed increase in property taxes to possible salary 
cuts for teachers and new California Standards Tests scores - it's all on the table for our monthly conversation 
with LAUSD Superintendent Ramon Cortines.  Ramon Cortines

8/19/09 MIL
By law, women can’t serve in combat branches of the U.S. military, but the changing demands of two wars mean 
that the reality of the front lines is tearing up the rule book for the real GI Janes. 

Erin Solaro, Paigh 
Bumgarner

8/19/09 ECON

Once the thing of notorious legend in spy movies, among drug traffickers and mobsters, the secret Swiss bank 
account might be a thing of the past.  Huge Swiss bank UBS will hand over some 4,5000 names of U.S. account 
holders as part of a U.S.-Swiss tax-evasion settlement.  Other Swiss banks and notorious tax haven countries 
have also been put on notice, as bank regulators seek to peel back the once-prized privacy for major account 
holders.

Tom Cardamone, Asher 
Rubenstein

8/19/09 ENV

Temperatures around the country have been baffling this summer - the east coast experienced some of the 
coolest weather on record while Seattle broke heat wave records. If trends persist, could it turn out to be the 
coolest August on record for LA and what's up with El Niño? Bill Patzert

8/19/09 HIST

Don Hewitt, the man who brought us “60 Minutes” and served as its executive producer for 36 years, died of 
pancreatic cancer this morning. We take a look at his legacy—his initially edgy idea of a one-hour broadcast 
mixing hard news and feature stories, which became a gold standard in television news.

Murray Fromson, David 
Folkenflik

8/20/09 POLI State Senate approves Governor's prison plan, but not Assembly Myers 1:21

8/20/09 ECON State officials look out for fraud and misuse of federal stimulus money Watt :55

8/20/09 IE Fans recall Beatles legendary So Cal debut 45 years ago Cuevas 4:16

8/20/09 YOUT Parents with children in foster care protest LA's Dept of Children and Family Services for taking kids out of homes il Jahad :54

8/20/09 LAW Parents say LA County social workers illegally remove children from their families CC :19

8/20/09 MEDI Former CBS News producer remembers the late Don Hewitt CC :20

8/20/09 ENV Lawmakers look at a pesticide used on strawberry fields Hensley :56

8/20/09 POLI Governor tours Chino Men's prison CC :11

8/20/09 LAW Federal Judge will take on Prop 8 validity in January Shafer 1:22

8/20/09 POLI Congress will tackle food safety legislation when they return from recess Varney 4:27

8/20/09 LAW The governor's called a special session CC :17

8/20/09 POLI The governor's called a special session to help score some education money CC :20

8/20/09 TRAN City officials gathered at UCLA to announce completion of westside subway's first phase Watt :49

8/20/09 EDU California's aiming for a share of $4 billion in federal education money CC :17

8/20/09 YOUT Parents say Department of Children and Family Services illegally removes foster children from homes Jahad :51

8/20/09 TRAN With early phase of subways' extension west near complete, LA officials say project will need money CC :23

8/20/09 EDU Governor wants to introduce merit pay for teachers CC :15

8/20/09 TRAN Los Angeles officials announce near completion of test drilling for west side subway line Watt 1:02

8/20/09 ECON California inspector General warns of stimulus scams CC :07

8/20/09 ECON California inspector General warns of stimulus scams CC :13

8/20/09 IE Big rooster bust in Riversid eCounty Cuevas :41

8/20/09 POLI Gov candidates workin So Cal Stoltze :52



8/20/09 LAW Judge sets date for trial on same gender marriage Stoltze :52

8/20/09 POLI Gov agrees to release Peagler Stoltze :49

8/20/09 POLI Advoctes for battered women gov's decision to release woman CC :20

8/20/09 EDU University of California faces more budget cuts in the year ahead Devall :40

8/20/09 ENT Michael Jackson concert rehearsal film will be in limited release this fall Devall :43

8/20/09 LAW State Senate passes prison plan Stoltze :57

8/20/09 LAW

The California legislature will meet this morning to discuss reforms to the state's prison system, including 
contentious provisions that could lead to early release of many inmates and parolees. Will the Governor sign on 
to the Democrats' plan? How should lawmakers confront overcrowding and tight funds in state prisons? Larry 
Mantle gets all the details on today's debate in Sacramento. 

Michael Rothfeld, Chuck 
Alexander, Don Spector, 
Michael Rushford  40:00 

8/20/09 YOUT

The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors ordered an investigation into the child welfare system after the 
deaths of three children last month. In the investigation, they'll be looking at the rules and processes used by 
social workers in determining at what point a child is in danger. Larry talks with experts about the challenges and 
criteria involved in finding and saving children from abusive guardians. Blanca Vega  20:00 

8/20/09 HEAL

If the public option is indeed abandoned from the health care reform plan, it might be replaced by health 
insurance co-ops.  But even this proposal, championed by Blue Dog Democrat Sen. Kent Conrad (ND), is 
controversial.  Critics from both sides of the aisle say co-ops don’t work and aren’t a real alternative.  So what’s 
the deal with co-ops?  How would they work? And is there any kind of health care reform Republicans would go 
for?  Michael Cannon, Jerry Fla  40:00 

8/20/09 TECH

30 million people in the U.S. and Canada now are involved in fantasy sports, where participants manage 
imaginary teams made up of real professional athletes, and compete with others based on how their players 
perform statistically over the season. Fantasy sports is an $800 million industry, but it may come at a cost. One 
study estimates that fantasy football alone takes $9 billion out of workplace productivity. Larry Mantle takes a look 
at the fantasy sports phenomenon. Sean Gregory  20:00 

8/20/09 LAW

Today [Thurs], the California Legislature votes on a plan that would release of 27,000 inmates from the 
Department of Corrections & Rehabilitation in an effort to reduce overcrowding and trim $1.2 billion from the state 
budget. The plan, proposed by the Governor, is generally supported by Democrats, but viewed skeptically by 
Republicans. Is the proposal the best way to save a system the Governor says is "collapsing under its own 
weight"? Both sides weigh in.

George Runner, Darrell 
Steinberg

8/20/09 SAC

Governor Schwarzenegger today called a special session of the legislature and announced a legislative package 
that will make California eligible to compete for federal Race to the Top stimulus funding. The proposed reform 
package would repeal California’s charter school cap, utilize standardized tests to evaluate teachers performance 
in the classroom and allow students at low-performing schools to transfer to other campuses, ostensibly 
increasing school competition.  Is the Governor taking too big of a bite of the school reform apple?

Kevin Johnson, Glen 
Thomas, Dean Vogel, 
Ramon Cortines

8/20/09 HEAL

It has already been a political fight for the ages and we haven’t even hit the main even yet.  When Congress 
reconvenes in two weeks there will be an epic rush to finalize a sweeping health care reform bill, with or without 
bipartisan support—and this is just one element of what will be an already crowded Congressional agenda from 
September to the holidays.  Patt gets in the ring with two combatants to referee a debate over the public option, 
death panels and more.

Xavier Becerra, John 
Campbell

8/20/09 FOR

Afghan polls closed today on the country’s second ever presidential election. Did the operation run smoothly? Did 
a shortage of female officials to staff women-only polling stations keep millions of Afghan women from the polls? 
We check in for a summary of the day. Bobby Ghosh

8/20/09 FOR

The Scottish government announced today that Abdel Basset Ali al-Megrahi, the only person convicted in the 
Lockerbie bombing, has been granted compassionate release. As prison populations across the nation continue 
to swell the argument for compassionate release gains strength but who exactly is even eligible? How do the 
media and public opinion factor in? What is your take on compassionate release? 

Ronald Aday, Herb  
Hoelter

8/21/09 IE Fans recall Beatles legendary So Cal debut 45 years ago Cuevas 4:17

8/21/09 LAW Prison reform plan stuck in Legislature Myers 3:00

8/21/09 SPOR Chula Vista Little League team playing in 2009 World Series Tintocalis 2:08

8/21/09 LAW Governor may not get what he wants out of prison reduction plan Julian :45

8/21/09 POLI Gavin Newsom makes the rounds of the state as he campaigns for governor CC :24

8/21/09 POLI Democrat Gavin Newsom seeks to leap from Mayor of San Francisco to governor of California CC :07

8/21/09 ECON World Vision hosts a school backpack giveaway Jahad :51

8/21/09 LAW Should California release some prison inmates for compassionate reasons? CC :17

8/21/09 YOUT County Supervisors order investigation into child welfare system CC :18

8/21/09 FOR Controversy over compassionate release of the Lockerbie bomber CC :22

8/21/09 IE Number of people without jobs in Riverside Co increases, again Cuevas :52

8/21/09 LAW Murder conspiracy convict awaits release after she became model inmate CC :13

8/21/09 IE July unemployment figures are especially harsh in the Inland Empire CC :17

8/21/09 LAB California's unemployment rate hits just shy of 12 percent in July CC :19

8/21/09 ART 45 years ago, the Beatles played the Hollywood Bowl Cuevas :07

8/21/09 IE 25th annual Norco rodeo this weekend Cuevas 1:01

8/21/09 POLI Senator's new book a Capitol Hill thriller Felde 3:28

8/21/09 YOUT LA City will extend some seasonal pool hours beyond labor day to provide more recreation opportunity for kids CC :23

8/21/09 EDU Public officials target swine flu in schools to suppress it CC :19

8/21/09 EDU A local school backpack giveaway attracts hundreds of students CC :17

8/21/09 EDU Public officials target swine flu in schools to suppress it CC :15

8/21/09 ECON Southland car dealer says no promotional push necessary for the last of cash for clunkers CC :17

8/21/09 EDU International relief organization gives away school supplies to Southland families in need Jahad 1:15

8/21/09 ART Art exhibit documents the interaction of people with animals Guzman 1:34

8/21/09 LAW
California Attorney General announces agreement requiring U-Haul to improve its handling of hazardous 
materials at 179 facilities in the state Baer :55

8/21/09 EDU International charity gives away school supplies to needy kids in LA area Jahad 2:38

8/21/09 SAC
San Francisco mayor Gavin Newsom has announced his candidacy for California's 2010 gubernatorial race. He 
joins Larry Mantle to discuss his platform and the major issues that California's next governor will face. Gavin Newsom  40:00 

8/21/09 LAW

After serving eight years of his life sentence, Abdel Basset Ali Megrahi was released on "compassionate grounds" 
due to his terminal case of prostate cancer. For inmates convicted of egregious crimes, are there instances that 
allow for compassionate release? Natasha Minsker  20:00 

8/21/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Wade Major of boxoffice.com and Jean Oppenheimer of Village Voice Media 
review the week’s new releases including Inglourious Basterds, Shorts, My One and Only, X-Games 3D:The 
Movie, Post Grad, Beeswax, Earth Days , and Gotta Dance . Jean Oppenheimer, Wade  40:00 

8/21/09 ENT

With the release of Inglourious Basterds  this week, Larry talks with KPCC film critics Andy Klein of Brand X, Jean 
Oppenheimer of Village Voice Media, and Wade Major of boxoffice.com about the films and career of director 
Quentin Tarantino. From Reservoir Dogs to Pulp Fiction to Kill Bill and beyond, what do you think of the films of 
Quentin Tarantino?

Andy Klein, Jean 
Oppenheimer, Wade 
Major  20:00 

8/21/09 POLI

The Governor’s plan to let out the locked-up is still locked-up in the Assembly. The Assembly is using 
amendments to water down the proposal that was already passed by the Senate but the weaker version may not 
have the support of the Police or the Governor. Why can’t the GOP make peace with early release?

George Runner, Robert 
Weisberg, Bernard 
Melekin



8/21/09 HEAL

Terminally ill prison inmate Deborah Peagler has won her battle for compassionate release, after spending 25 
years behind bars for her role in the murder of her abusive boyfriend.  On the same day, the California Senate 
voted to reduce the prison population by 27,000, including elderly and medically incapacitated inmates. 
Overcrowding, early release, sentencing of battered and abused women… we tackle all these issues as 
highlighted by Peagler's case.    

Melba Harris, Nadia 
Costa

8/21/09 ENT

Unfortunately, the Cove is no Hollywood thriller. The film exposes the horror of Japan's tradition of herding 
dolphins into a hidden cove for slaughter. Using state-of-the-art equipment - including spy drones and cameras 
disguised as rocks - a group of activists risked their lives to create this documentary with an agenda: stop the 
slaughter and the unhealthy consumption of the mercury-laden dolphin meat. With Japan's dolphin hunting 
season set to begin in September, how successful were the filmmakers in bringing awareness to the issue and 
ultimately changing minds? 

Fisher Stevens, Charles 
Hambleton

8/21/09 ENV

Southern California doesn’t get the majority of its water from the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta, but the 
region and the state as a whole are still dependent on management of the massive watershed east of the San 
Francisco Bay.  The Governor is putting forward a package of legislation that promises a dramatic makeover for 
the hurting Delta region, including ecological restoration and a very controversial peripheral canal.  Is there a way 
to please farmers, fishermen and drinkers of California’s water in these increasingly dry times?

Lester Snow, Dante 
Nomellini, Susan 
Longville

8/21/09 LAB

California's unemployment rate climbed to 11.9 percent in July, the highest number in modern record-keeping, 
while the rate for the city of Los Angeles' rose to 13.7 percent and Riverside County tops at 13.9.  In the face of 
rising joblessness, what can cities do to support their citizens in finding new employment?

Larry Frank, John 
Husing

8/21/09 TECH

Co-creators Queena Kim and Tanya Jo Miller conceived CyberFrequencies as a way to explore the culture of the 
Web. From their servers in LA to the vast reaches of CyberSpace, they are the portal to the net, news, noise, and 
nonsense. They join us to talk about their latest debate: the power and potential of facebook to compete with 
google.

Queena Kim, Tanya Jo 
Miler

8/23/09 ENT Will a new search engine upset Google's reign? CC :19

8/23/09 HIST Two Washington Post jounalists recap the 2008 presidential campaign CC :21

8/23/09 ECON Wine grape harvest affected by economy and climate this year CC :15

8/23/09 ECON People are drinking lower-end wines during the recession CC :12

8/23/09 OC Anaheim school gets solar power in playground Valot :36

8/23/09 HIST Johnny Appleseed of the San Gabriels remembered in road Felde :56

8/24/09 LAW More skirmishes over the state's inmate reduction plan CC :14

8/24/09 HEAL Concern arises over occupational health and safety in the adult film industry CC :12

8/24/09 ??? The Loh Life is on Mondays during ME and ATC, online at kpcc.org Loh 2:45

8/24/09 LAW State lawmakers take up prison reform again Stoltze :53

8/24/09 OC Hospital in Irvine breaks ground for renovation Valot :39

8/24/09 IE San Bernardino Mayor amonth leaders invited to White House for conference Cuevas 1:19

8/24/09 ECON LA firefighters oppose budget cuts CC 2:46

8/24/09 ENT Quentin Tarantino's latest film "Inglorious Basterds" is number one at box office Jahad :49

8/24/09 EDU 1000 Southland students pick up free school supplies from an international relief group Jahad 1:15

8/24/09 POLI George McGovern to speak at Nixon Library this week Jahad 1:02

8/24/09 ECON State shuts down parks, cuts police, more marijuana can be found in state parks Russ 3:26

8/24/09 LAW CA auto parts dealer charged with terrorism in UAE Schmitz 4:22

8/24/09 TRAN Lots of car buyers took advantage of "Cash for Clunkers" CC :14

8/24/09 SAC State Assembly to vote on plan to cut the prison population Small :42

8/24/09 TRAN Assessing the pros and cons of "Cash for Clunkers" CC :12

8/24/09 LAW Prosecutor looks into a dozen cases investigating anti-torture laws, CIA handling of detainees CC :18

8/24/09 HEAL Determining who will get swine flu vaccine, and when CC :23

8/24/09 IE San Bernardino Mayor decries lack of state prison rehabilitation CC :22

8/24/09 EDU Cal State Northridge students protest budget cuts CC :14

8/24/09 LAW City Attorney explores use of civil injunctions against graffiti taggers CC :15

8/24/09 LAW LA City Attorney's idea for tagger injunctions faces scrutiny CC :11

8/24/09 OC Judge orders OC fast-money lender to stop illegal debt collection practices Valot 1:00

8/24/09 HEAL Test sites start H1-N1 vaccinations Nazario :56

8/24/09 IE Two juveniles arrested after allegedly beating a halfway house worker Cuevas :40

8/24/09 SAC Assembly Democrats push for changes to plan to cut the prison population Small 2:26

8/24/09 ART LA Times reports records show Jackson died of lethal levels of propofol Stoltze :44

8/24/09 ECON Southland car dealer ambivilent about Cash for Clunkers CC :23

8/24/09 ECON Local auto dealer on cash for clunkers Watt 1:02

8/24/09 OC Students start first day of classes at UC Irvine's new law school CC :11

8/24/09 ART LA Times reports records show Jackson died of lethal levels of propofol Stoltze :54

8/24/09 EDU Mayor urges control of 250 LA Unified campuses given to outside groups CC :19

8/24/09 LAW City Attorney vows crackdown on graffiti Stoltze :54

8/24/09 ECON Local auto dealers respond to the end of Cash for Clunkers Watt 2:17

8/24/09 EDU Mayor urges control of 250 LA Unified campuses given to outside groups Guzman 2:36

8/24/09 OC UC Irvine opens first public law school in California in four decades Valot 4:17

8/24/09 TRAN

The U.S. government's "Cash for Clunkers" program ends today, and is expected to account for the sale of 
700,000 new cars and trucks. The $3 billion program was supposed to last through Labor Day, but the 
government is ending it early because most of the money has been spent. How did the "Cash for Clunkers" 
program benefit the environment and the auto industry? And what will happen to vehicle sales when the program 
ends? Guest host Jon Beaupré finds out. David Welch, Terry Miller  30:00

8/24/09 EDU

Now that students are heading back to school, what are colleges doing to help students and faculty prepare for a 
possible epidemic of the H1N1 flu? Guest host Jon Beaupre talks with Larry Neinstein, Executive Director 
University Park Health Center at USC about their concerns and preparations.

Connie Moore, Pamela 
Kahn, Dr. Larry 
Neinstein  30:00

8/24/09 EDU

Do students perform better with online instruction or in conventional classrooms?  It might be hard to believe, but 
according to a new study out of SRI International, online instruction wins the better grade.  This probably won’t 
mean computers will completely replace homerooms and blackboards, but it does suggest that online education 
is likely to expand exponentially in the coming years.  What makes online learning better?  What might we be 
losing by logging in to learn? Barbara Means, Jane Pat  30:00

8/24/09 SCI

Since the 1960s, scientists have been listening with radio telescopes for broadcasts from alien civilizations. So far-
-lots of static. But they're about to get a huge help in the search. Last March, NASA launched the Kepler 
telescope, which measures faint shifts in starlight to find planets circling other stars. Now instead of randomly 
listening to trillions of points in the sky, scientist will be able to focus their radio telescopes on stars with Earth-like 
rocky planets. This makes their chances of finding evidence of alien life far greater. So might your next radio 
show originate from another world? Seth Shostak, James Fan  30:00

8/24/09 ECON

The numbers were already bleak, thanks to a prolonged recession and huge government spending meant to 
offset the economic damage from that recession.  Now new 10-year projections put the total federal deficit at $9 
trillion, $2 trillion more than previously predicted—and this is before any new spending on President Obama’s 
proposed health care reform.  How long can the U.S. sustain huge deficits, and is there any hope of balancing 
the books in the near future?

David M Walker, 
Rudolph Penner



8/24/09 LAW

Attorney General Eric Holder seems to have fulfilled the wishes of millions of critics of the Bush Administration:  
today he announced the appointment of a special prosecutor to examine nearly a dozen cases in which CIA 
interrogators and contractors may have violated anti-torture laws when they threatened terrorism suspects.  While 
it sounds like a wholesale investigation into Bush-era terrorism policies is at hand, the truth is President Obama 
and his Attorney General are being much more cautious in their approach.  Will any high-profile Bush 
Administration members see the inside of a court room? Scott Silliman

8/24/09 POLI

President Obama has been in office seven months, and he's still operating with fewer than half his lead 
appointee positions filled. Whether it's a result of politics or an abundance caution, how can he push his agenda 
forward without his people in the top chairs?  Peter Baker

8/24/09 HIST

48 years after its publishing date, Julia Child’s “Mastering the Art of French Cooking” has finally made its way to 
the top of the bestseller list. Can a more health-conscious America embrace the cook’s ways, especially in an age 
of cooking more often as an extreme sport than a daily routine? Russ Parsons

8/24/09 LAW

If Los Angeles City Attorney Carmen Trutanich has his way injunctions will pass that will allow police to arrest 
known taggers for associating in public even if no actual crime is being committed. Trutanich wants to treat graffiti 
as a criminal enterprise and many believe that this is an infringement on civil liberties. Will taggers that are not 
involved in gangs be targeted?   

Carmen Trutanich, Man 
One, Peter Biring

8/24/09 YOUT

Spanking—is it an acceptable or effective form of punishment for children? In a New Zealand referendum last 
week, 87% said smacking your child should not be a crime. Do Americans feel the same? Have you, do you, or 
do you plan on spanking your kids? Karen Sternhaimer

8/25/09 ENV Army Corps engineer says new pumps in New Orleans will not work Peterson 4:14

8/25/09 ENV New "green-energy" cooling and heating plant supplying A/C to state buildings, saving taxpayers money Shadley 1:44

8/25/09 HOUS CAR says July sales in CA up 12% Valot 1:10

8/25/09 ECON News organizations reconsider charging for access to online content CC :14

8/25/09 EDU LAUSD votes on measure to hand administration of campuses to outside groups CC :15

8/25/09 LAW LA County Board of Supervisors decides to raise parking fines Cohen :50

8/25/09 HOUS Monrovia tenants say landlord is unfairly terminating their leases Watt :46

8/25/09 EDU LAUSD votes on measure to hand administration of campuses to outside groups CC :19

8/25/09 HOUS LA home prices rising for first time in three years CC :22

8/25/09 OC A new pest pops up in Orange County Valot 1:04

8/25/09 EDU California SAT scores remain mostly unchanged from last year Cohen :58

8/25/09 EDU Ventura County teachers end hunger strike protesting education budget cuts CC :18

8/25/09 SAC Assembly Speaker makes big changes to prison reform plan CC :14

8/25/09 LAW LA County child welfare caseload far higher than other counties Valot 1:02

8/25/09 EDU LAUSD board approves letting outside groups control about a third of schools Guzman 3:21

8/25/09 DIS Shirley Jahad live on Morris Fire in Angeles National Forest Jahad 1:35

8/25/09 ENV Army Corps engineer says new pumps in New Orleans will not work CC :05

8/25/09 LAW LAPD promises response to increase in gang shootings in South LA CC :17

8/25/09 HOUS Tenants facing eviction from affordable housing complex stage protest CC :15

8/25/09 LAW Police promise to reverse South LA spike in crime Stoltze :57

8/25/09 HOUS Tenants facing eviction from affordable housing complex stage protest Watt 1:15

8/25/09 EDU LAUSD votes on measure to hand administration of campuses to outside groups Guzman 3:31

8/25/09 SEC

U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder has appointed a special prosecutor to investigate CIA operatives who allegedly 
choked detainees and threatened them with gunshots and power drills. Agents and contractors who used harsh 
interrogation techniques approved under the Bush administration could now face criminal prosecution.  Are we 
seeing accountability, at last? A blow to counterterrorism? Or, merely a scapegoat? Siobhan Gorman  50:00

8/25/09 DIS

Failed levees and water pumps were just some factors behind the devastation left by Hurricane Katrina. Yet, 
nearly four years later, many of those water pumps would not work in another major storm. Guest host Jon 
Beaupre talks to KPCC's environmental reporter Molly Peterson about the condition of New Orleans as the city 
approaches the anniversary of Hurricane Katrina. Molly Peterson  10:00 

8/25/09 MEDI

Rupert Murdoch says Google and news aggregators are stealing content and newspapers shouldn’t take it 
anymore.  He’s now calling on major news publishers to create a consortium and charge for digital content. Is this 
the call to arms that newspapers need in order to survive? Or a losing battle against free Internet content?  Guest 
host Jon Beaupre explores the winding road to making content profitable again.

David Carr, Ken Doctor, 
Gordon Crovitz  30:00

8/25/09 TECH

Despite the recession, subscription massive multi-player online games (MMOG’s) are booming.  According to one 
estimate, membership of virtual worlds grew by 39% in the second quarter of 2009 to approximately 579 
million. While newspapers and websites like Facebook and Twitter search for ways to make money, games such 
as World of Warcraft, Entropia Universe, Club Penguin and Second Life are turning nice profits. Who are the 
players lurking behind the avatars? What can gaming teach us about normal life? Dmitri Williams  30:00

8/25/09 EDU

For a district and a school board that is often accused of avoiding hard decisions on reform, LAUSD is about to 
unleash an entirely new way of operating public schools.  The Board of Education is set to vote this afternoon on 
an initiative that will allow private operators to take over about a third of LAUSD campuses and expand “choice” 
at other LAUSD schools.  Parents at poorly performing schools could have new options on where to send their 
kids and the teacher’s union might lose a lot of power—can the scheme work?

Adolfo Guzman-Lopez, 
AJ Duffy, Ben Austin, 
Diane Ravitch

8/25/09 ECON

In an effort to stabilize California's tax revenues, early this year Governor Schwarzenegger appointed the 
Commission on the 21st Century Economy, with a mission to come up with ideas to streamline revenue collection 
and cut down on the volatility of tax collection that rocks the budget boat. Not an easy task, as politicians and 
vested interests add their arguments to the fray. As the report deadline approaches, we check in with the players.   

Fred Keeley, Michael 
Shaw

8/25/09 TECH

Wikipedia, the very popular online encyclopedia that it has always boasted “anyone can edit,” plans to curb that 
openness slightly by requiring one of its volunteer editors to approve any changes to entries about living people. 
The change comes in the wake of a number of high-profile hoaxes on the site, including false reports of the 
deaths of Senators Edward M. Kennedy and Robert Byrd. How will this change affect Wikipedia’s difficult 
balancing act of accuracy vs. openness?

Jason Calacanism, 
Joseph Reagle

8/25/09 HOUS

A nationwide home price index reports today that a recovery may be slowly underway. The Case-Shiller Home 
Price Index shows that home prices in 20 major U.S. cities were up 1.4% in June, which is more than triple the 
growth rate it found in May. Any real recovery, of course, will take quite some time: home prices are now at levels 
last seen in early 2003, and they’re down 15% from a year ago. Is this the start of a real comeback, or just a 
temporary bump in the middle of a larger disaster? Paul Habibi

8/25/09 HIST

Political history unfolds in the Southland this week. Tomorrow [Weds] night, the Nixon Library will host former 
Nixon rival, George McGovern. The anti-Vietnam war Senator from South Dakota was the victim of the Nixon dirty 
tricks campaign. The event is a switch for the library which for decades was run by political supporters who 
opposed anything that might tarnish Nixon’s legacy. The former congressman, Senator and presidential nominee 
joins Patt in advance of the Nixon library event. George McGovern

8/26/09 POLI Former Democratic presidential candidate George McGovern to speak at Nixon Library CC :19

8/26/09 DIS Army Corps engineer says new pumps in New Orleans will not work Peterson 5:05

8/26/09 OBIT Nancy Regan remembers Ted Kennedy Julian :47

8/26/09 TRAV Hotels are struggling for business, but lower property values make buying a possibility Martin 3:34

8/26/09 DIS Firefighters battle 600-acre fire in San Gabriel Valley CC :08

8/26/09 DIS Ashes and debris from Morris Fire affecting air quality in San Gabriel Valley CC :17

8/26/09 DIS
Air quality remains poor due to fire in San Gabriel Valley, Department of Health advises people to stay in air 
conditioned buildings CC :21



8/26/09 EDU LA school superintendent defends plan to transfer control of many schools CC :23

8/26/09 OBIT Senator Boxer praises Ted Kennedy's legacy CC :15

8/26/09 OBIT Senator Barbara Boxer remembers Ted Kennedy CC :21

8/26/09 POLI LA's mayor remembers the late US Senator Ted Kennedy CC :13

8/26/09 ENV Mayor defends his errant lawn sprinkler CC :19

8/26/09 TRAN FAA unveils new air traffic control tower simulator CC :24

8/26/09 OC Orange County put under quarantine to fight citrus bug Valot :60

8/26/09 EDU LA's mayor defends his support of the school governance plan CC :23

8/26/09 IE Controversial billboards scheduled for demolition in Colton Cuevas :51

8/26/09 TRAN CalTrans violating water restrictions set by LA DWP CC :10

8/26/09 POLI US Attorney for Central District of California leaves his position CC :13

8/26/09 ENV Two months into LA DWP restrictions, Angelenos significantly reduce water usage CC :18

8/26/09 LAW
US Attorney O'Brien says that in last seven years, most marijuana prosecutions have been for violating state 
laws, not federal CC :19

8/26/09 DIS Shirley Jahad live on Morris Fire in Angeles National Forest Jahad 3:30

8/26/09 DIS "Red Flag" in effect in SoCal mountains Valot :58

8/26/09 POLI Sen. Dianne Feinstein on death of Sen. Ted Kennedy Cohen 3:55

8/26/09 TRAN Airport workers complain of lack of adequate training for work with passengers with disabilities CC :21

8/26/09 OC Hoag breaks ground on new Irvine hospital Valot 3:32

8/26/09 TRAN FAA officials unveil new air traffic control simulator Watt 1:08

8/26/09 DIS Station Fire burns 20 acres in the Angeles National Forest CC :15

8/26/09 SCI Brother of astronaut Jose Hernandez speaks about their life as kids Cohen 2:48

8/26/09 ENV Morris fire in Angeles National Forest is a tough fight Jahad 1:18

8/26/09 TRAN Workers who assist disabled passengers complain of inadequate training Watt :48

8/26/09 ART LACMA gathers donations to re-launch film program Guzman :59

8/26/09 ENV Los Angeles officials praise Angelenos for cutting their water use Devall :47

8/26/09 LAW DA goes for death penalty for alleged killer of Jamiel Shaw Devall :59

8/26/09 OBIT
The “Lion” of the U.S. Senate, Edward Kennedy died last night at age 77 from brain cancer. David Lazarus talks 
with various guests about the life and legacy of Ted Kennedy.

Ken Rudin, Barbara 
Boxer, Xavier Becerra, 
Jeff Zeleny, Donald A. 
Ritchie, Joseph Kahn, 
Mike Medavoy  60:00

8/26/09 EDU

The LAUSD Board of Education decided yesterday to turn over 250 campuses to outside interests including 
Charter Schools. The vote happened after an intense debate in which the supporters deemed it necessary and 
opponents called it illegal. David Lazarus talks with stakeholders about the vote.

Antonio Villaraigosa, A.J. 
Duffy, Ray Cortines, 
Veronica Melvin  30:00

8/26/09 SCI

Recent psychological studies suggest that babies are more intelligent than commonly thought. Experiments have 
demonstrated that babies and young children can understand concepts such as probability and cause-and-effect. 
It's even been suggested that in some ways, babies are smarter than adults. Part of the explanation can be found 
in the different ways that young and adult brains work. The findings could lead to a better understanding of child 
development. Alison Gopnik  30:00

8/26/09 EDU

Since Mayor Anotnio Villaraigosa’s failed attempt to take over control of the Los Angeles Unified School District, 
he’s remained an advocate for drastic reform of public schools and a vocal supporter of school board members 
who share his view.  The Mayor continued his arm’s-length influence over the school board by showing up 
outside its office yesterday to rally in support of charter schools.  Will the Mayor continue to play the role of 
symbolic principal of LAUSD? Antonio Villaraigosa

8/26/09 SAC Citywide Water Use is Down, But Not at the Mayor's House Joel Grover, David Nahai

8/26/09 POLI

U.S. Attorney Thomas O'Brien, who has overseen a number of high-profile cases as head prosecutor for the 
Central District of California, is about to leave office, stepping down to go into private legal practice in Los 
Angeles.  The prosecution of Missouri mother Lori Drew in the MySpace cyberbullying case and the grand jury 
investigation of alleged molestation by priests in the Archdiocese of Los Angeles are just two cases he led.  
O'Brien looks back on his career and the issues facing U.S. attorneys as he prepares to leave office. Thomas O'Brien

8/26/09 POLI

Senator Edward Kennedy, who died last night, was a lifelong advocate of public service. This was a tradition in 
the Kennedy family as it has been in many wealthy clans. The principle of noblesse oblige goes back at least as 
far as the Biblical phrase “From everyone to whom much has been given, much will be required”; is the idea still 
present in American culture today? Peter Frumkin

8/26/09 YOUT
Ben Franklin famously said fish and visitors stink after three days. What can be done about unwanted guests 
who smell up the summer place for weeks… rude-itude of house guests and other pests.

Joyce Wadler, Darlene 
Dennis

8/27/09 OBIT Dominick Dunne, writer remembered for documenting problems of the rich, dies Cohen 2:52

8/27/09 SCI Space shuttle will try launch for third time Cohen 7:58

8/27/09 SCI Space shuttle will try launch for third time Julian 4:39

8/27/09 DIS Morris Fire continues to burn, high temps and low humidity contribute to fire conditions CC :14

8/27/09 LAB Owners of Vermont Hand Wash settle charges of anti-union targeting Watt :54

8/27/09 ECON State tax board shifts tax brackets CC :22

8/27/09 IE Riverside County authorities make huge seizure of pot neat Temecula CC :22

8/27/09 LAW CA Insurance Commissioner suring to challenge plan selling state fund that pays injured workers CC :19

8/27/09 HOUS Neighborhoods throughout LA County address the issue of people who live in their cars CC :16

8/27/09 SAC State board for low cost insurance hikes co-pays and premiums to keep program afloat Small 1:27

8/27/09 LAW CA Insurance Commissioner suring to challenge plan selling state fund that pays injured workers Shadley :50

8/27/09 ECON Huge garage sale to take place in Sacramento this weekend Russ 1:24

8/27/09 IE Riverside County supervisor Roy Wilson dies one week after resigning Cuevas :54

8/27/09 DIS Incident commander speaks on challenges of fighting Morris Fire CC 2:02

8/27/09 EDU Former LAUSD administrator pleas in student sex case Guzman :45

8/27/09 POLI Mayor replaces Chief of Staff CC :17

8/27/09 ENV Angeles National Forest is closed as fire fighters battle flames Jahad :31

8/27/09 POLI Mayor shakes up staff Stoltze :55

8/27/09 POLI Gov continues haranguing Democrats CC :17

8/27/09 LAW Immigration officials begin new effort to find undocumented criminals Jahad 1:10

8/27/09 LAW Authorities will check fingerprints of everyone arrested to determine immigration status CC :15

8/27/09 POLI Gov says plan radical, but blasts Dems Stoltze :59

8/27/09 ENV Pumps installed after Hurricane Katrina may be faulty Peterson 4:30

8/27/09 ENV

The Morris fire in the Angeles National Forest has covered large parts of the Los Angeles Basin in smoke that's 
expected to last through the weekend. During fire season, what precautions should people take to protect from 
the bad air? Who is at greatest risk? Guest host David Lazarus finds out the proper measures.

Stanton Florea, Joe 
Cassmassi, Colleen 
Callahan  20:00 

8/27/09 ECON

Guest host David Lazarus discusses the move by the tax board to lower the point where tax brackets begin which 
will result in moving many Californians into higher tax brackets. This will undoubtedly generate more revenue for 
the state to pay for its infrastructure, but at what cost to businesses and individuals already reeling financially? 
David finds out and takes listener calls. Steve Levy  20:00 

8/27/09 OC

David Lazarus talks with Gustavo Arellano, OC Weekly  staff writer, and Orange County Register  senior editorial 
writer and columnist, Steven Greenhut, and OC journalist William Lobdell about the latest news events and 
developments in Orange County.

Steve Greenhut, William 
Lobdell, Gustavo 
Arellano  20:00 



8/27/09 POLI

Out of every dollar Uncle Sam shells out, forty cents of it was borrowed. The White House is predicting a 10-year 
Federal deficit of $9 trillion.  Given these chilling numbers, can we afford health care reform now? Senator Joe 
Lieberman says no. But President Obama says putting it off will cost us more down the road. David Lazarus 
crunches numbers with guests on both sides of the debate. Brian Riedl, Jim Horney  30:00

8/27/09 HEAL

In an effort to prevent the spread of AIDS, the Center for Disease Control is considering recommending that all 
infant boys born in the US and high-risk heterosexual men get circumcised. The procedure has helped prevent 
HIV among heterosexual men in Africa.  But a new US study suggests that circumcision doesn’t protect gay men 
from the virus. So why is the CDC mulling this over?   Dr. Roy Gulick, Dr. Larry B  30:00

8/27/09 TECH

If the FCC follows through on its promise to investigate the very foundation of the cell phone business model, 
then we all could be seeing some very big changes in how we pay for and receive our cell phone service.  From 
how calls, texts and emails are billed to the cell phone carrier/manufacturer relationship, FCC hearings that start 
today will look into almost every facet of the wireless industry.  Will your iPhone soon be ringing to a different 
tune?

Kent German, John 
Walls

8/27/09 ECON

A Long Beach City Councilman is proposing a new law that would establish special zones within the city where 
homeless people could legally sleep overnight in their cars. The proposal would include a number of restrictions 
(such as proof of prior residency in the city), but it’s sure to be controversial. The city of Ventura has a similar law 
already in place; is this the start of a trend in these days of financial distress?

Dee Andrews, Peter 
Brown, Suzanne Brown

8/27/09 HEAL

In the cover article for this Sunday's New York Times Magazine, investigative reporter Sheri Fink takes a 
disturbing look the possibility of medical misconduct at New Orleans’s Memorial Medical Center in the wake of 
Hurricane Katrina.  Medical practitioners, some of who have never spoken out before, told her about the use of 
potentially lethal doses of pain killers and sedatives on patients at the hospital as they waited to be evacuated. 
Fink shares a preview of her exhaustive research and findings. Sherri Fink

8/27/09 HEAL

Therapeutic substitution, or the practice of switching expensive medication to the less costly generic brand, is 
fairly commonplace and perfectly legal in most states, including California.  But some California health insurers 
are taking it a step further and switching medication to less expensive, non-chemically equivalent drugs (a 
different drug than prescribed) and sometimes without informing the doctor or the patient.  Insurance companies 
say safety is a top priority and they just want to offer the most affordable option to patients but some patients are 
experiencing harmful side-effects.  Is this a disaster waiting to happen? 

Jen Athay, Bill Releford, 
Sally Greenberg

8/28/09 ART David Lazarus, film critics discuss this week's new releases Lazarus 2:58

8/28/09 MIL Pumps installed after Hurricane Katrina may be faulty Peterson 4:15

8/28/09 ART Barnsdall Art Park hosts weekly wine tastings to fund youth programs Cohen 4:03

8/28/09 HEAL California sets limits on wait times for health care, treatment Varney 4:33

8/28/09 OBIT Harvard student describes Kennedy's viewing CC 2:45

8/28/09 DIS Red Cross emergency shelter will stay open until Angeles Crest Wildfire is under control CC :09

8/28/09 DIS Pasadena Humane Society set up temporary pet shelter near evacuation center CC :09

8/28/09 ENT Frank Stoltze live on Jackson autopsy report Stoltze 1:21

8/28/09 ENV Firefighters start to get handle on Palos Verdes fire CC :09

8/28/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire in La Canada Flintridge Nazario 2:51

8/28/09 IE Convicted killer's found competent to stand trial for murder Cuevas :50

8/28/09 OC OC artists hang in there in tough economy Valot 4:22

8/28/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire in La Canada Flintridge Nazario 2:51

8/28/09 ENV Official pushes for brush clearing around Palos Verdes Peninsula homes CC :19

8/28/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire in La Canada Flintridge Nazario 2:47

8/28/09 DIS Fires, smoke means bad air quality this weekend CC :13

8/28/09 DIS Fires, smoke means bad air quality this weekend CC :18

8/28/09 LAW People will be able to speak up about the selection of a new LAPD chief Devall :55

8/28/09 OBIT The governor reflects on the influence of the extended Kennedy family on his life CC 2:28

8/28/09 LAW Coroner rules Jackson death a homicide Stoltze :54

8/28/09 ENV Long Beach gets more time to develop desal system Jahad :48

8/28/09 DIS Millage Peaks named new LAFD chief CC :22

8/28/09 ECON Homeowners facing foreclosure or struggling with their mortgages can get expert advice at a free event in Pomona CC :11

8/28/09 POLI New interim LA fire chief meets the press Watt 1:30

8/28/09 DIS

Fire fighters are getting a handle on the Morris fire in the Angeles National Forest, which is about 60% contained. 
But the Station Fire near La Canada is completely uncontained at this hour. The Cottonwood Fire near Idyllwild 
has burned around 1,000 acres and residents near route 74 have been ordered to leave the area. The Rancho 
Palos Verdes fire has caused minor damage to 3 or  4 homes and is about 70% contained. But LA County chief 
deputy John Tripp the fire is still a threat:  Patricia Nazario, Susan V  20:00 

8/28/09 LAW

In 1991, 11-year-old Jaycee Dugard was kidnapped while on her way to school. She was discovered this week, 
after being held captive by a couple for 18 years. The chilling news has parents extra concerned about the safety 
of their own children. Are threats of this nature on the rise? Or is that just the perception of paranoid parents? 
How should parents balance protecting their children while still giving them the kind of freedom we all need to 
grow? Joan Petersilia  40:00 

8/28/09 ENT

Guest host David Lazarus and KPCC film critics Claudia Puig of USA Today, and Andy Klein of Brand X discuss 
the week’s new film releases including Taking Woodstock, Five Minutes of Heaven, World’s Greatest Dad, Play 
The Game, This Beautiful City, Orgies and the Meaning of Life, The Baader-Meinof Complex, and Cloud 9. Claudia Puig, Andy Klein  40:00 

8/28/09 ENT

Bobcat Goldthwait is a regular on Comedy Central, known for his rabid stage personality and goofy but dark 
sense of humor (think exploding poodles).  He’s also the director of the new film, World’s Greatest Dad, starring 
Robin Williams.  Guest host David Lazarus talks with Bobcat about his sometimes unsettling humor, his latest 
movie, and life in The Biz. Bobcat Goldthwait  20:00 

8/28/09 ENV

Four fires are burning throughout the southland, clouding our skies with soot and ash.  We check in with fire 
personnel and KPCC reporters for the latest updates on the “Station” fire burning near La Canada/Flintridge, the 
“Morris” fire in the Angeles National Forest, the “Cottonwood” fire near Idyllwild and the Rancho Palos Verdes fire.  
We’ll also speak with the LA County Director of Public Health about air quality and what it means for our health.  

Patricia Nazario, Bruce 
Quintelier, Norma Bailey, 
Susan Valot, Janet 
Upton, Jonathan Fielding

8/28/09 TRAN

General Motors, whose thinned brand lineup now includes Chevrolet, Buick, Cadillac, and GMC, has decided to 
remove its “G.M. Mark of Excellence” logo from the cars it produces. After years of financial problems and a high-
profile bankruptcy this summer, it’s not surprising that the G.M. name has fallen in consumers’ esteem. Is G.M. 
looking to fly under the radar for a while? David Welch

8/28/09 TECH

The NFL is tackling Twitter, Facebook, and instant videos, teams have already tried banning them, and it’s only 
pre-season. What limits should be set and how can the NFL realistically maintain this kind of control of their 
players and fans?

Harvey Greene, Brian 
McCarthy, Mark Sullivan

8/28/09 ENV

Two separate expeditions launched off the California coast several weeks ago, headed for...the great Pacific 
Garbage Patch! The expedition, led by the Scripps Institution of Oceanography at UCSD and the ocean-health 
nonprofit Project Kaisei, will document the scope of the problem and call global attention to disastrous ocean 
pollution.

Mary Crowley, Miriam 
Goldstein

8/28/09 ENT

Just when politics is enough to make you cry, it's usually best to laugh instead. Comedy Congress proudly 
dredges the depths of political humor, both intentional and unintentional, to bring you the news you’d probably 
rather forget.  Remember, the truth hurts far less when it's told by comedians.

Ben Gleib, Maz Jabroni, 
Dave Anthony

8/29/09 HIST Redlands road named for peacenik Felde :51

8/29/09 DIS Fire in Rancho Palos Ferdes evacuates residents from homes CC :13

8/29/09 DIS Ashes from the fires can be hazardous to health CC :08

8/29/09 DIS As fires rage across the Southland, remember not to leave children or pets unattended in vehicles CC :19

8/29/09 DIS Heat from the fires makes the air quality worse, Dept of Health advises people to drink plenty of fluids CC :20



8/29/09 DIS STATION FIRE 2WAY Jahad/Nazario 3:03

8/29/09 DIS Station Fire 2Way Jahad/Nazario 2:54

8/29/09 DIS Station Fire 2way Jahad/Nazario 3:11

8/29/09 DIS STATION FIRE Jahad/Nazario 4:18

8/29/09 DIS KPCC CEO DISCRIBES THE STATION FIRE NEAR HIS HOUSE Bill Davis 3:36

8/29/09 DIS US FOREST SERVICE REP GIVES UPDATE ON THE STATION FIRE Jahad 2:50

8/29/09 DIS HOST DEBRA BAER SPOKE W/KPCC'S BILL DAVIS ABOUT STATION FIRE BAER/DAVIS 2:21

8/29/09 DIS HOST DEBRA BAER SPOKE WITH FIRE REP SCOTT VISYAK BAER 4:52

8/29/09 DIS HOST DEBRA BAER SPOKE WITH JULIE SMALL SMALL 4:19

8/30/09 HIST Fire area was once peace center Felde :57

8/30/09 EDU Determining the pros and cons of online learning CC :15

8/30/09 SCI Astronomers still seek intelligent life elsewhere in the cosmos CC :19

8/30/09 HEAL Re-examining hard medical choices in Hurricane Katrina’s wake CC :16

8/30/09 SPOR How to keep social networking from ruining the fan experience CC :16

8/30/09 ENT Bobcat Goldthwait discusses his adventures in filmmaking CC :16

8/30/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 3:53

8/30/09 DIS Host Carrie Moran spoke with Jorge from CAL Fire Moran 1:04

8/30/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 4:12

8/30/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Station Fire Watt 3:37

8/30/09 DIS Bill Davis live on Station Fire Davis 4:27

8/30/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 3:09

8/30/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Station Fire Watt 5:02

8/30/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario :34

8/30/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Station Fire Watt 2:28

8/30/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 2:57

8/30/09 DIS Evacuee talks about Station Fire Watt 1:23

8/30/09 DIS Shirley Jahad spoke with Patricia Nazario about the Station Fire Nazario 5:14

8/30/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Station Fire Watt 6:08

8/30/09 DIS Adolfo Guzman live on Station Fire Guzman 3:30

8/30/09 DIS Jahad live q & a with Scott Visyak of Cal Fire Jahad 5:27

8/30/09 DIS Adolfo Guzman live on Station Fire Guzman 5:18

8/30/09 DIS Shirley Jahad talks with evacuee Daryl Taneda Jahad 6:18

8/30/09 DIS Shirley Jahad talks with Sam Atwood of the AQMD about air quality from the fire Jahad 6:50

8/30/09 DIS Adolfo Guzman live on Station Fire Guzman 4:30

8/30/09 DIS Steven Cuevas live on Oak Glen Fire Cuevas 5:58

8/30/09 DIS Adolfo Guzman live on Station Fire with evacuee Guzman 6:50

8/30/09 DIS Evacuee Randy Cartwright talks about returning home Jahad 5:42

8/30/09 DIS Adolfo Guzman live on Station Fire Guzman 5:43

8/30/09 DIS **Repeated ENCO # out of sequence.  See CD #739 Cut #11 Nazario 5:14

8/31/09 DIS Station Fire burned more than 45-thousand acres, resulted in two fatalities CC :14

8/31/09 DIS Frank Stolze live on Station Fire Stoltze 2:15

8/31/09 DIS Frank Stolze live on Station Fire Stoltze 1:33

8/31/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 2:59

8/31/09 DIS Firefighters continue to battle Station Fire CC :18

8/31/09 DIS Frank Stolze live on Station Fire Stoltze 3:31

8/31/09 DIS Station Fire rages in Angeles National Forest CC :19

8/31/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 2:24

8/31/09 EDU Lots of cuts as students show up for first day of classes at CSU campus Guzman 1:00

8/31/09 EDU Lots of cuts as students show up for first day of classes at CSU campus Guzman :56

8/31/09 DIS Brush clearing has saved many homes CC :23

8/31/09 DIS Frank Stolze live on Station Fire Stoltze 4:05

8/31/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 1:59

8/31/09 DIS Frank Stolze live on Station Fire Stoltze 2:47

8/31/09 DIS Fire creates its own weather systems CC :20

8/31/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 3:31

8/31/09 DIS Fire behavior very unusal CC :37

8/31/09 DIS Frank Stolze live on Station Fire Stoltze 1:42

8/31/09 DIS Steven Cuevas live on Yucaipa fire Cuevas 1:47

8/31/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 1:25

8/31/09 DIS Fires, smoke means bad air quality this weekend CC :11

8/31/09 DIS Evacuee returns to help firefighting effort CC :13

8/31/09 DIS Station Fire threatens Mount Wilson, transmitters and observatory CC :15

8/31/09 DIS Fire should not leave major ecological effects, but concern remains about keeping fire out of the area for three decaCC :12

8/31/09 DIS Couple forced to evacuate their home allowed back briefly CC 1:57

8/31/09 DIS Fires, smoke means bad air quality CC :14

8/31/09 DIS People are advised to stay inside and avoid outdoor activities while the air is smoky CC :20

8/31/09 DIS Firefighters hold off on rescute attempt in Gold Creek area CC :13

8/31/09 DIS Pasadena Humane Society prepares to offer temporary shelter to animals CC :18

8/31/09 DIS Wildlife Waystation refuge needs volunteers and flatbed trucks CC :17

8/31/09 DIS Station Fire knocked out US Secret Service radio communication site CC :13

8/31/09 DIS Broadcasters hope Mt. Wilson survives Station Fire CC :17

8/31/09 DIS Susan Valot live on Station Fire Valot 1:29

8/31/09 DIS Fire threatens Oak Glen's apple orchards CC :20

8/31/09 DIS Station Fire has destroyed at least 21 homes Cohen 3:03

8/31/09 DIS Fire threatens apple orchard town of Oak Glen near Yucaipa Cuevas :54

8/31/09 POLI Julie Small live on Prison Bill Small 3:29

8/31/09 DIS Alison St. John from KPBS live on Station Fire St. John 1:32

8/31/09 DIS Fire evacuation for some in La Crescenta Stoltze 2:31

8/31/09 DIS Second fire breaks out in Yucaipa area Cuevas :38

8/31/09 DIS Susan Valot live on Station Fire Valot 2:13

8/31/09 DIS Susan Valot live on Station Fire Valot 3:46

8/31/09 SAC Assembly to vote on revised prison cuts Small :46

8/31/09 ??? The Loh Life is on Mondays during ME and ATC, online at kpcc.org Loh 3:00

8/31/09 ENV Citizen firefighting on the rise in Santa Monica Mountains Peterson 3:42

8/31/09 LAB Mexican officials teach workers in US their labor rights Jahad :53

8/31/09 POLI Regional census bureau chief talks about upcoming count Stoltze 3:03

8/31/09 POLI Census officials gear up for count CC :20

8/31/09 POLI Election tomorrow for SoCal state assembly seat Jahad :47

8/31/09 OC Coalition fo community groups plan march in favor of public option in federal healthcare reform Baer 1:17

8/31/09 POLI Census officials gear up Stoltze :49

8/31/09 DIS KPCC's Brian Watt talks with new interim LA fire chief Millage Peaks Watt 1:10

8/31/09 DIS LAFD Chief Douglas Barry retires; Millage Peaks begins as interim chief CC :15



8/31/09 ENT Disney announces plan to acquire Marvel CC :18

8/31/09 ENT Disney announces it's acquiring Marvel Entertainment Watt :55

8/31/09 FOR Armenia and Turkey consider reopening diplomatic relations CC :11

8/31/09 DIS Fire Captain Waag on firefighting strategy CC 1:10

8/31/09 DIS Two firefighters died in a rollover accident CC :25

8/31/09 LAW Three men arrested for sex tourism in Cambodia pass through Los Angeles to face charges Watt :57

8/31/09 DIS Steve Julian talks to Frank Stoltze about the Station fire Stoltze 2:15

8/31/09 DIS Larry Mantle checks on Southern California fires still burning. First, with KPCC reporters Patricia Nazario and Steve

Patricia Nazario, Frank 
Stoltze, Steven Cuevas, 
Scott Mason, Rick 
Halsey, Dave 
Jurasevich, Harold 
McAlister  60:00

8/31/09 DIS At the top of the 10 o'clock hour, Larry checks in with KPCC reporters on the status of the Station and Oak Glen fire
Patricia Nazario, Frank 
Stoltze, Steven Cuevas  20:00 

8/31/09 HEAL As the health care reform debate rages on, a new study sheds light on the plight of the under-insured. According to Dr. Shana Alex Lavarreda  20:00 

8/31/09 ENV Deadly heat waves are becoming more common in California. Historically, California cooled down at night, but climaAlexander Gershunov  20:00 

8/31/09 ENV Larry checks in with KPCC reporters Patricia Nazario at the Hansen Dam, Frank Stoltze in La Crescenta and Steve Patricia Nazario, Frank St  20:00 

8/31/09 ENT The Walt Disney Corporation announced this morning a $4 billion deal to buy Marvel Comics. Disney will now have Dawn Chmielewski  10:00 

8/31/09 HEAL When his father died after acquiring preventable complications during a hospital visit, media and technology execut David Goldhill  30:00

8/31/09 DIS Wildfire Update
Patricia Nazario, Frank 
Stoltze, Elizabeth Baylor

8/31/09 DIS Fighting fires in an era of multi-billion dollar budget deficits and cuts can be tricky business.  California’s $182 millio HD Palmer, Kevin Nida

8/31/09 DIS With close to 40,000 acres burned in late August, with high temperatures but no wind, there are ominous signs that Jon Keeley

8/31/09 ENV Animals during the fire
Ricky Whitman, Jerry 
Brown

8/31/09 DIS Fire
Julie Cart, Molly 
Peterson

8/31/09 FOR The Turkish Foreign Ministry says Turkey and Armenia have agreed to establish diplomatic ties. Ministry spokesma
Hakan Tekin, Vic 
Papazian

8/31/09 DIS Whats up on Mt Wilson Anyway?

Scott Mason, Lance 
Harper, Dave 
Jurasevich, Patricia 
Nazario, Frank Stoltze, 
Steven Cuevas

8/31/09 LAW Assembly's Plan on Prisons - Stalemate Broken?
Julie Small, Alberto 
Torrico

9/1/09 DIS The state will spend what it must to combat wildfires CC :11

9/1/09 ECON California finance department pledges that state fire agency will have what it needs to battle wildfires CC :21

9/1/09 ENV Big Tujunga Canyon resident loses his home in Station Fire CC :19

9/1/09 DIS Big Tujunga Canyon resident loses his home in Station Fire Cohen 2:53

9/1/09 DIS Firefighters lit backfires in hillsides above La Crescenta yesterday CC :20

9/1/09 SAC Assembly votes to cut prison budget and reduce inmates Small 1:19

9/1/09 EDU Key Long Beach Unified vote on one of first charter schools in Southland Guzman 3:42

9/1/09 DIS Station Fire has burned more than 105-thousand acres, only 5-percent contained CC :16

9/1/09 DIS Lacter on economic impact of the fires Julian 3:48

9/1/09 DIS Molly Peterson live on Station Fire Peterson 1:36

9/1/09 DIS Brian Watt live from evacuation shelter Watt 1:36

9/1/09 POLI State Assembly approved prison reform plan Myers 2:34

9/1/09 DIS Steve talks with Elisa Mendell, a La Canada resident Julian 2:16

9/1/09 DIS Winds and humidty cause problems in fire areas CC :15

9/1/09 DIS Molly Peterson live on Station Fire Peterson 1:54

9/1/09 DIS National Weather Service says there is a small chance of thunderstorms over the fire area CC :11

9/1/09 DIS Brian Watt live from evacuation shelter Watt 1:55

9/1/09 DIS Brian Watt live from evacuation shelter Watt 1:28

9/1/09 DIS Molly Peterson live on Station Fire, Sam Atwood live from AQMD Julian 3:15

9/1/09 DIS 2-way with fire evacuee Julian 2:12

9/1/09 DIS Molly Peterson live on Station Fire Peterson 2:16

9/1/09 DIS 2-way with Jerry Brown of Wildlife Way station on evacuation Julian 1:51

9/1/09 DIS Brian Watt live from evacuation shelter Watt 2:44

9/1/09 DIS 2-way with Ricky Whitman of Pasadena Humane Society Julian 1:05

9/1/09 DIS Higher humidity, lower temperatures helped fire crews contain Station Fire CC :12

9/1/09 DIS More mandatory evacuations in Station Fire CC :19

9/1/09 DIS More mandatory evacuations in Station Fire CC :15

9/1/09 DIS Important for people to heed mandatory evacuation orders CC :11

9/1/09 DIS It'll take time to determine wildfire's effects on wildlife CC :19

9/1/09 DIS Southland fires have displaced people from homes, affected the state's budget CC :23

9/1/09 IE Wildfire jumps control lines in Yucaipa CC :25

9/1/09 DIS Fire delays school year start CC :09

9/1/09 ENV Weather plays a role in fire containment CC :19

9/1/09 ENV Wildlife WayStation is moving animals out because of Station Fire CC :12

9/1/09 DIS Fire agencies have been lighting backfires to clear vegetation CC :13

9/1/09 DIS Pets need consideration during disasters CC :18

9/1/09 DIS Live 2-way with Bill Peters of Cal Fire on fires in Yucaipa area Cohen 2:40

9/1/09 DIS LA schools help evac effort with school shelters Watt 2:43

9/1/09 DIS 2-way with Dawn Smith of Dog Rescue Ranch Cohen 3:22

9/1/09 DIS Alison St. John from KPBS live on Station Fire St. John 2:16

9/1/09 DIS 2-way with LA County Sheriff's spokesman Steve Whitmore on fires Cohen 4:22

9/1/09 DIS Backfires will hopefully help slow progress of fire in Yosemite National Park CC :13

9/1/09 DIS LA County Sheriff's Dept has lifted evacuation orders in La Canada and La Crescenta CC :15

9/1/09 DIS Station Fire is now 22-percent contained CC :15

9/1/09 DIS Elizabeth Baer from MPR live on Station Fire w/ latest on briefing Baier 2:21

9/1/09 HEAL State officials urge Californiasns to prepare for swine flu epidemic Small 1:08

9/1/09 OC Parent company of OC Register files for bankruptcy Valot :52

9/1/09 SAC Governor plans to take prison overcrowding problem to US Supreme Court Russ :50

9/1/09 DIS Alison St. John from KPBS live on Station Fire St. John 2:26

9/1/09 DIS Elizabeth Baier from MPR live on Station Fire w/ latest on briefing Baier 2:06

9/1/09 DIS Elizabeth Baier from MPR live on Station Fire w/ latest on briefing Baier 2:12

9/1/09 DIS Alison St. John from KPBS live on Station Fire St. John 1:41

9/1/09 ENT Motion picture academy expands field, alters voting rules Devall :56

9/1/09 DIS Gov pushes new emergency meausre amid fires CC :23



9/1/09 ECON Los Angeles tax amnesty program exceeds expectations Guzman :40

9/1/09 DIS US Forest Service woman says fire natural CC :20

9/1/09 ECON Los Angeles tax amnesty program exceeds expectations CC :27

9/1/09 DIS

Larry Mantle covers the latest developments on the wildfires in Southern California. First, he gets an update from 
KPCC's reporters. Next, he gets an official fire assessment from LA County's fire captain. Larry looks into the 
measures in place for animals caught in the fire, and examines the decision by some homeowners to ignore 
evacuation orders and stay behind. Finally, an update on weather conditions.

Molly Peterson, Brian 
Watt, Mark Savage, Eric 
Boldt, Steve Whitmore, 
Richard Cordova  60:00

9/1/09 DIS
Larry gets the latest from KPCC reporters on the scene and opens the phones to hear from listeners impacted by 
the fires.

Molly Peterson, Brian 
Watt, Steven Cuevas  20:00 

9/1/09 DIS
Where does the Station Fire fit in with the history of wildfires in Southern California? Larry talks with an expert 
from the U.S. Geological Survey. John Keeley  10:00 

9/1/09 EDU

Precocity, prodigy, genius—extraordinary children are born that way, right? Not so, says Rafe Esquith, of Hobart 
Elementary School in Koreatown. Called "The Best Classroom Teacher in America" in the Washington Post, Mr. 
Esquith has turned his attention to educating parents in his new book, "Lighting Their Fires:  Raising 
Extraordinary Children in a Mixed-up, Muddled-up, Shook-up World." Larry Mantle finds out what parents can do 
to light up their children's minds. Rafe Esquith  30:00

9/1/09 DIS
Larry Mantle checks in with KPCC reporters Molly Peterson and Brian Watt, live on the scene of Southern 
California's ongoing blazes. Molly Peterson, Brian Wat  20:00 

9/1/09 OC

First, in breaking news, the publisher of the Orange County Register, Freedom Communications, has filed for 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. Then, Larry Mantle checks in on conditions at the historic Mt. Wilson 
Observatory. Dave Jurasevich  10:00 

9/1/09 MEDI

Mary McNamara is the Los Angeles Times television critic and a resident of La Crescenta. After years of 
observing how disasters are covered on TV, she was disappointed at how few images she could find of the fires, 
despite having been evacuated this weekend. Mary McNamara  10:00 

9/1/09 HIST

Rum and revolution intertwine in Tom Gjelten's new book, "Bacardi and the Long Fight for Cuba: The Biography 
of a Cause." Following the winds of change as Bacardi goes from bartender to alcohol dynasty, Gjelton explores 
the political role of some of Cuba's most lush expatriates. Larry Mantle talks with Gjelton about the Bacardi 
family's impact on equal parts mojito  and revolución . Tom Gjelten  20:00 

9/1/09 ENV Steven Cuevas, Molly Peterson, Brian Watt
Steven Cuevas, Molly 
Peterson, Brian Watt

9/1/09 ENV

Fire fighters are thanking increased humidity and lowering temperatures as factors in their ability to slow the 
growth of the Station Fire but the weather may serve as both friend and foe. Will we see increased winds and dry 
lightening strikes and what in the world is a fire tornado? Bill Patzert

9/1/09 ENV Discussing firefighting stategy Mike Brown

9/1/09 TECH George Roby

9/1/09 DIS Steven Cuevas, Allison St John
Steven Cuevas, Allison 
St John

9/1/09 DIS Dave Boucher

9/1/09 DIS
The Wildlife Waystation is evacuating. Where will all the exotic animals go? We discuss how the fire is affecting 
the wildlife preserves and pet owners that have been displaced by the fire.   

Jerry Brown, Ricky 
Whitmore

9/1/09 HIST

The Chula Vista-Park View Blue Bombers accomplished something that is remarkably rare in California sports 
history—winning a Little League World Series.  The first California team to take the championship since 1993, the 
Blue Bombers came from behind against Taiwan to win the title game after a drama-filled tournament.  Now back 
home the Blue Bombers have a victory parade to look forward to, and of course bragging rights for West Coast 
baseball.   Rod Roberto

9/1/09 HEAL

While the summer has proven an extended preview of the emotion and hysteria surrounding the healthcare 
reform effort, the true fight starts on Sept. 8th, the day Congress reconvenes from its August recess.  That is 
when the Democrats will try to salvage the “public option” for government-run insurance and the Republicans will 
offer their own alternatives for reform—or just try to torpedo any Democratic proposal.  How will the healthcare 
fight in Congress unfold?  Patt talks to two of the combatants.

Xavier Becarra, Tom 
Price, 

9/1/09 HEAL Fire Talk
Bob Spears, Allison St 
John

9/2/09 DIS Evacuation orders for Acton could be called off today CC :24

9/2/09 DIS Evacuation orders for Acton could be called off today CC :22

9/2/09 DIS LA County Dept of Menatal Health giving free counseling to people affected by Station Fire CC :13

9/2/09 DIS Julie Hutchinson of Cal Fire 2-way Julian 4:14

9/2/09 DIS Station Fire has burned more than 140-thousand acres CC :22

9/2/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 2:19

9/2/09 DIS Curt Kaplan of NWS and Jody Norrin on Angeles Forest Rehab Julian 5:11

9/2/09 DIS Station Fire has grown to more than 140-thousand acres CC :15

9/2/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 2:27

9/2/09 DIS Adolfo Guzman Lopez on latest on Station Fire Guzman 1:14

9/2/09 DIS Julie Hutchinson of Cal Fire 2-way Julian 2:19

9/2/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 3:42

9/2/09 DIS 2-way with Dave Jurasevich, superintendent of Mt. Wilson observatory Julian 2:17

9/2/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 2:53

9/2/09 DIS Yucaipa Fires are more than two-thirds contained CC :13

9/2/09 DIS 2-way with Dawn Smith of Dog Rescue Ranch Julian 1:24

9/2/09 DIS Firefighters have a better handle of the Yucaipa Fire, now 60-percent contained CC :10

9/2/09 DIS 2-way with Sam Atwood of AQMD on air quality Julian 2:14

9/2/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 2:48

9/2/09 DIS Adolfo Guzman Lopez on latest on Station Fire Guzman 2:48

9/2/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on Station Fire Nazario 1:38

9/2/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live on cause of Station Fire Nazario 3:36

9/2/09 DIS Cal Fire has spent more than 108-million dollars on emergency firefighting CC :10

9/2/09 DIS Shirley Jahad live from Monrovia on Station Fire Jahad 2:41

9/2/09 DIS LA County supervisor agitated over early lack of information on Station Fire CC :17

9/2/09 ENV Station Fire affects popular hiking trails CC :19

9/2/09 DIS Tide is turning in the fight against the Station Fire CC :11

9/2/09 LAW LA City Attorney is after graffiti taggers CC :13

9/2/09 ENV Plant life recovery effort begins in the area of the Station Fire CC :22

9/2/09 DIS Investigators say human activity started the Station Fire CC :19

9/2/09 DIS Human activity responsible for Station Fire, but not necessarily intentional CC :10

9/2/09 LAW Council member wants to ban mobile billboards Cohen :56

9/2/09 DIS Reverse 911 calling system accidentally evacuated too many people from Station Fire area CC :14

9/2/09 DIS Shirley Jahad live from Monrovia on Station Fire Jahad 3:45

9/2/09 ENV Concern about historic cabins and whether they'll be protected from fires Cohen 1:53

9/2/09 OC New study suggests early prison release increases crime Valot :55

9/2/09 DIS Elizabeth Baier from MPR live on Station Fire w/ latest on briefing Baier 3:02

9/2/09 IE Riverside County approves union workers contract Cuevas 1:06

9/2/09 DIS Elizabeth Baier from MPR live on Station Fire w/ latest on briefing Baier 3:51

9/2/09 DIS Shirley Jahad talking about threat to foothill communities from Station Fire Jahad 2:19

9/2/09 OC Westminster City Councilman pleads guilty to drunk driving Valot :49

9/2/09 ENV Station Fire continues to grow as firefighters work toward containment CC :28



9/2/09 EDU Over enrollment a big problem at a Southland CSU campus Guzman :59

9/2/09 DIS Fire weather forecaster difficult Stoltze 1:09

9/2/09 DIS Fire says state has money to fight fire cause of him Stoltze :49

9/2/09 LAW Police commish holds series of meetings Stoltze :47

9/2/09 EDU Students show steady progress with high school exit exam CC :15

9/2/09 EDU Students show steady progress with high school exit exam CC :18

9/2/09 ENV Backyard fruit quarantine spreads to LA County. Blame psyllids. Devall :50

9/2/09 DIS Family goes back to discover destroyed home after Station Fire Nazario 1:50

9/2/09 EDU Slightly more students pass CA High School exit exam; achievement gap closese some Watt :49

9/2/09 DIS No vegetatation means lots of erosion in burn areas CC :19

9/2/09 DIS Ranger says we have a chance at a new and better forest CC :27

9/2/09 DIS
The weather has improved conditions for firefighting, and lessened the risk to the Mt. Wilson Observatory and 
transmission towers. Larry Mantle speaks with KPCC reporters live at the scene of Southern California's wildfires.

Patricia Nazario, Adolfo 
Guzman Lopez, Alison 
St. John

 20:00 

9/2/09 DIS Larry looks at the costs of fighting fires in light of California's tight budget H. D. Palmer  10:00 

9/2/09 DIS
Larry Mantle gets National Weather Service forecast. Will Southern California weather improve firefighters' ability 
to contain the Station and Oak Glen fires? Ryan Kittal  5:00 

9/2/09 DIS
The Angeles National Forest is a popular area for recreation. Larry Mantle discusses how the wildfires will affect 
outdoor activities there. Kent Schwitkis  5:00 

9/2/09 LAW

When Carmen Trutanich took the office of Los Angeles city attorney this past July, he pledged to be an ethical 
and fiscal watchdog for the city. He drafted a measure passed by the Los Angeles City Council to ban new 
billboards and supergraphics. Trutanich has also proposed giving police the ability to arrest graffiti "taggers" for 
hanging out together, whether they commit a crime or not. He's also taken up issues such as land-use and 
medical marijuana. Carmen Trutanich joins Larry Mantle to discuss his work as city attorney. Carmen Trutanich  20:00 

9/2/09 DIS
Larry Mantle checks in with LA Fire Captain Mike Brown, and Adolfo Guzman-Lopez, reporting from the top of 
Lake Street in Altadena on the status of the Station Fire.

Adolfo Guzman-Lopez, 
Mike Brown  20:00 

9/2/09 ECON

Southern California's supermarket chains are engaged in a battle for lower prices. Today Vons will announce that 
it is cutting prices on about 15% of the items in its store. At the same time, Ralphs is discounting prices on 
produce and often-purchased goods. Their actions are part of an effort to gain back market share from cost-
conscious consumers, who have turned to discounters like Wal-Mart and Target. A decline in the price of food 
commodities has also aided the price cuts. Larry Mantle finds out what this means for consumers and 
businesses. Jerry Hirsch  10:00 

9/2/09 HEAL

Senator Ted Kennedy's recent death from a malignant glioma, has led to a spike in questions about brain cancer.  
According to new 2009 figures, approximately 60,000 Americans are diagnosed with new cases of primary brain 
tumors each year.  (This is includes 22,738 malignant and 38,677 non-malignant cases, Central Brain Tumor 
Registry.)  Many people assume that this kind of diagnosis is the worst possible news one could hear. However, 
in the past few years, innovative treatment advancements have been. Larry talks with Dr. Neil Martin and Dr. 
Linda Liau about new and improved methods in surgery, radiation, chemotherapy, and the promising 
development of a brain cancer vaccine developed at UCLA.

Dr. Neil Martin, Dr. Linda 
Liau, Bob Gibbs  30:00

9/2/09 DIS Update on the fires Scott Visyak

9/2/09 DIS Where do the animals go?

Jerry Brown, Patricia 
Nazarro, Adolfo Guzman-
Lopez

9/2/09 DIS

The L.A. County Fire Department announced this morning that the massive Station fire was human-caused, 
although couldn’t go into more detail about how the fire started and whether an accident or arson is the 
suspected cause.  How will investigators piece together a timeline of the start of the fire when they’re working in 
such a massive, devastated area? Rick Price

9/2/09 LAW

Put into place before this summer, with wildfires as the main motivation, the “Alert L.A. County” system was to be 
used as a means to notify residents in the path of fire about voluntary and mandatory evacuations.  Early 
indications are that the system was a bit hyperactive over the weekend in calling several residents that had not 
yet been evacuated, alerting them to get out of their houses.  What went wrong and can it be fixed before Santa 
Ana-fueled fires kick up this Fall? Keith Swensson

9/2/09 ECON

Who do you see after the fire fighters leave? Insurance agents! What happens if you actually make a claim? Do 
your rates go up? Does your policy get cancelled? We hear from insurance adjusters, commissioners, and 
residents in fire prone zones.

Amy Bach, Daryl Ng, 
Rob Greenspan

9/2/09 HEAL

For years, leading pharmaceutical companies like Pfizer concentrated their research in the areas of chronic 
diseases like hypertension. But now with recent advances showing the potential for new anti-cancer drugs, these 
companies are investing millions of dollars in research and development; Pfizer has around 1,000 researchers 
working in a facility near San Diego on new cancer treatments. These drugs carry some very high price tags, and 
their ability to extend life may be quite limited; is this the best way to invest healthcare dollars? 

Mace Rothenberg, 
William Comanor, Felicia 
Cohn

9/2/09 LIT

It is the end of an era as we say farewell to the venerable children’s show “Reading Rainbow.” Some say the 
show is ending because during the Bush administration funding was redirected from shows that emphasize the 
joy of reading toward shows that teach children more basic reading tools like phonics and spelling. What role, if 
any, does teaching children to truly love reading play in America’s schools and on television?

LeVar Burton, Nancie 
Atwell

9/2/09 DIS Update on the fires
Shirley Jahad, Ricky 
Whitmore

9/3/09 DIS 2-way with LA County Sheriff's spokesman Steve Whitmore on fire being declared arson; homicide investigation Cohen 2:06

9/3/09 DIS Station Fire destroyed Adi Ell-Ad's home in Big Tujunga Cohen 2:35

9/3/09 DIS Station Fire was caused by arson Cohen 1:36

9/3/09 DIS Family goes back to discover destroyed home after Station Fire CC :17

9/3/09 ENT We got made fun of on national TV. Ha ha. CC :26

9/3/09 ENV Concern about historic cabins and whether they'll be protected from fires Cohen 1:45

9/3/09 DIS Big Tujunga resident, professional race car driver, was relieved to find house in tact CC :14

9/3/09 DIS Big Tujunga resident, professional race car driver, was relieved to find house in tact CC :14

9/3/09 LAW Gun shows are leading source of weapons for criminals CC :15

9/3/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Station Fire Watt 2:23

9/3/09 DIS Dave Bruno from NWS live on weather for Station Fire Julian :49

9/3/09 DIS Angeles NF Superintendent Jody Noiron live on Station Fire Julian 2:48

9/3/09 DIS Susan Valot live on Station Fire Valot 3:13

9/3/09 DIS Dept of Public Works scout burn areas for potential mudslides CC :20

9/3/09 DIS LA County Fire Inspector Frederick Stowers? Live on fire Julian 1:24

9/3/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Station Fire Watt 3:10

9/3/09 DIS QA Tony Maroni chief of LA County Fire air operations on Station Fire Julian 1:18

9/3/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Station Fire Watt 2:06

9/3/09 DIS Live qa with Mike Brown of LA County Fire Julian 3:09

9/3/09 DIS Live qa with Sam Atwood of AQMD Julian 2:03

9/3/09 DIS Dixie Dees of Cal Fire live on Station Fire Julian 2:55

9/3/09 DIS Darren Martinelli of Newcomb's Ranch Live on Station Fire Julian 3:20

9/3/09 DIS Susan Valot live on Station Fire Julian 5:01

9/3/09 DIS Live 2-way with LA County Fire Capt. Mark Whaling Julian 1:59



9/3/09 ENV Firefighters are using lots of water on this fire CC :14

9/3/09 ENV Poor air quality lingers because of the fires CC :23

9/3/09 DIS A roadhouse on the Angeles Crest Highway is very close to the Station Fire CC :08

9/3/09 LAW SEC report indicates that regulators dropped the ball re: Bernie Madoff CC :18

9/3/09 DIS Gov visits Big Tujunga CC :28

9/3/09 DIS Vetter Mountain Lookout destroyed by Station Fire, only one fire lookout remains CC :24

9/3/09 DIS Insurance commissioner warns fire victims of scams CC :19

9/3/09 ECON Mayor wants to make LA the farmer's market capital of the world Cohen :52

9/3/09 DIS Family goes back to discover destroyed home after Station Fire CC :18

9/3/09 DIS Investigators try to determine cause of the Station Fire CC :18

9/3/09 DIS Shirley Jahad live from Station Fire command post Jahad 2:47

9/3/09 SAC Cuts in state's health insurance for kids reversed Small :42

9/3/09 DIS 2-way with Big Tujunga Canyon resident who returned to destroyed neigborhood Cohen 2:46

9/3/09 DIS Homeowner questions allocation of firefighting resources Watt 1:25

9/3/09 POLI Julie Small live on lawmakers passing bill on "Healthy Families" funding, prison overcrowding ruling Small 2:07

9/3/09 DIS Shirley Jahad live from Station Fire command post Jahad 3:28

9/3/09 DIS John Rabe interview with airborne KNX traffic reporter Jeff Baugh Rabe 3:02

9/3/09 OBIT Michael Jackson finally will be laid to rest Devall 1:01

9/3/09 LAW Authorities announce new bust of Sinaloa drug traffickers in SoCal Stoltze :50

9/3/09 LAW LA posts survey so you can help pick the new police chief Roman :55

9/3/09 EDU Anonymous $12 million gift to Cal Poly Pomona Devall :54

9/3/09 DIS

Firefighters have made progress on the Station Fire, which has burned more than 144,000 acres, but now is 38% 
contained. The fire is moving to the southeast above Pasadena, Sierra Madre, and Monrovia, and also west 
toward Pacoima Canyon, prompting the evacuation of 11 homes. Officials believe the Station Fire was caused by 
humans, though they are unsure whether it was deliberately set. Larry Mantle finds out the latest developments.

Susan Valot, Brian Watt, 
Pam Morey, Dave 
Jurasevich  30:00

9/3/09 ECON

The SEC released a report today criticizing its 2004-2005 investigation into Bernard Madoff's business practices. 
With "more than ample information," regulators did not uncover a Ponzi scheme. What did the SEC miss, and 
what threw investigators off the trail? Larry Mantle learns more. Beth Healy, Robert Mintz  30:00

9/3/09 DIS
Larry Mantle checks in with KPCC reporters Susan Valot and Brian Watt, live on the scene of Southern 
California's ongoing blazes. Susan Valot, Brian Watt  20:00 

9/3/09 LIT

What can the United States, the richest of rich nations, learn from other countries' health systems? Quite a bit, 
writes T.R. Reid in "The Healing of America." The Washington Post correspondent embarked on an international 
medical tour to uncover the merits and pitfalls of universal care. Reid concludes that America spends far more 
than other countries for lower quality, uneven care. Larry Mantle learns more about health systems in India, 
Japan, Britain, Taiwan and elsewhere, and the lessons they offer for the United States on the road to better, 
cheaper and fairer health care for all. T.R. Reid  40:00 

9/3/09 DIS Fire Update
Brian Watt, Steve 
Poizner

9/3/09 ECON

California’s budget slashing stripped health insurance from 700,000 of the state’s poorest children covered by 
Healthy Families. Now House speaker Karen Bass is trying to save the program with a bill that would replace a 
5.5% levy on insurance companies set to expire in October, with a 2.35% tax insurance companies have already 
agreed to, and which would be matched by federal funds. We check in as a vote goes to the lower house today. Julie Small 

9/3/09 LAW

Speculation about the future of Justice David Souter began early this year when he did not fully staff his law 
clerks—and the same guessing game is now underway about Justice John Paul Stevens.  Justice Stevens, the 
oldest judge currently serving on the Supreme Court and the second oldest justice in court’s history, has hired 
fewer law clerks than usual, fueling the theory that this court term will be his last.  Will SCOTUS lose another 
band mate? Joseph Thai

9/3/09 ART

Atwater bistro Canelé periodically holds a “Friends Cook” night, where non-professional cooks design a complete 
meal that goes on the menu for the evening—and work in the restaurant’s kitchen to get it prepared. One recent 
cook wrote about her experience for the Los Angeles Times magazine; she and Canelé’s chef join Patt to talk 
about this local chef-for-a-night opportunity.

Amy Seidenwurm, 
Corina Weibel

9/3/09 HEAL

In a national debate that’s been chalk full of misconceptions, questionable claims and outright lies, one commonly 
held belief had been upheld by almost everyone:  preventive health care practices, from encouraging healthy 
behavior to disease prescreening, helps to save both lives and money.  It turns out that there’s reason to question 
even that conventional wisdom:  a new study shows a much more complicated picture of preventive medical 
services, from the savings they offer to the health benefits they provide.  Does preventive medicine do more harm 
than good?

Michael O'Grady, Jeffrey 
Weisz

9/3/09 TECH

YouTube is a behemoth in the internet video world and with talks of adding a feature that would allow users to 
rent movies online, it may be getting even bigger. Will major movie studios that have fought a long and hard 
battle to keep their content off of the free video site now make a deal to allow the site to host their movies as 
rentals? With both the Hollywood studios and YouTube likely to make a profit off the deal, the answer is probably 
yes. 

9/4/09 DIS Alarcon and Dept Ins. Commissioner meet with Oakridge residents Nazario 2:02

9/4/09 ENV Officials say the biggest fire in LA County history is arson Jahad :46

9/4/09 DIS Alarcon and Dept Ins. Commissioner meet with Oakridge residents CC :16

9/4/09 SAC Federal judges deny California's motion to stay prisoner reduction order Small :34

9/4/09 SAC California redeems IOUs CC :17

9/4/09 ENV Homeowners question emergency officials at meeting about the Station Fire CC :18

9/4/09 DIS Meeting of foothill communities draws hundreds of people concerned about the Station Fire CC :23

9/4/09 EDU US Education Secretary encourages CA kids to think about their futures Shadley 2:35

9/4/09 DIS Station Fire is 42-percent contained CC :22

9/4/09 DIS Temps will stay high over weekend, chance of thunderstorms in Antelope Valley CC :08

9/4/09 DIS In peak fire season, everyone should have a fire emergency plan CC :18

9/4/09 DIS Firefighters remember two of their own who died in Station Fire CC :25

9/4/09 DIS Tribute for firefighter killed in the Station Fire CC :25

9/4/09 DIS Tribute for firefighter killed in the Station Fire CC :23

9/4/09 DIS Tribute for firefighter killed in the Station Fire CC :21

9/4/09 HEAL CA attorney general goes after HMOs CC :17

9/4/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live from Station Fire Command Post Nazario 3:23

9/4/09 DIS Firefighters make sharp gains as Station Fire moves eastward CC :15

9/4/09 SAC It's finally payday for your state IOU! Small 2:41

9/4/09 ENV Fire snuffs out camping for families this holiday weekend CC :25

9/4/09 ENV "Hot shot" crew member fights five wildfires in eight days Jahad 2:29

9/4/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live from Station Fire Command Post Nazario 2:42

9/4/09 DIS Fire officials held briefing on Station Fire Nazario :20

9/4/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live from Station Fire Command Post Nazario 3:22

9/4/09 ENV Time to start thinking about wildfires the same way we do about earthquakes CC :17

9/4/09 DIS Patricia Nazario live from Station Fire Command Post Nazario 1:29

9/4/09 DIS 10 firefighters overcome by fumes. HAZMAT says CYANIDE CC :17

9/4/09 HEAL Dems, GOP renew health reform debate CC :16

9/4/09 HEAL Dems, GOP renew health reform debate CC :14

9/4/09 LAW Police commission holds meeting seeking input on new police chief Stoltze 2:41



9/4/09 LAW Police commision holds meetings hearing what people want in new police chief CC :20

9/4/09 DIS Firefighters collect T-shirts from major wildfires Watt 1:00

9/4/09 OC New restrictions in place in Cleveland National Forest because of fire danger Valot 1:01

9/4/09 DIS 10 firefighters overcome by fumes. HAZMAT says CYANIDE CC :12

9/4/09 EDU

Work hard, stay in school, achieve your goals – affirmative message or subversive leftist propaganda?  School 
districts across the country have opted to ban President Obama’s Tuesday speech to school children, accusing 
him of foisting a political agenda.on their kids.  Districts in states including Texas, Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Virginia and Wisconsin have decided not to show the speech to students. Conservative pundits urge parents to 
boycott the speech. Are their concerns justified? How important is it to respect and listen to the president? Open Phones  35:00 

9/4/09 HEAL

Researchers have identified two antibodies to the human immunodeficiency virus. Er—in English please? 
Scientists are one step closer to developing a vaccine to prevent AIDS. Notoriously shifty, HIV attacks the very 
cells we use to fight off disease. Will these HIV-crushing antibodies work in a vaccine? Professor Dennis Burton  20:00 

9/4/09 DIV

So. Cal’s fried food King “Chicken Charlie” is back.  This weekend, he’ll be serving up his infamous vittles at the 
LA County Fair, which opens tomorrow (Saturday). Think: deep-fried Krispy Kreme chicken sandwiches, 
Twinkies, s’mores and more… “Chicken Charlie” Boghos  5:00 

9/4/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Lael Loewenstein of Variety and Henry Sheehan of henrysheehan.com, 
discuss the week’s new film releases including All About Steve, Extract, Confessions of a Ex-Doofus-Itchy-
Footed Mutha, Amreeka , and The Headless Woman . Guest film critic and scholar from The State University 
of film and television in St. Petersburg, Russia, Anjelika Artyukh will join the discussion and also talk about 
Russian film and the Russian government’s regulation of film, among other issues.

Lael Lowenstein, Henry 
Sheehan, Anjelika 
Artyukh  50:00 

9/4/09 ENT

Larry Mantle talks about the new film Art & Copy. The film depicts some of the most influential advertising 
visionaries and campaigns that have had a major impact on American culture. The film opens next week, 

September 11th Doug Pray  10:00 

9/4/09 ECON

The national unemployment rate crept up to 9.7% for August, it’s highest level in 26-years, which is obviously 
pretty bad.  However, employers cut jobs at their slowest pace in a year, which is kind of good.  Men are getting 
hammered with job losses, the male unemployment rate over 10%, while women are showing a slight 
improvement at 8%.  So this month’s job figures is clearly in the eye of the beholder, and Patt gets behind those 
numbers. Dan Gross

9/4/09 HEAL

California Attorney General Jerry Brown and state regulators are examining how HMOs review insurance claims 
and why they choose to pay or deny.  Seven major insurers in the state, with denial rates from 39.6% to 6.5%, 
are under the microscope, as a first-of-its-kind report was issued this week by the California Nurses Association.  

Deborah Berger, Patrick 
Johnston

9/4/09 POLI

Could Texas ever successfully secede from the United States? Would they really want to? Would the federal 
government be cutting dead weight or losing the crown jewel? We try and wrap our heads around the sensation 
of secession suggestion. 

Kinky Friedman, Forest 
Wilder

9/4/09 ENV

All things being equal, the older the chaparral, the more intense the fire. So does fighting a fire that’s trying to 
burn up middle-aged chaparral lead to a bigger fire burning older chaparral? Would it be more effective to let fires 
burn out on their own and would that ensure fewer monster fires? That’s the crux of a long debate amongst fire 
authorities. We hear from two very opinionated ones.

Richard Minnich, Jon 
Keeley

9/4/09 TECH

The iPhone wins kudos for its beautiful design, elegant interface, and plethora of easily-available software. But 
the iPhone’s tempting apps also make it a relentless data hog: iPhone owners have been known to use ten times 
the network capacity of other smartphone users. In areas where iPhone users are clustered most densely, users 
are facing dropped calls, slow download speeds, and delayed text and voice messages. AT&T is the only network 
currently affected, because it holds the U.S. monopoly on iPhones—but as more people use more data, are slow 
smartphones in everyone’s future? Kent German

9/5/09 ENT The fried food king hold scourt at the LA County fair CC :15

9/5/09 DIS Weather has been a big help in fighting Station Fire CC :17

9/5/09 DIS Firefighters focus on eastern side of Station Fire CC :13

9/5/09 DIS Capt. John Bruno live on Cal Fire Baer 2:38

9/5/09 DIS Weather is looking good for fighting the fires CC :08

9/5/09 DIS Firefighters concentrate efforts on eastern flank of Station Fire CC :12

9/5/09 DIS Fire officials have contained 49-percent of Station Fire CC :24

9/5/09 HIST Street infamous for its residents Felde 1:00

9/6/09 DIS Live 2-way with LA County Fire Capt. Mark Whaling Jahad 3:43

9/6/09 DIS Skye Rohde live on Station Fire Rohde 2:47

9/6/09 DIS Live QA w/ Jamie Meyer of the NWS on weather for fire Jahad 2:44

9/6/09 DIS Julie Hutchinson of Cal Fire 2-way Jahad 6:45

9/6/09 DIS Skye Rohde live on Station Fire Rohde 2:42

9/6/09 DIS Live qa w/ Fire evacuee Burt Vorees Jahad 4:53

9/6/09 DIS Skye Rohde live on Station Fire Rohde 2:58

9/6/09 DIS Live qa w/ Brian Humphrey of LA City Fire on Water Main Break Rohde 2:03

9/6/09 DIS Fire spokesman Mark Savage ive on Station Fire Baer 1:48

9/6/09 DIS Fire spokesman John Calabrese live on Station Fire Baer 1:48

9/6/09 DIS Public works crews finish fixing water main that broke in Studio City Jahad :22

9/6/09 DIS Pipe burst below ground in Studio City, firefighters called in to protect residnts CC :35

9/6/09 DIS LA DWP crews repair water main break in Studio City that damaged local residences Glickman :30

9/6/09 DIS Insurance commissioner says it's best to arrange for adequate insurance before catastrophe strikes CC :19

9/6/09 HIST Street infamous for its residents Felde :54

9/7/09 DC Southern Californians gather for game convention Felde 3:41

9/7/09 IE New labor study shows low paid workers in 3 cities are cheated of pay Cuevas 1:29

9/7/09 DIS A third of LA's water supply in jeopardy after the fire Jahad 1:01

9/7/09 DIS Incident Catering Services is in charge of feeding the 5-thousand plus firefighters CC :19

9/7/09 DIS Incident Catering Services feeds high protein meals to firefighters CC :15

9/7/09 DIS Incident Catering Services is in charge of feeding the 5-thousand plus firefighters CC :18

9/7/09 HEAL Unhealthy air still a factor due to the Station Fire CC :28

9/7/09 DIS LA Mayor Villaraigosa on Studio City water main break Baer 1:26

9/7/09 DIS Water main break in Studio City was cleaned up but caused lots of damage CC :20

9/7/09 DIS Live 2-way with US Forest Service John Hutschke Julian 2:00

9/7/09 LAB California Budget Project predicts job recovery will be slow, or backslide, if California does not secure federal aid Martin 1:00

9/7/09 ENV California needs rain, Pacific Gas & Electric tries cloud-seeding for first time in three decades Aanestad 4:07

9/7/09 DIS Temperatures went down over the weekend, but it won't last CC :08

9/7/09 DIS Fire crews got a lot done over the weekend, Station Fire is 56-percent contained CC :15

9/7/09 DIS Station Fire is 60-percent contained, but east side of fire is still a concern CC :22

9/7/09 DIS East side of fire is still a concern CC :20

9/7/09 DIS Station Fire is 60-percent contained CC :13

9/7/09 DIS Station Fire is 60-percent contained CC :06



9/7/09 POLI Legislators tackle hundreds of bills before session ends on Friday CC :11

9/7/09 DIS Forest officials warn residents of foothills around Station Fire that they may see more wildlife CC :15

9/7/09 DIS Live 2-way with LA County Fire Capt. Mark Whaling Moran 4:08

9/7/09 HEAL Water main repairs moving fast in Studio City Nazario :50

9/7/09 DIS Flareup on Northeast side of Station Fire was not as bad as it could have been CC :15

9/7/09 ECON State parks may close due to budget cuts CC :12

9/7/09 DIS Studio City resident was out of town when water main broke and flooded her neighborhood Nazario 1:55

9/7/09 ART Lost compositions from LA jazz great found and performed after half century Jahad 4:02

9/7/09 DIS Firefighters canceled backfires after Station Fire flared up CC :19

9/7/09 ??? The Loh Life is on Mondays during ME and ATC, online at kpcc.org Loh 3:00

9/7/09 ECON Southland supermarkets are lowering prices CC :22

9/7/09 YOUT Public TV's "Reading Rainbow" fades away CC :20

9/7/09 IE New labor study shows low paid workers in 3 cities are cheated of pay CC :22

9/7/09 ENT Who's got Labor Day off Devall :45

9/7/09 DIS Insurance commissioner warns fire victims of scams CC :21

9/7/09 DIS Legislation would require emergency fire plans at mobile home parks CC :25

9/7/09 DIS Legislation requires emergency plans for mobile home parks Stoltze :53

9/7/09 SAC

OK, we have a budget deal in California but that doesn’t get to the root of the state's fiscal problems.  Is it time to 
change California's constitution so that the budget process isn't a yearly stalemate? AirTalk goes "on the road" to 
convene its own Constitutional Convention at the Center for the Preservation of Democracy in downtown Los 
Angeles.  Larry Mantle and guests pick apart the present budget system and make specific proposals to change 
the way California does business.  (Community Advocates Inc. co-sponsored this event)

Jon Coupal, Martin 
Hittelman, Robert 
Hertzberg, Steve Peace  60:00 

9/7/09 LIT

The wonder of shooting stars has captivated people since ancient times. In his book "The Fallen Sky", 
Christopher Cokinos creates a history of the people who chased meteorites to better understand them. The 
author also shares his personal quest to study meteorites, which took him to distant places like Greenland and 
Antarctica. He describes how meteorites can improve our understanding of the universe and life on the planet. 
Christopher Cokinos joins Larry Mantle to discuss the allure of shooting stars. Christopher Cokinos  30:00

9/7/09 LIT

In the book "The American Future", historian Simon Schama looks into the country's past to better understand the 
present and contemplate the future. Starting with the 2008 presidential election, Schama examines present 
feelings about the military, immigration, religion, and prosperity by connecting them with the people and events of 
American history. He chronicles a family whose descendents fought in almost every major war, and ties current 
attitudes on immigration to the historical influx of minority groups. Larry Mantle talks with Simon Schama about 
how the stories from America's past are relevant today. Simon Schama  30:00

9/7/09 HIST

As presidential campaigns go, 2008 was a banner year. Dan Balz, lead political reporter for The Washington 
Post, and Haynes Johnson, Pulitzer Prize winning author, followed the election from the candidates' first visits to 
Iowa and New Hampshire right up to Obama's victory celebration.  The result is "Battle for America 2008," inside 
the twists and turns of this election cliffhanger.

Dan Balz, Haynes 
Johnson

9/7/09 ENV

No, of course he doesn't exist…. or does he?  That's the debate that won't go away, fed by hucksters, charlatans, 
and serious seekers as they claim evidence of "wildman" sightings all over the world.  

9/8/09 ENV Fire truck repair business is busy Jahad 1:26

9/8/09 DIS Officials look to post-fire mudslide season CC :29

9/8/09 OC Hearing aids evolve into the world of wireless communications Valot 4:25

9/8/09 TECH Apple is set to make big announcement in San Francisco tomorrow CC :18

9/8/09 ECON State may close up to 100 parks due to budget cuts Russ :57

9/8/09 ECON Lacter on American business, immigration and employment Lacter/Julian 3:57

9/8/09 DIS Live 2-way with US Forest Service John Hutschke Julian 2:05

9/8/09 ECON Many elderly Californians do not make enough money for basic necessities Eaton 4:05

9/8/09 DIS Live 2-way with LA County Fire Capt. Mark Whaling Julian 1:50

9/8/09 DIS Station Fire is 60-percent contained but still dangerous CC :20

9/8/09 DIS Another water main ruptures Serviss 1:03

9/8/09 DIS LA County Firefighter remembers one killed by Station Fire CC :18

9/8/09 ECON American Apparel has to dismiss 1500 employees with questionable immigration status CC :25

9/8/09 ENT Post Office renamed for Hollywood booster Felde :42

9/8/09 EDU The president talks to schoolchildren CC :18

9/8/09 POLI The president talks to schoolchildren CC :27

9/8/09 DIS T-shirt memorializes firefighters killed during Station Fire Watt 1:00

9/8/09 DIS Chief of LA DWP describes infrastructure troubles CC :14

9/8/09 ENV LA area company must pay up to recycle CRTs right Peterson :50

9/8/09 OC University of California professors consider walkout Valot :54

9/8/09 DIS Mayor glad firefighters safe after truck falls in sinkhole CC :21

9/8/09 ENV Water use compromise may be near CC :23

9/8/09 POLI California's inspector general criticizes state government culture of secrecy Small :48

9/8/09 ENT Santa Monica pier turns 100 CC :22

9/8/09 IE Pomona residents sue cops and city over alleged civil rights abuses CC :21

9/8/09 DIS Mayor glad firefighters safe after truck falls in sinkhole CC :23

9/8/09 DIS Weather conditions force firefighters to cancel backfires CC :15

9/8/09 IE Pomona residents sue cops and city over alleged civil rights abuses Cuevas 1:31

9/8/09 POLI LA Congresswoman previews health care debate Felde 1:00

9/8/09 ENT A guy who works on the Santa Monica Pier says it's aged gracefully CC :21

9/8/09 ENT A guy who works on the Santa Monica Pier says it's aged gracefully Watt 1:15

9/8/09 EDU Elementary school teacher goes the extra mile to motivate his students CC :17

9/8/09 EDU Master teacher shares some of his philosophies CC :19

9/8/09 POLI Regional census bureau chief talks about upcoming count Stoltze 3:03

9/8/09 LAW Police commission resumes public meetings on new chief CC :25

9/8/09 LAW Police commission resumes public meetings on next LAPD chief Stoltze :55

9/8/09 TRAN Metrolink accident anniversary marked by plaque at LA Union Station Devall 1:01

9/8/09 DIS Fire truck excavated after seven hours with cab stuck in sinkhole CC :15

9/8/09 DIS Fire truck excavated after seven hours with cab stuck in sinkhole Nazario 1:25

9/8/09 LAW LA Mayor names new gang czar Stoltze :53

9/8/09 DIS Mayor glad firefighters safe after truck falls in sinkhole CC :23



9/8/09 POLI

Is President Obama in a rut? Lately his administration has been swept with distractions to his agenda. Last 
weekend, Obama's "green jobs" adviser Van Jones resigned amid criticism over past comments. Even a 
motivational speech to schoolchildren today was met with controversy. There has been little progress on Obama's 
push for health care reform, and tomorrow night he will address Congress in an effort to garner support. What's 
behind the president's problems? Ben Smith, David Menefe  40:00 

9/8/09 TRAN

Two water mains have burst in the San Fernando Valley. With road closures, flooding and a swallowed fire truck, 
one can't help but wonder, is Los Angeles' infrastructure on the verge of collapse? Larry Mantle digs into our 
pipes and sewers. David Nahai  20:00 

9/8/09 FOR

General Stanley McChrystal, the top commander in Afghanistan, issued a report Monday which says the situation 
in Afghanistan is in need of serious revision. Among the changes, he wants to use forces to provide security in 
populated areas rather than pursing the Taliban into remote areas. He is also pushing for improved coordination 
among NATO allies. What will it take to improve the situation in Afghanistan? Larry Goodson, Kalev Sep  30:00

9/8/09 LIT

Did the modern human species arise after our ancestors started cooking their food? In his new book, "Catching 
Fire", Richard Wrangham argues that is was the practice of cooking food that was central to human evolution- 
more so than the use of tools or meat-eating. Since cooking makes food more digestible and frees up more 
energy, it transformed the human body and allowed for bigger, more-developed brains. There were also gender 
implications. When labor was divided between hunting and cooking, it encouraged structures of marriage and 
family. Wrangham highlights the importance of cooking by detailing the danger of a complete raw foods diet, and 
explains how food labeling hides the true caloric impact of different foods. Richard Wrangham joins Larry Mantle 
to discuss how cooking changed the human species. Richard Wrangham  30:00

9/8/09 DIS

Two water mains break in two days within two miles of each other in the south eastern San Fernando 
Valley—bad luck coincidence or the signs of a crumbling Los Angeles infrastructure?  A huge mane burst under 
Ventura Blvd. on Saturday night, flooding businesses and shutting down streets; this morning a smaller main 
burst in Valley Village, swallowing a fire engine.  Are these accidents indicative of bigger problems in the water 
pipes running under L.A.’s streets?

David Nahai, David 
Feldman

9/8/09 ECON

The Supreme Court is going back to work early to decide whether campaign finance limits should apply to things 
like the political hit piece called "Hillary – The Movie."  A ruling could mean the sky’s the limit on corporation’s 
campaign spending.  

Dave Vossi, Bruce 
Freed, Dave Levinthal, 
Monica Youn

9/8/09 POLI

Republicans (and some Democrats) oppose the public option plan in health care reform, but if there is one, they 
want to make sure not a penny of it is spent on abortions. And apparently even neutral fact checking 
organizations can’t agree on whether the current plans would include or exclude federal funding for abortions.

David Mark, Brooks 
Jackson

9/8/09 SAC

Nothing in California politics comes easy these days, but finding a compromise solution on a new state water 
policy—from the building of dams and reservoirs to completely remaking the Sacramento-San Joaquin River 
Delta—has proven impossible in recent years.  A bipartisan special commission on water is due to introduce 
legislation by the end of the day that promises to remake California’s water policy.  What will a new water 
package look like and how will we pay for the updates? Peter Gleick

9/8/09 ENV
The Santa Monica Pier is turning 100 on Wednesday and we don’t think it looks a day over 50. We take a look 
back at the history of the last west coast pleasure pier and listen to your memories. Ben Frans-Knight

9/9/09 DIS Remnants of a wildfire last a while CC :16

9/9/09 DIS Remnants of a wildfire last a while CC :29

9/9/09 DIS Remnants of a wildfire last a while CC :12

9/9/09 POLI Cal inspector general criticizes state government culture of secrecy Small 1:34

9/9/09 POLI LA Congresswoman previews health care debate CC :18

9/9/09 ENV State group meets to consider marine protection plans Peterson :54

9/9/09 HIST Carpenter at Santa Monica Pier poders its 100th anniversary CC :23

9/9/09 LAW Recession has brought an increase in insurance fraud CC :11

9/9/09 DIS Station Fire continues to burn CC :21

9/9/09 ENV Legislature examines proposal to drill for oil off the coast Myers 5:33

9/9/09 OBIT Longtime Hollywood columnist Army Archerd died at age 87 Julian 3:08

9/9/09 EDU Public high school for the arts opens Jahad 1:10

9/9/09 DIS Station Fire continues to burn CC :11

9/9/09 OBIT Longtime Variety columnist Army Archerd has died CC :13

9/9/09 OBIT Longtime Variety columnist Army Archerd has died CC :11

9/9/09 ECON How does the decline in consumer debt affect the American economy? CC :11

9/9/09 TRAN Cargo traffic is down at Southland ports CC :09

9/9/09 SCI Focusing the US space program beyond the moon CC :16

9/9/09 LAW Weighing the prospects of a campaign finance case CC :17

9/9/09 POLI Kitty Felde on Obama's healthcare speech Felde 2:03

9/9/09 SAC OC lawmaker could face criminal charges for bribery or corruption Small 1:03

9/9/09 POLI Kitty Felde on Obama's healthcare speech Felde 1:10

9/9/09 IE Gang member arrested for allegedly infecting partners with AIDS Cuevas :45

9/9/09 DIS Remnants of a big wildfire last a while CC :19

9/9/09 EDU LAUSD opens new schools Guzman 1:08

9/9/09 LAW Mayor names new gang czar Stoltze 2:43

9/9/09 SAC OC lawmaker quits after sex boasts on tape go public Watt 1:03

9/9/09 HEAL LAC Sups approve cash for hospital's new ER department Nazario :48

9/9/09 OC Jail inmate facing murder charges wants $100 million from OC Roman :53

9/9/09 EDU LAUSD opens first single gender school CC :21

9/9/09 TRAN Cargo traffic is down at Southland ports CC :09

9/9/09 ECON

U.S. consumers cut out $21.6 billion in debt in July. Great news, right? Not quite, say some economists. While 
undoubtedly good for individuals, overall economic recovery will be slower. Yet, with a mortgage and foreclosure 
crisis, isn't a little less debt a good thing? Larry Mantle learns more about the new numbers.    

Christopher Thornberg, 
Josh Bivens, Peter 
Morici  30:00

9/9/09 TRAN

The ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles generate nearly $200 billion in trade each year. But, LA Business 
Journal editor Charles Crumpley worries that's all about to change. The Port of Seattle is waiving its fees. And, 
the Panama Canal is about to get wider, giving Texas and Alabama ports a chance to compete for shipping 
traffic. Will SoCal ports keep up? Larry Mantle learns more. 

Charles Crumpley, 
Melissa Lin Perrella, 
Alex Cherin  30:00

9/9/09 HEAL

Tonight (Wednesday), President Obama will attempt to take back control of the health care debate in a prime-
time speech to Congress. How specific will Obama be about what he wants out of his health care overhaul? 
Where do we stand now with the various proposals being debated? Ted Marmor, Thomas Mill  40:00 

9/9/09 LIT

The media and Hollywood typically suggest that disasters inspire mob panic and complete chaos. But in “A 
Paradise Built in Hell,” author Rebecca Solnit argues that people actually react to catastrophes with altruism and 
self-organization. Solnit joins Larry to talk about her new book and how humans really behave in the face of 
disaster. Rebecca Solnit  20:00 

9/9/09 POLI

After what has been universally described as a tough August, President Barack Obama kicks off the Fall political 
season on the attack, bringing his case for sweeping national health care reform directly to a skeptical Congress.  
Senators and House members, after being literally and figuratively whacked around the country in town hall 
forums, come back from summer recess in much less of a reforming mood than before they left D.C.  How will the 
President refine his sales pitch and what will be the end result?

Karen Tumulty, 
Elizabeth McGlynn, John 
Shadegg, Brad Sherman



9/9/09 POLI

California assemblyman Mike Duvall virtually sabotaged his own political career by bragging about his sexual 
exploits with female lobbyists - on an open microphone during a committee meeting at the Capitol.  Republicans 
and Democrats alike were quick to respond by removing him from two Assembly committees and instructing the 
Ethics Committee to investigate.  What was he THINKING? Julie Small

9/9/09 SCI

An independent panel convened by the Obama administration is recommending NASA scrap its mission of 
returning to the moon and instead focus on cultivating a competitive commercial space industry. The shift would 
move a lot of aerospace contracts into private industry, which proponents say would lower costs and increase 
efficiency. So what would be NASA’s new role? Scott Pace

9/9/09 ECON

In a case in which much of campaign finance law hangs in the balance, Supreme Court justices signaled today 
that they may let businesses and unions spend freely for their favored political candidates in time for next year's 
elections. Veteran Supreme Court reporter David Savage parses the arguments, pro and con. David Savage

9/9/09 POLI

Justice Sandra Day O’Connor may be retired but that doesn’t mean her work is done. The first female Supreme 
Court Justice joins Patt to talk about her legacy and her new civic education project, “Our Courts,” an interactive 
Web site designed to engage young minds in civic inquiry. 

Justice Sandra Day 
O'Connor 

9/10/09 POLI Oakland's Lee says President's message is for Democrats to unite CC :27

9/10/09 HEAL Cal lawmakers react to catcall during President's speech Felde 1:20

9/10/09 HEAL CA Republican says President got it wrong CC :24

9/10/09 POLI Lawmakers consider half-dozen laws that deal with animal rights Shadley 2:36

9/10/09 SAC OC lawmaker quits after sex boasts on tape go public CC :11

9/10/09 POLI Kitty Felde on Obama's healthcare speech Felde 4:51

9/10/09 POLI Congresswoman reacts to Presiden's healthcare speech Julian 3:57

9/10/09 LAB Surge in job discrimination claims Ha 3:01

9/10/09 DIS Station Fire is now more than 70-percent contained Julian :40

9/10/09 ENV Firefighters continue to report progress on Station Fire CC :24

9/10/09 ENV Weather CC :18

9/10/09 ENV The skies are clearing in the area of the Station Fire CC :10

9/10/09 IE Riverside County inks deal with South Korean firm on green cars Cuevas :52

9/10/09 HEAL San Gabriel Valley Democrat reviews president's health care policy speech CC :18

9/10/09 HEAL Obama's health care proposal would let individuals, small businesses comparison shop for insurance CC :10

9/10/09 MED A couple of dentists in Glendale give away free care CC :34

9/10/09 IE Colleges prepare for Swine Flu Patterson :21

9/10/09 POLI We're poorer and less insured, new Census numbers suggest CC :22

9/10/09 HEAL California lawmakers divided over malpractice reform Felde 3:06

9/10/09 YOUT
Foster kids, child care advocates rally at State Capitol, urge lawmakers to reinstate money cut from children's 
programs CC :17

9/10/09 DIS Fire crews light backfires with a helitorch CC :14

9/10/09 SAC As legislative session ends, lawmakers deal with prison overcrowding and water Small 3:44

9/10/09 HEAL First new flu medication in a decade is highlighted at global conference on infectious diseases Roman 1:07

9/10/09 LAW Crime's down, but some neighborhoods still violent Stoltze 3:41

9/10/09 EDU LAUSD opens first single gender school Guzman 1:32

9/10/09 ENV LA City leaders vow to monitor water main replacement Peterson :53

9/10/09 LAW Police comm continues meetings on new chief Stoltze :51

9/10/09 POLI LA World Airports assistant chief nominated for federal homeland security post Devall :56

9/10/09 LAW Federal court says judge should have allowed Aspergers defense, overturns conviction CC :18

9/10/09 HEAL Global conference on infectious diseases highlights new flu medicine Roman 1:07

9/10/09 POLI

Last night, Obama gave what may be the pitch of his presidency to Congress and the nation.  During the 
primetime speech, the President laid out a bold blueprint for what he wants from his health care overhaul.  Was it 
enough to bring momentum back to his bid?  Do we now have the details and cooperation needed to move 
forward with real reform? Or are lawmakers still skeptical and scattered?

Martin Kady, Jerry 
Flanigan, Michael 
Cannon, Kitty Felde, 
Rep. Adam Schiff, Rep. 
Brad Sherman, Rep. 
Kevin Brady  60:00 

9/10/09 POLI Larry Mantle opens up the phones for your reactions to President Obama's speech. Open Phones  30:00

9/10/09 LIT

In their new book "NurtureShock," Po Bronson and Ashley Merryman survey the latest findings about child 
development. What do they show?  Well, the authors argue, many long-held assumptions about kids are 
misguided.  Author Po Bronson joins Larry to talk about NurtureShock: New Thinking About Children. Po Bronson  30:00

9/10/09 ECON

New 2008 Census Bureau numbers on Income, Poverty, and Health Insurance Coverage released today reveal 
what we all kind of expected--more and more people are struggling in the U.S.  Poverty is on the rise, median 
household income is down, and the number of people without health care has increased.  We’ll talk numbers and 
put a human face on poverty here in LA.

Harry Houzer, 
Marqueece Harris, Herb 
Smith

9/10/09 ECON

Students are borrowing dramatically more to pay for college:  two-thirds of college students borrow to pay for 
college and their average debt load is $23,186 by the time they graduate.  That debt burden is heavily impacting 
student’s post-graduate lives, putting off big decisions and purchases like a new home or even a new child.  And 
at a time when jobs after college are rare commodities, could we be doing more to help students finance their 
college education?

Mark Kantrowitz, Edie 
Irons

9/10/09 YOUT

Colin Beavan, his wife Michelle, their two year old child and their dog (how did we get dragged into this?) lived for 
one year in New York City without leaving a carbon footprint.  What was life like without ANY modern 
conveniences? Well for starters, no a/c in New York in the summertime (What? I’m out!), no take-out food, no 
dishwasher, and no elevator (they live on the top floor of a nine story building).  Wait…it gets worse, they couldn’t 
generate any trash (try that with a two-year old), nor could they buy anything new, and their food had to be grown 
within a 250-mile radius of the city.  Beavan blogged about life “off the grid” and, of course, it launched them into 
a book deal and a doc. Colin and Michelle weigh in with their sides of the story.

Colin Beaven, Michelle 
Conlin

9/10/09 FOR

Two art shows featuring art from Iranian artists are opening in Los Angeles tonight: the first is called “From the 
Streets of Iran” and features works on paper from urban artists living in Iran and the other, “Traces of Being” is a 
collection of work done by Iranian artists that now live in the United States. Patt speaks with the curator behind 
the two shows about his history in Iran and with Art and why he decided he decided to do these two shows now. Shervin Shahbazi

9/11/09 SAC CA legislators approach end of session, still have not decided on prison population reform CC :18

9/11/09 FOR New cooperation between Mexico and United States CC :22

9/11/09 DIS Detectives search for suspects in arson-set Station Fire CC :18

9/11/09 ENT Comic writer Larry Gelbart dies CC :23

9/11/09 ENT Comedy writer Larry Gelbart has died at age 81 CC :20

9/11/09 ART USC School of Music turns 125 years old Guzman 4:10

9/11/09 TRAN Memorial service to mark Metrolink accident anniversary Watt 1:00

9/11/09 TRAN Anniversary memorial ceremonies are scheduled for Metrolink crash CC :18

9/11/09 OBIT Oldest living person, 115-year-old Gertrude Baines, died Devall :53

9/11/09 DIS LA City fire department's medical dir reflects on train crash Stoltze 4:16

9/11/09 DIS Memorial service Saturday to honor two firefighters that lost their lives in the arson-set Station Fire Baer 1:06

9/11/09 SCI Space Shuttle Discovery landed safely at Edwards Air Force Base CC :02

9/11/09 HIST

Eight years ago terrorists hijacked commercial jetliners and attacked the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. 
While September 11, 2001 is a day that will live in infamy, are we still a shaken and shocked nation? Or, have we 
mostly recovered? Guest host David Lazarus opens the phones to ask, what lasting effect has 9/11 had in your 
life? Open Phones  40:00 



9/11/09 OC
David Lazarus talks with Gustavo Arellano, OC Weekly staff writer, and OC journalist William Lobdell about the 
latest news events and developments in Orange County.

Gustavo Arellano, 
William Lobdell  20:00 

9/11/09 ENT

Guest host David Lazarus and KPCC film critics Claudia Puig of USA Today, Wade Major of boxoffice.com, and 
Charles Solomon of amazon.com discuss the week’s new film releases including Whiteout, 9, Walt and El Grupo, 
The Other Man, Beyond A Reasonable Doubt, Big Fan, Loren Cass, White on Rice, Art and Copy, No Impact 
Man,  and The September Issue . The critics will also discuss the career of Entertainment writer, Army Archerd of 
Variety who died this week. And, David will talk with KPCC film critic Jean Oppenheimer of Village Voice Media 
who has just returned from the Telluride Film Festival.

Claudia Puig, Wade 
Major, Charles Solomon, 
Jean Oppenheimer  60:00 

9/11/09 SAC

We expect juicy sex scandals in politics, but really…. with a lobbyist? How prevalent is corruption behind the 
scenes in Sacramento? And while the hanky-panky is going on, who's working and what's being done as the 
deadline looms for passing bills before term end?  Julie Small, Karen Bass

9/11/09 FOR

Last week Mexican drug cartel soldiers stormed a drug rehabilitation clinic in the border town of Ciudad Juarez, 
killing 17 patients execution style against a wall.  It’s just the most recent example of extreme acts of violence that 
continues to persist along the U.S.-Mexico border.  As the drug war rages, and American guns and money flow 
south while Mexican drugs flow north, are there any novel ideas at work to improve a dire situation? Alan Bersin

9/11/09 DIS

25 people died and 135 were injured a year ago tomorrow when a Metrolink train collided head-on with a Union 
Pacific freight train. A year later, Metrolink plans to install a $200 million collision avoidance network, around-the-
clock video surveillance, and directly control the hiring of its conductors. But money is tight, crashes persist, and 
labor is pushing back hard on video surveillance. What changes are realistic and necessary? 

Frank Stoltze, Richard 
Katz, Kitty Higgins

9/11/09 LAW

The Congressionally-mandated Weapons of Mass Destruction Commission estimates that a WMD terrorist attack 
is more likely than not to occur by 2013, a scary assessment especially on the 8-year anniversary of the 9/11 
attacks.  A new bill from the Senate attempts to address the grim possibility of a biological or chemical weapons 
attack in the U.S., as the lessons of 9/11 are still being learned.  Can we prevent such an attack, and how should 
we prepare for the eventuality?

Bob Graham, Randy 
Larsen

9/12/09 DIS Memorial for two firefighters killed by Station Fire CC :11

9/12/09 ART Unique large emerald on loan to Santa Ana museum from Colombian mine Guzman :57

9/13/09 EDU Student financial aid expert says it pays to be wise about student loans CC :19

9/13/09 HEAL A new book counters conventional wisdom about childrearing   CC :23

9/13/09 EDU College students take out more loans because educational grants are scarcer than before CC :17

9/13/09 ENT NYC-based family lives a year with a minimal carbon footprint; a book results] CC :13

9/13/09 ENT NYC-based family lives a year with a minimal carbon footprint; a book results] CC :18

9/13/09 SCI Back to the Moon, or onward to Mars? CC :14

9/13/09 LAW Retired Supreme Court justice O’Connor reviews her life CC :23

9/13/09 LAW Retired Supreme Court justice O’Connor promotes civic education with a game CC :15

9/13/09 DIS Firefighters remembered at Dodger Stadium memorial service CC :16

9/13/09 EDU Student financial aid expert says it pays to be wise about student loans CC :19

9/14/09 ??? The Loh Life is on Mondays during ME and ATC, online at kpcc.org Loh 2:31

9/14/09 ART Rarely seen work by renown Colombian artist on display at Santa Ana museum Guzman :46

9/14/09 ART Mexican beverage company shows artwork in U.S. Guzman 1:00

9/14/09 ENV New renovations at McArthur Park open CC :12

9/14/09 ENT Tyler Perry on top at the box office again Jahad :51

9/14/09 IMM Renovations spruce up McArthur Park Jahad :46

9/14/09 ENV BMW leases plug-in cars to LA Sherrif's department Jahad :38

9/14/09 ENV Long Beach water official says city sees results after two years of water conservation Baer 1:10

9/14/09 IE Temecula Valley school district reconsiders teaching book that depicts rape Cuevas :55

9/14/09 OBIT Tennis pioneer Jack Kramer dies at 88 Roman 1:03

9/14/09 SPOR NFL begins 15th season without LA team Shadley 2:57

9/14/09 EDU UC Board of Regents considers raising student fees. Again. Milne 1:54

9/14/09 ECON President speaks to Wall Street, emphasizes need for greater regulation CC :22

9/14/09 POLI Nearly two-dozen CA lawmakers come to DC to ask for cash Felde :47

9/14/09 TECH Governement will provide information on IT Dashboard CC :15

9/14/09 IE Students at Pomona charter school a year after self-made video gets national attention CC :17

9/14/09 EDU High school football player collapses and dies on field CC :18

9/14/09 LAW Lawsuit cliams relatives' remains were dug up, discarded at Mission Hills cemetary CC :24

9/14/09 ECON UCLA Anderson economist applauds Obama's push for new rules in financial markets CC :19

9/14/09 ECON How do you change incentives for financial managers? CC :17

9/14/09 ENV Governor to announce aggressive new standards for renewable energy CC :12

9/14/09 EDU High school football player collapses and dies on field Guzman 1:07

9/14/09 ECON Economic downturn affects Southern Californians CC 1:22

9/14/09 ECON Nothing to fear but fear itself - and UCLA Anderson economist says fear is gone CC :24

9/14/09 IE Students at Pomona charter school a year after self-made video gets national attention CC :23

9/14/09 HEAL MPTF closes long-term care facility and some seniors die as they move Nazario 4:56

9/14/09 LAW Man arrested in 34-year-old rape case CC :25

9/14/09 ENV Zipcar, city leaders in LA give car sharing a boost Peterson :53

9/14/09 LAW Police credit DNA in solving 1975 rape and murder Stoltze 1:05

9/14/09 EDU Middle school teacher organizes reunion to celebrate achievements of past students Watt 3:49

9/14/09 ECON

One year ago, financial-services firm Lehman Brothers collapsed. Today President Obama will deliver a speech 
about the state of the markets. He is expected to recommend greater regulation of the financial industry, as well 
as the steps needed to protect from another economic crisis. Larry Mantle discusses Obama's strategy for a 
turnaround.

Neil Irwin, Brad 
Sherman, Joseph Mason  50:00 

9/14/09 TECH

In March of this year, Barack Obama appointed the federal government's first Chief Information Officer. Since 
then, CIO Vivek Kundra has set out to bring government out of the technological dark ages and to an unusual 
post at vanguard of web, computing and new media innovation. Larry Mantle checks in with the CIO on his 
'happiness level' six months into his new job. Vivek Kundra  10:00 

9/14/09 POLI

Thousands of protestors gathered in Washington, D.C. last weekend to protest President Obama's health care 
and spending plans. This opposition movement could be what the Republican Party needs to re-energize its base 
and gain seats in the next election, but it also could alienate more moderate conservatives. Are the extreme 
views from the fringes of the party hurting the broader appeal of the GOP?

Peter Wallsten, Matthew 
Continetti  30:00

9/14/09 ENV

To meet urban demand for water, Cadiz Inc is proposing to tap an aquifer in the Mojave Desert. The company 
could also store  water from other sources in the aquifer. Governor Schwarzenegger has praised the project, but 
environmentalists say it would damage fragile desert ecosystems in nearby wilderness areas and Mojave 
National Preserve. A similar proposal from Cadiz died seven years ago. Larry talks with supporters and critics of 
the project.

Scott Slater, Richard 
Sierra, Emily Green, 
Elden Hughes  30:00

9/14/09 SAC

California legislators wanted to say "See 'ya in January!" as they closed down the current term in the wee hours  
Saturday morning, but they are not likely to have that much time away from Sacramento.  The Governor may call 
special sessions on water, energy and more. We get the latest from LA Times Sacramento bureau chief, Evan 
Halper.  Evan Halper

9/14/09 EDU

The powers at be have proclaimed today, the day before the financial-services firm Lehman Brothers declared 
bankruptcy a year ago, the unhappy anniversary of our country’s near-financial demise. President Obama 
marked the occasional with a speech this morning, assessing the past year and looking forward to regulation that 
should prevent history from repeating.

Chris Thornberg, Anne 
Vorce



9/14/09 GEND

Gendercide - think about that word. It is believed that more girls and women are missing from the planet, because 
they are female, than all the men killed on battlefields in wars of the 20th century. For the women who survive, 
abuse and mistreatment can be brutal. In their new book, "Half the Sky: Turning Oppression into Opportunity for 
Women Worldwide," husband and wife team Nicholas Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn chronicle the oppression of 
women. They join Patt for a discussion of these numbing global statistics and the story behind them.

Nicholas Kristof, Sheryl 
WuDunn

9/15/09 ENV California utility companies could face most stringent standards in the US Peterson 1:03

9/15/09 ENV Governor to announce aggressive new standards for renewable energy Peterson 1:04

9/15/09 ECON Lacter on the nation's economy Lacter/Julian 3:55

9/15/09 HEAL House Democrats push for public health option CC :18

9/15/09 HEAL House Democrats try to keep healthcare alive Felde 1:08

9/15/09 POLI Workers plead with council member to save jobs Stoltze 2:58

9/15/09 POLI
The LA City Council is in the midst of considering laying off up to a thousand workers to deal with a deepening 
budget crisis.  Stoltze 1:36

9/15/09 LAB LA City Council is running out of money, deciding whether to lay off city workers CC :17

9/15/09 ECON Federal Reserve Chariman says recession is likely over CC :14

9/15/09 EDU Congress to vote on largest investment in higher ed since GI Bill Felde 1:09

9/15/09 LAW Another try for an arsonist registry bill CC :12

9/15/09 HEAL California Hospital Association met to prepare for possible swine flu epidemic Small 1:25

9/15/09 EDU API scores up for local schools Roman :58

9/15/09 POLI LA City councilmembers hold closed door meeting to discuss possible layoffs, furloughs Stoltze 1:32

9/15/09 IE Riverside County reconsiders restrictions on public protesting Cuevas 1:26

9/15/09 POLI LA City councilmembers hold closed door meeting to discuss possible layoffs, furloughs Stoltze 2:44

9/15/09 LAW Husband and wife to stand trial in USC hit-and-run death Roman :56

9/15/09 POLI City Council votes to begin process of furloughs, layoffs CC :16

9/15/09 POLI City Council votes to begin process of furloughs, layoffs CC :14

9/15/09 POLI LA City faces huge budget problems Stoltze :57

9/15/09 POLI Workers plead with council member to save jobs Stoltze :55

9/15/09 LAW State officials announce launch of web accessible database of drug prescriptions CC :16

9/15/09 EDU Schools improve in yearly test results CC :20

9/15/09 LAW State officials launch Internet-age system for tracking prescription drugs Watt :57

9/15/09 EDU Schools improve in yearly test results Guzman :56

9/15/09 POLI California aims toward a renewable-energy future CC :18

9/15/09 EDU Former LA Unified administrator is sentenced to prison time for molestation Devall 1:00

9/15/09 ENV Governor's order boosts the state's reliance on renewable energy Peterson 1:25

9/15/09 LAB

Mayor Villaraigosa is dropping his support for an early retirement plan for LA city employees, angering unions.  
The city is currently on track to run out of money by next May. City Council members gave unions until today to 
come up with another $60 million in savings, to avoid nearly 1,000 layoffs. Larry and guests crunch city budget 
numbers.

Frank Stoltze, Bob 
Schoonover, Fernando 
J. Guerra  30:00

9/15/09 MEDI

OC News contributor Steven Greenhut is moving to Sacramento to start an investigative journalism/news bureau 
project covering state government on behalf of the Pacific Research Institute. It's part of the new wave of 
foundation-funded journalism efforts.  Greenhut joins Larry Mantle to talk about his plans and the new wave of 
non-profit news organizations that are popping up all over the country.

Steve Greenhut, Geneva 
Overholser, Charles 
Ornstein  30:00

9/15/09 LIT

A month after the passing of Senator Ted Kennedy comes the release of his memoir "True Compass". He 
discusses is work on civil rights, the Vietnam War, and his major cause, improved health care  He also writes 
candidly about the controversies in his life and the tragic deaths in his family. Larry Mantle discusses Kennedy's 
autobiography with Jonathan Karp of publisher Twelve Books. Jonathan Karp  30:00

9/15/09 LIT

From his childhood in New York and Connecticut, to his career in journalism, covering the Pope in Rome and the 
American presidency in Washington, D.C., Frank Bruni could always eat. A tumultuous affair with food frames his 
personal and professional development in his new memoir "Born Round."  Larry Mantle talks with Frank Bruni 
about family, food, and his ultimate test: reviewing restaurants for the New York Times. Frank Bruni  30:00

9/15/09 LAB

This morning Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke made international headlines when he was quoted as 
saying that that the American recession was “very likely over.”  The only problem is that Bernanke himself went 
on to contradict that statement by warning that the economic recovery would be very weak and very slow—and 
one major lingering problem is the continued instability of the housing market.  Is there real reason to feel 
optimistic on the economy, or is it possible that the worst is yet to come?

Keith Gumbringer, Barry 
Bosworth

9/15/09 LAW

The tragic devastation caused by the Station Fire has fueled Congresswoman Mary Bono Mack and 
Congressman Adam Schiff to step up their appeals to the Senate to pass H.R. 1759 – Managing Arson Through 
Criminal History (The MATCH Act).  The legislation, similar to Megan’s Law, would establish a nationwide registry 
of convicted arsonists for law enforcement to better prevent repeat offenders.  It passed easily in the house in 
2007, died in the Senate and was reintroduced this year.  Patt speaks with Congressman Schiff, who has visited 
fire-ravaged areas and seen the damage for himself. Adam Schiff, Rick Price

9/15/09 ENT
Audiences tuned in but critics were not impressed. What was up with those 6 minutes of Kanye silence, Jerry 
Seinfeld, and how long can Leno keep up his opening ratings? Robert Thompson

9/15/09 LIT
The world inside comedy clubs in the 1970s and the struggles of newcomers to make it big is the core of Wiliam 
Knoedelseder's new book, "I'm Dying Up Here:  Heartbreak and High Times in Stqand-Up Comedy's Golden Era."  William Knoedelseder

9/16/09 ENV US Army wants to investigate chemical weapons dumped in the ocean Lozano 4:28

9/16/09 ENV Governor signed Executive Order requiring utilities to utilize renewable energy sources CC :54

9/16/09 LAB LA City Council discussed early retirement plan for city workers Stoltze 3:36

9/16/09 EDU UC Regents discuss fee hike - Julie Small live Small 1:39

9/16/09 ENV Examining the potential of greening the economy CC :10

9/16/09 POLI Assembly Speaker reflects on allegations aimed at Mark Ridley-Thomas CC :15

9/16/09 ECON Bipartisan support for governor's clean energy executive order CC :25

9/16/09 ENV More leaky pipes leaves people asking what's up Jahad :47

9/16/09 HEAL Researchers are trying to establish whether there's a link between mobile phone use and brain cancer CC :13

9/16/09 POLI California lawmakers learn the secrets of securing federal dollars Felde 1:08

9/16/09 EDU UC President says CA is building a "toll road" to education CC :14

9/16/09 ENV Governor pushes renewable energy CC :20

9/16/09 SAC State board lifts freeze on enrollment in the healthy families program Small :46

9/16/09 POLI Profitable trip to DC by state lawmakers Felde 3:18

9/16/09 ENV Another water main breaks, this time in Woodland Hills Jahad :43

9/16/09 EDU UC Regents consider 30 percent student fee hike to plug deficit Small 1:19

9/16/09 ENV LA Water and Power officials conduct workshops on solar power plans Peterson :59

9/16/09 ECON UCLA's Anderson Forecast economy is growing again, but swine flu could be wild card CC :14

9/16/09 ECON UCLA forecasters predict a slow economic recovery Watt :54

9/16/09 DIV Southland Mexican identity changing Guzman 1:36

9/16/09 DIS Arson investigators say 13-year-old set Morris Fire Roman :49

9/16/09 DC

Senator Baucus (D-Montana) released his health reform proposal today. The $856 billion bill would require all 
Americans to have health insurance and make it illegal to deny coverage due to pre-existing conditions, but the 
bill does not include a public option. Will the Senate pass it? What kind of political wrangling is happening in the 
capitol? Kitty Felde  20:00 



9/16/09 EDU

The annual Academic Performance Index scores for public schools came out yesterday (Tuesday). The results 
are mixed, but indicate incremental improvements in K-12th grade public ed. Do standardized tests and grad 
rates paint an accurate portrait? Where do California schools stand nationally? Howard Blume, David Silv  10:00 

9/16/09 EDU

In an effort to combat high rates of truancy, school police and LAPD officers have the right to issue tickets to 
students caught cutting class. A first-time offense costs $250.  After that, fines can be higher. According to the 
Community Strategy Center, about 12,000 students were ticketed in LA County in 2008 for skipping or being late 
to school. Is this the best way to promote attendance and learning? Damon Azali  30:00

9/16/09 POLI

High-profile public outbursts seem to be on the rise these days. Last week, Joe Wilson yelled “You lie!” at 
President Obama, then Kanye West disrupted the MTV music awards. Add to that the angry vitriol at town halls, 
and frenzied talk show hosts on both sides of the political spectrum, the nation seems to have lost decorum. 
What’s going on? Is racism at the root of it all? Or is it more complex than that? Open Phones  30:00

9/16/09 DIS

The largest fire in Los Angeles County history is now nearly 90 percent contained. County Fire expects to have it 
out completely by the weekend. While there's still a danger of flare ups, efforts are now turning to the recovery 
effort. How long will it take for the trees and vegetation of the Angeles Forest to regenerate? What will the 
process look like? What's the danger of mudslides come the rainy season? And what, if any, steps should forest 
services take in this process? Richard Halsey, Sherry R  30:00

9/16/09 SAC

Sidestepping suggestions from the Legislature, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger issued an executive order that 
instructs the California Air Resources Control Board to design regulations for how utilities can meet a goal that 
one-third of the state’s power be generated by renewable energy by 2020.  While the 33% green energy goal is 
already ambitious, there’s also a debate about the job-creating possibilities of generating renewable energy, 
which is part of the motivation for the Governor going at it alone.  Can California meet that goal in 10 years, and 
will it be good for our economy? Matt David, Joe Simitian

9/16/09 ENT

It was a caller to Brian Copeland’s talk show in San Francisco that cystalized many of the issues of race and 
society that he had been dealing with since his childhood—an African American claimed that Brian, himself a 
black man, was not being true to his race when discussing a racial story.  Brian, the caller claimed, was “not a 
genuine black man.”  Now he brings his one-man show, based on his best-selling book, to Los Angeles and we’ll 
let you decide on whether Brian Copeland is, indeed, a genuine black man. Brian Copeland

9/16/09 TECH

For years cell phone companies have been telling us there’s nothing to worry about, but recent studies have 
found cell phones pose significant risk for brain tumors. There’s great cause for concern if those studies are true, 
but so far they have yet to be replicated. This week, the Senate held a committee hearing and the National 
Institute of Environmental Health Sciences and held a conference on whether cell phones cause cancer.

Maggie Reardon, 
Christopher Duma, 
Michael Thun 

9/17/09 ECON Lawmakers held fundraisers in the midst of the state budget crisis Russ :50

9/17/09 POLI Council delays decision on early retirement, starts process of layoffs and furloughs as back up Stoltze 2:16

9/17/09 ENV More water main breaks lead to more questions Jahad 2:23

9/17/09 POLI City council moves forward with furloughs and layoffs CC :14

9/17/09 HEAL State begins enrolling kids in Healthy Families program despite budget cuts Varney 3:32

9/17/09 POLI LA Congresswoman under investigation by House Ethics Committee Felde 1:21

9/17/09 LAW Orange County experiments with bolstering its base of DNA evidence CC :16

9/17/09 EDU The UC Regents discuss system's role in future of Martin Luther King Medical Center Small :54

9/17/09 LAW OC DA: Give DNA - and get out of jail CC :14

9/17/09 LAW OC DA: Give DNA - and get out of jail CC :13

9/17/09 SPOR Long-distance triathlon scheduled for norhtern LA County Huertes :44

9/17/09 ECON LA City Controller suggests that convention center drum up more business CC :15

9/17/09 POLI Organizing group refutes allegations that it wrongly directed services to ineligible people CC :23

9/17/09 POLI LA Congresswoman under investigation by House Ethics Committee Felde :48

9/17/09 IMM Census participation urged among undocumented immigrants Nazario :42

9/17/09 ECON Audit says LA Convention Center isn't managed well Jahad :45

9/17/09 DIS A follow-up with fire victim Adi Ell-Ad Cohen 2:41

9/17/09 IMM SD Congressman says immigration will be issue in every gov't program CC :20

9/17/09 ENV Forestry scientists prepare for the aftermath of the Station Fire CC :17

9/17/09 IMM Immigrant rights groups encourage undocumented immigrants to participate in the census CC :15

9/17/09 EDU The UC Regents consider LA County proposal to reopen Martin Luther King Medical Center with UC doctors Small 1:40

9/17/09 OBIT Announcer Gary Owens remembers his friend, comic actor Henry Gibson CC :17

9/17/09 HEAL Healthcare rancor pushing immigration higher on Congress things to do list Felde 1:27

9/17/09 HEAL CA Lawmakers consider taxing soda pop Russ 1:03

9/17/09 LAW State reaches deadline to present prison population reduction plan to judges Shadley 1:04

9/17/09 LAW State says it will meet prison reform deadline, but won't cut enough inmates CC :09

9/17/09 LAB State workers lose jobs due to prison budget cuts CC :07

9/17/09 IMM Immigrant rights groups encourage undocumented immigrants to participate in the census Nazario 1:23

9/17/09 LAW LA Mayor names deputy mayor for public safety Stoltze :44

9/17/09 EDU Public officials unveil social media health initiative CC :20

9/17/09 EDU Public officials unveil social media health initiative Guzman 1:00

9/17/09 OC

Orange County now is offering to drop charges for people who have only been arrested if they provide a DNA 
sample. The plan applies to nonviolent misdemeanors such as petty theft, trespassing, and low-level drug 
possession. Supporters hope the plan will serve as a crime deterrent as well as an investigative tool, while critics 
charge that it would pressure people to give up their rights by providing a DNA sample without having been 
convicted. Larry Mantle finds out more about the policy.

Susan Schroeder, 
Wayne Quint Jr, Jennifer 
Mnookin  30:00

9/17/09 EDU

What would it take to really improve student success? According to author William Ouchi, it’s primarily about 
decreasing Total Student Load. If teachers had fewer students each term, this would foster more bonding and 
higher achievement. In his new book, “The Secret of TSL,” Ouchi explains how to transform public education. William Ouchi  30:00

9/17/09 SAC

Governor Schwarzenegger is pressing Attorney General Jerry Brown to investigate the community organization 
ACORN. The call comes amidst increased scrutiny of the group, as an undercover video revealed a San 
Bernardino ACORN worker offering advice on how to set up a prostitution business. Are these practices 
widespread throughout the organization? Larry Mantle and guests examine ACORN. Millicent Hill, Joe Hicks  30:00

9/17/09 LIT

Do nice guys finish…first? When is comes to succeeding in business, author Kristin Tillquist argues that the 

answer is yes. Tillquist joins Larry to talk about her new book, “Capitalizing on Kindness: Why 21 st Century 
Professionals Need to be Nice.” Has your boss gotten the memo yet? Kristin Tillquist  30:00

9/18/09 POLI City, labor unions reach early retirement deal Stoltze 2:40

9/18/09 ENV Community gardens are more popular than ever Peterson 4:12

9/18/09 HEAL FDA approved the "swine flu" vaccine CC 1:51

9/18/09 ENV Gardeners connect through online social networking Peterson 3:59

9/18/09 SAC State to turn in plan to cut prison population Small :52

9/18/09 LAB Nation's unemployment rate rose last month Julian :36

9/18/09 HEAL State prison officials give judges a plan to reduce inmate population CC :13

9/18/09 TECH California's preparing new energy efficiency standards for TVs CC :15

9/18/09 HEAL State prison officials give judges a plan to reduce inmate population CC :21

9/18/09 LAW California faces a key prison reform eadline CC :08

9/18/09 LAW California faces a key prison reform eadline CC :07

9/18/09 EDU Removing the private sector from student loans CC :22

9/18/09 POLI City Council to vote today Stoltze 2:57

9/18/09 DIS Station Fire containment estimate pushed to Tuesday Roman :52



9/18/09 LAB Exxon Mobile fined for workplace safety issues after the death of a worker Peterson :49

9/18/09 ART LACMA hires new curator for growing contemporary art department Guzman 1:03

9/18/09 LAW 13 year old boy charged with arson in wildfire CC :20

9/18/09 POLI Mayor praised deal with unions CC :15

9/18/09 FOR Federal grand jury drops charges against a former Laotian general Devall :59

9/18/09 SAC State concedes inmate reduction plan falls short of what judges wanted CC :18

9/18/09 ENV Tens of thousands of volunteers are expected at local beaches for the annual Costal Cleanup day CC :16

9/18/09 ENV Tens of thousands of volunteers are expected at local beaches for the annual Costal Cleanup day CC :13

9/18/09 LAB

Today, the City Council is expected to decide whether to go through with layoffs and mandatory unpaid furlough 
days to address a $400m deficit. Union leaders are still pushing for the controversial early retirement plan 
instead. What’s the deal? Frank Stoltze  10:00 

9/18/09 LAW

Under order from federal courts, Governor Schwarzenegger must submit a plan by today to reduce overcrowding 
in California's state prisons. U.S. District judges called for a reduction last month after ruling that prison 
overcrowding was causing inadequate medical and mental health care for inmates. Will the state’s plan satisfy 
the judges?

Michael Rothfeld, 
George Runner, Steve 
Fama  20:00 

9/18/09 TECH
Well, when it comes to TVs, BIG, might be bad.  The California Energy Commission may crack down on the 
energy guzzlers. What impact would new regulations have on the television industry?

David Katzmaier, Doug 
Johnson, Ken Lowe  30:00

9/18/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Henry Sheehan of henrysheehan.com, Andy Klein of Brand X and Charles 
Solomon of amazon.com discuss the week’s new releases including Love Happens, Cloudy With A Chance Of 
Meatballs, The Informant, Jennifer’s Body, Bright Star, The Burning Plain, American Casino, Laila’s Birthday, 
Crude, Paris, and You The Living . Larry will also talk with KPCC film critic Peter Rainer of the Christian Science 
Monitor about the Montreal and Toronto film festivals, and talk with our critics about the deaths this week of Larry 
Gelbart, Henry Gibson, and Patrick Swayze.

Andy Klein, Henry 
Sheehan, Charles 
Solomon, Peter Rainer  60:00 

9/18/09 ECON
Early retire ment program t program? Or layoffs for over 900, plus furlough days for thousands more? This 
afternoon the Los Angeles City Council passed a plan to eliminate the deficit.

Bob Schoonover, Pat 
McOsker, Eric Garcetti

9/19/09 IE ACORN promises investigation after latest video sting Cuevas 1:00

9/19/09 ENT NPR’s Ari Shapiro makes his big singing debut in Southern California Cohen 3:55

9/19/09 HIST Star of Dracula babysat in Crestline Felde 1:00

9/20/09 DIS Full containment of Station Fire pushed back again Jahad 2:43

9/20/09 RELIG Muslims around world celebrated Eid al-Fitr, end of Ramadan CC :14

9/20/09 RELIG Muslims around world celebrated Eid al-Fitr, end of Ramadan CC :14

9/20/09 HEAL The pros and cons of retail walk-in medical clinics CC :19

9/20/09 TRAV Agitation grows for an airline passengers’ bill of rights CC :20

9/20/09 ECON The ‘buy local’ movement spawns impostors as big companies see opportunity] CC :21

9/20/09 HIST Street named for early entrepreneur Felde 1:01

9/20/09 ENT Primetime Emmys will tie up traffic around Nokia Live Devall :59

9/21/09 DIS Fire fighters hope to contain the Station Fire before Santa Ana winds kick in CC :13

9/21/09 DIS Fire officials hope to contain Station Fire as temperatures rise CC :16

9/21/09 ENV Fire officials rush to beat upcoming Santa Ana winds and contain LA's biggest wildfire Jahad 1:01

9/21/09 ENT "Cloudy" bring sunshine to box office Jahad :49

9/21/09 LAW LA County Sheriffs deputies shoot and kill three people in separate incidents this weekend Jahad :47

9/21/09 TRAN Coalition to count cyclists and pedestrians Watt :51

9/21/09 ART Two Los Angeles artists finish large, 8 month mural project at middle school Guzman 1:51

9/21/09 POLI Lawmakers must tackle daunting issues in the fall CC :10

9/21/09 POLI Legislative session is over for the year, but lawmakers are not done yet CC 1:07

9/21/09 ECON State parks will close due to budget cuts, find out which ones this week Siler 2:00

9/21/09 ENV Rising temperatures and Santa Ana winds could make it difficult to finally contain Station Fire CC :21

9/21/09 ENT 61st annual Emmy awards honored many of the same shows as past years Julian :43

9/21/09 DIS Fire fighters hope to contain the Station Fire before Santa Ana winds kick in CC :10

9/21/09 DIS Rising temperatures and Santa Ana winds could make it difficult to finally contain Station Fire CC :25

9/21/09 ECON State treasurer takes issue with tax code recommendations CC :18

9/21/09 ENER Energy companies lobbying for federal grants CC :22

9/21/09 ECON LA County library workers in contract talks propose cost cutting measures Guzman :56

9/21/09 HEAL National adult immunization awareneness week CC :15

9/21/09 ENER Energy companies lobbying for federal grants Felde 1:19

9/21/09 TECH New regulations for Internet traffic CC :19

9/21/09 TRAN California's in the running for federal transportation largesse CC :17

9/21/09 ECON Commission to modernize California's tax structure releases recommendations CC :15

9/21/09 HEAL National adult immunization awareneness week Nazario 1:01

9/21/09 LAW LA County DA drops retrial of Bruce Lisker Roman :53

9/21/09 OC Orange County Fire Authority's new chief settles down Valot 2:59

9/21/09 HEAL House Democrats willing to fight Senate for public health insurance option Felde 1:01

9/21/09 HEAL House Democrats willing to fight Senate for public health option CC :16

9/21/09 TRAN LA County Bicycle Coalition stages bicycle count CC :20

9/21/09 ??? The Loh Life is on Mondays during ME and ATC, online at kpcc.org Loh 2:53

9/21/09 HEAL Public health officials advise all adults to get their annual flu shot Baer 1:01

9/21/09 TRAN At regional transportation summit, officials make list of priorities CC :12

9/21/09 LAW SoCal cop sentenced to 15 years Stoltze :47

9/21/09 EDU Long Beach school asks parents about "swine flu" vaccinations CC :13

9/21/09 ART LACMA hires new curator for growing contemporary art department Guzman 1:53

9/21/09 DIS

As the Station fire approaches full containment, the Los Angeles Basin is expected to experience hotter 
temperatures, high winds, and low humidity- putting the area in greater fire danger. Larry Mantle gets an update 
on conditions in the area.

Carol Underhill, Mark 
Jackson  30:00

9/21/09 POLI

Last July, Wendy Greuel left her seat on the Los Angeles City Council to become city controller. Now ten 
candidates are competing in a September 22 special election to represent the Second District. Larry Mantle 
moderates a debate with three of the front-runners.

Paul Krekorian, Tamar 
Galatzan, Christine 
Essel  30:00

9/21/09 SAC

This week, the tax panel established by the governor and state legislature is scheduled to release its California 
tax overhaul recommendations. The proposals include replacing the state's progressive income tax with a flatter 
tax structure and phasing out the state portion of the sales tax. How viable are these ideas?

Bill Lockyer, Bob Stern, 
Loren Kaye  20:00 

9/21/09 HEAL

Dr. Stanley Greenspan is one of the country’s foremost child psychiatrists. His new book, Overcoming ADHD, 
explores treatment options beyond Ritalin.  Greenspan has developed an intervention program that treats 
individuals based on their specific behaviors, and is based on the idea that ADHD is not a single disease, but a 
series of problems. Dr. Greenspan talks with Larry about his research. Stanley Greenspan, M.D  30:00

9/21/09 TECH

In the last two weeks, you may have noticed a set of curious doodles on Google’s homepage.  First, a space ship 
abducted the second ‘O’ in the company’s name, then the UFO returned leaving mysterious crop circles.  Today, 
Google reveals the reason for the doodles: Herbert George Wells’ 143rd birthday. Why all the hype over HG? Is 
Google following or leading the internet’s zeitgeist? Jeff Aguero  10:00 

9/22/09 LAW LA County DA drops retrial of Bruce Lisker Cohen 3:38

9/22/09 IE Inland office at the center of the ACORN controversy has small presence Cuevas 4:15

9/22/09 LAW LA judge dismisses Lisker murder case CC :22

9/22/09 POLI Whitman among three seeking GOP nomination for governor Stoltze 3:40

9/22/09 ECON Lacter on fixed radar system in Czech Republic, jobs, aerospace and defense Julian/Lacter 4:12



9/22/09 MIL National Guard unit from California prepares for deployment to Afghanistan St John 1:20

9/22/09 LAW Law enforcement cracked down on members of Avenues gang CC :19

9/22/09 POLI Meg Whitman announces her candidacey for California Governor Julian :50

9/22/09 DC Former Dodger manager's portrait in Smithsonian gallery CC :19

9/22/09 TRAN Transportation projects front and center at annual Mobility Summit CC :17

9/22/09 LAW LAPD and other police agencies disrupt Avenues Gang in pre-dawn raid CC :14

9/22/09 IMM The latest Census data indicates that immigrants appear to be leaving California CC :20

9/22/09 POLI Meg Whitman tosses her hat into the ring Stoltze :42

9/22/09 GEND Same-sex couples stand up for the census count CC :09

9/22/09 LAW 88 members of Avenues Street Gang go down in racketeering sting CC :19

9/22/09 DC Former Dodger manager hung on Smithsonian museum wall Felde 3:13

9/22/09 IE Wildfires burn througout Inland area Cuevas :48

9/22/09 DIS Wildfire in Ventura county has burned six thousand acres CC :14

9/22/09 IE Adelanto considered plan to build jail for illegal immigrants Cuevas :57

9/22/09 DIS Santa Ana winds fuel wildfire in Ventura County CC :08

9/22/09 LAW 88 members of Avenues Street Gang go down in racketeering sting Nazario 1:58

9/22/09 ART A mixed-media artist from South LA is a winner fo a MacArthur "genius" grant Devall :59

9/22/09 LAW A law professor who's written about her schizophrenia wins MacArthur "genius" grant Devall 1:00

9/22/09 ENT SAG holds election for new officers and board members Watt 3:25

9/22/09 LAW CA Attorney General Brown sues alleged middleman for Bernard Madoff CC :22

9/22/09 HIST Southland philanthropist makes major gift to National Postal Museum Devall :55

9/22/09 ECON Cal State Trustees to get briefed on large budget deficit coming next year Guzman :55

9/22/09 ENV Los Angeles tries to limit its rooster count Devall :55

9/22/09 DC Portrait of former Dodger manager unveiled in national gallery Felde 1:01

9/22/09 POLI Whitman among three seeking GOP nomination for governor CC :15

9/22/09 POLI Whitman among three seeking GOP nomination for governor CC :17

9/22/09 EDU Cal Poly Pomona suspends nine students in May student-burn incident Guzman :55

9/22/09 ENT California Attorney General sues alleged middleman for Bernard Madoff Watt 2:20

9/22/09 POLI Whitman formally announces Stoltze 1:09

9/22/09 LAW

Hundreds of LAPD officers and federal agents descended on northeast Los Angeles early this morning in a raid 
targeting the Avenues street gang. Forty-three suspects are now in custody. Larry talks with the LAPD and a 
reporter who was on the scene. Joel Rubin, Charlie Beck  15:00 

9/22/09 TRAN

This week transportation planners and leaders are meeting in downtown Los Angeles to discuss how goods and 
people will move around Southern California in the future. Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa and other participants join 
Larry to talk about the conference and some of the major projects in the works for LA, including a subway 
extension to Santa Monica, high speed rail, a possible 710 extension, and the modernization of LAX. Antonio Villaraigosa, Rich  45:00 

9/22/09 IMM

According to new census data, three decades of rapid growth in the country’s immigrant population has came to 
a halt last year. In California, the number of foreign-born residents actually dropped by 1.6%, suggesting that the 
tough economy and high unemployment are making migration to the United States less appealing. What’s behind 
the decline? And where are CA’s immigrants going? Steven Camarota, Angelic  30:00

9/22/09 ART

LA’s Elyn Saks and Mark Bradford are among this year’s 24 recipients of $500,000 “genius” grants from the 
MacArthur Foundation. Bradford, a mixed media artist, creates collages with found objects. Saks is a USC law 
professor whose own battle with schizophrenia has informed her advocacy for those suffering from mental illness.  
Larry talks about the grant process and the work being honored. Dan Socolow, Elyn Saks  20:00 

9/23/09 TECH Astronaut Jose Hernandez relates what space travel was like for him Julian 3:00

9/23/09 ECON California expected to lag behind in recession recovery Shadley 1:09

9/23/09 HEAL Gov signs bill to let children keep their health insurance Weiss 1:07

9/23/09 ECON California receives federal stimulus money to fight homelessness CC :11

9/23/09 DIS Wildfire in Ventura county has burned nine thousand acres CC :19

9/23/09 DIS Guiberson Fire has burned nine thousand acres CC :13

9/23/09 LAW Raid snares dozens of alleged members of a major street gang CC :20

9/23/09 POLI President met with Israeli Primi Minister and Palestinian President in attempt to restart peace talks CC :16

9/23/09 DIS Guiberson Fire twenty percent contained, but change in wind could create problems CC :24

9/23/09 ECON Cal State professors and students stage mock funeral to protest budget cuts CC :15

9/23/09 IMM New head of citizenship services explains him mission CC :20

9/23/09 ENV Plan to close state parks fizzles out CC :15

9/23/09 ENV State changes its mind about closing parks to save money CC :11

9/23/09 ENV LA DWP chief tries to explain recent spate of water main breaks CC :16

9/23/09 DIS QA with Bill Nash of Ventura County Fire about the Guiberson Fire Cohen 2:19

9/23/09 DIS DWP says water main breaks typical; Perry says "Not good enough" Jahad :58

9/23/09 DIS Winds tricky, but firefighters making quick progress on Guiberson fire CC :23

9/23/09 DIS State lawmaker suggests that Sacramento needs to take more responsibility for fire prevention CC :19

9/23/09 DIS QA with Bill Nash of Ventura County Fire about the Guiberson Fire Watt 2:45

9/23/09 IE Climatologist researching better prediction of Santa Ana winds Cuevas 1:43

9/23/09 ECON Cal State professors and students stage mock funeral to protest budget cuts Guzman 2:49

9/23/09 DIS Firefighters make progress on eastern flank of Guiberson fire CC :22

9/23/09 EDU Cal State students and faculty plan walkout to protest budget cuts and fee increases CC :11

9/23/09 DIS Guiberson Fire incident commander optimist fire will be contained by Saturday CC :18

9/23/09 POLI Krekorian, Essel in runoff for second district council seat Stoltze :47

9/23/09 DIS City Council wants more answers; DWP wants time to study water main breaks Jahad :50

9/23/09 DIS Guiberson Fire is forty percent contained Watt :18

9/23/09 POLI

In his speech at the U.N. this morning, President Obama called for world leaders to join him in a new era of 
cooperation to solve the challenges of nuclear disarmament, climate change, and Middle East peace. Larry 
Mantle discusses Obama's first address to the U.N. General Assembly. Doyle McManus, Jim Wal  20:00 

9/23/09 ENV

China and the United States both pledged to do their part to address climate change at the United Nations 
yesterday. The two countries are the world's largest producers of greenhouse gases, together accounting for 
40% of carbon emissions. Their efforts come as the U.N. hopes to create an international climate agreement at a 
December summit in Copenhagen. Larry Mantle looks at the plans from both countries. David Doniger, Ron Bailey  20:00 

9/23/09 LAW

Carmen Trutanich thinks of himself as a “Dude” more than a politician.  When he became LA’s new city attorney 
in July he pledged to be an ethical and fiscal watchdog for the city. Since then, Trutanich has sparred with council 
members, targeted taggers and gone after wealthy real estate developers. Trutanich talks with Larry about his 
controversial agenda. Carmen Trutanich  20:00 

9/23/09 FOR

The United Nations, the G-20, a Middle East Summit...President Obama is doing the foreign policy circuit this 
week. Larry gets the latest on his speech to the UN, his upcoming meeting with the G-20, and his talk with Israeli 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas.

Blake Hounshell, 
Hussein Ibish, Honorable 
Jacob Dayan  30:00

9/23/09 HEAL

For some women in mid-life, menopause can be a nightmare of hot flashes, weight gain, mood swings and more. 
“The Menopause Book” hopes to provide comprehensive advice to women - and men - muddling through this 
mysterious transition.  Co-author Pat Wingert talks with Larry about the new book and the latest in Menopause 
research. Pat Wingert  30:00

9/23/09 LIT
Republican political consultant, pollster and prominent persuader Frank Luntz is here to discuss his latest book 
“What Americans Really Want… Really; The Truth About Our Hopes, Dreams, and Fears.” Frank Luntz



9/23/09 DIS An informational hearing today looks at the state’s preparation for future wildfires… and how it will pay for them. Senator Christine Kehoe 

9/24/09 TECH Astronaut Jose Hernandez discusses role models and messaging from spac3w Julian 2:16

9/24/09 ECON City of Industry pays Diamond Bar and Walnut up front to clear obstacles for pro football stadium. Roman :58

9/24/09 HEAL New grocery store is cause for elation in a South LA neighborhood CC :24

9/24/09 HEAL New grocery store is cause for elation in a South LA neighborhood Jahad :24

9/24/09 ENV US Dept of Agriculture trapping and killing coyotes in Griffith Park after reported attack Cohen 2:06

9/24/09 ENV US Dept of Agriculture trapping and killing coyotes in Griffith Park after reported attack Cohen 2:06

9/24/09 EDU Cal State faculty plan walkout over furlough days Milne 3:50

9/24/09 POLI LA City Council confirms former US attorney as new police commissioner Stoltze :52

9/24/09 SAC Lawmakers push bill aimed at reducing home foreclosures Shadley 1:02

9/24/09 ECON New study says regulations are costing California hundreds of billions of dollars Russ :53

9/24/09 LAB Number of newly laid-off workers seeking unemployment fell again, continuing trend of less layoffs Siler 1:08

9/24/09 HEAL New study suggests cord blood banking is not worth the money or effort Standen 1:16

9/24/09 IE 16 year old arrested in connection with Crafton hills fire Cuevas :44

9/24/09 DIS Wildfire burning in eastern Ventura County has charred more than 25 square miles. CC :45

9/24/09 ECON Faculty and students at Universtiy of CA protest budget cuts. CC :11

9/24/09 HEAL CA Dept of Health fines 11 hospitals for violations. CC :16

9/24/09 DIS 16 year old arrested in connection with Crafton hills fire Cuevas 1:37

9/24/09 HEAL CA has fined half a dozen Southland hospitals $25K each for endangering patients CC :12

9/24/09 HOUS A motgage/foreclosure event attracts homeowners looking for help with their finances Jahad :55

9/24/09 IE 16 year old arrested in connection with string of fires in Yucaipa area Cuevas :56

9/24/09 ECON Faculty and students at Universtiy of CA protest budget cuts. CC :24

9/24/09 POLI Tug of war over ensuring all Americans' medical insurance CC :19

9/24/09 LGB LA-based group "Love, Honor, Cherish" pushes ahead to repeal CA's ban on same-sex marriages CC :19

9/24/09 IE Inland authorities arrest 16-year-old in connection with Yucaipa fires Cuevas 2:18

9/24/09 ECON Faculty and students at Universtiy of CA protest budget cuts. Guzman 1:00

9/24/09 SCI Moon may hold traces of water. Go figure CC :13

9/24/09 HOUS A mortgage/foreclosure clinic in downtown LA accepts all comers Jahad 1:32

9/24/09 POLI Campbell wants to be GOP nominee for governor Stoltze 3:30

9/24/09 LAW A Chino meatpacker illegally processed sick cows, USDA finds CC :54

9/24/09 EDU

Thousands of UCLA students and faculty are planning to take part today in a system-wide University of California 
walkout.  They’ll be protesting furloughs, layoffs and a 30% tuition hike resulting from state budget cuts.  The 
demonstrations are planned at all 10 UC campuses.  Given California’s desperate budget situation, will this help?

Lawrence Pitts, Adolfo 
Guzman-Lopez, Susan 
Straight  20:00 

9/24/09 SAC

Three candidates vying for California's GOP nomination for governor will appear this weekend at the state party 
convention. Former Congressman Tom Campbell, state Insurance Commissioner Steve Poizner, and former 
eBay CEO Meg Whitman will each present their case to be next year's Republican candidate. Larry Mantle gets 
an overview of the race. Frank Stoltze, Keith Carls  20:00 

9/24/09 OC

Larry talks with Gustavo Arellano, OC Weekly  staff writer, and Orange County Register senior editorial writer and 
columnist, Steven Greenhut, and OC journalist William Lobdell about the latest news events and developments in 
Orange County.

Steve Greenhut, 
Gustavo Arellano, 
William Lobdell  20:00 

9/24/09 HOUS

A new study from the national credit bureau Experian and consulting company Oliver Wyman looked at loan 
defaults and found a growing number of homeowners bail on their mortgages not out of necessity, but because it 
makes strategic sense. That seems to contradict the conventional wisdom that the real estate market has hit 
bottom. Other experts worry that there's a backlog of foreclosed homes waiting to hit the market that could cause 
a second precipitous drop. What's it all mean for the future of Southern California's real estate market?

Peter Hong, Amy 
Bohutinsky, Richard 
Green  30:00

9/24/09 ENV

Filmmaker Ken Burns is well known for his TV documentaries like “The Civil War,” “Baseball” and “Jazz.” This 
Sunday, PBS will air his latest project, “The National Parks: America’s Best Idea.” Burns talks with Larry about the 
visually stunning 6-part series and the “American” concept of protecting our greatest natural treasures. Ken Burns, David Barna  30:00

9/24/09 TECH
New scientific evidence suggests that there is water on our moon. What exactly did they find? How did they find 
it? And does this mean that the idea of colonizing our beloved lunar neighbor isn’t so far fetched?  Lori Feaga 

9/25/09 ENV Railyard neighbors plan to speak up against pollution Peterson :56

9/25/09 LAB Ken Howard elected President of Screen Actors Guild CC :23

9/25/09 ENT Members of the Screen Actors Guild have elected Ken Howard national president Watt 1:05

9/25/09 POLI Gov makes effort to educate his kids about the environment CC :18

9/25/09 ECON Students, teachers and faculty rallied at 10 Univ of CA campuses to protest deep budget cuts CC 2:45

9/25/09 HOUS Neighborhood Assistance Corp of America, NACA brings banks and counselors to LA Convention Center Jahad 1:17

9/25/09 DIS 2-way with Bill Nash of Ventura County Fire on Guyberson Fire Julian 2:12

9/25/09 ENV Railyard neighbors plan to speak up against pollution Peterson :57

9/25/09 ECON Federal SEC plans to release a pair of reports in light of Madoff's ponzi scheme CC :11

9/25/09 SAC State parks to remain open despite budget cuts Small :51

9/25/09 SAC 100 CA State parks won't close this year after $14MM in budget cuts CC :15

9/25/09 HOUS People save hundreds in same day service to lower mortgage rates Jahad :50

9/25/09 IE Historians hold symposium on Riverside County Indian legend Willie Boy Cuevas 1:29

9/25/09 SAC CA State parks remain open in part through deferred maintenance CC :12

9/25/09 LAW Manson prosecutor Vincent Bugliosi comments on death of Manson follower Susan Atkins Cohen 3:17

9/25/09 SAC All 279 CA State parks will remain open despite giant budget cuts Small 1:13

9/25/09 LAW Federal authorities seize large cache of high-powered firearms in SoCal Stoltze 3:12

9/25/09 SPOR Interview with boxer Chris Arreola, heavyweight contender Davis 4:26

9/25/09 POLI Semi-Annual GOP convention this weekend near Palm Springs Stoltze 2:59

9/25/09 TRAN Local leaders make wish list for transportation dollars Felde :59

9/25/09 LAW Federal, local police seize large quantity of weapons CC :40

9/25/09 LAW Manson family's Susan Atkins - Sharon Tate's killer - dies of brain cancer Roman :58

9/25/09 LAW Federal authorities seize large cache of high-powered firearms in SoCal Stoltze :54

9/25/09 ENV Thousands expected to volunteer for National Public Lands Day Baer :59

9/25/09 TRAN Foothill Transit wants out of Transit Access Pass system…for now CC :23

9/25/09 ART Museum of Contemporary Art officials say the museum is on road to recovery Guzman :54

9/25/09 TRAN Foothill Transit agency is TAPed out Watt :58

9/25/09 MIL

Larry Mantle talks with Jim Walsh of MIT about his meeting with Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, and 
about Iran’s revelation today that it is building a nuclear facility that it has until now, kept secret. World leaders 
were outraged and said that Iran has two months to comply with world demands or face sanctions. What’s next? Jim Walsh  20:00 

9/25/09 ENT

Ken Howard was elected president of the Screen Actors Guild yesterday, beating out three rival contenders. 
Howard, who will succeed Alan Rosenberg, ran on the Unite for Strength platform, which seeks a merger with the 
American Federation of Radio and Television Artists. The new SAG president is best known for his role as Coach 
Ken Reeves on the popular 1978-81 CBS television show "The White Shadow".  Contract talks are to begin with 
Hollywood studios in October 2010. Brian Watt  20:00 

9/25/09 ART
Gourmet Magazine’s editor-in-chief, Ruth Reichl, has a new book, “Gourmet Today.” Reichl joins Larry in studio to 
talk about the mammoth-sized collection and its thousands of tantalizing recipes. Ruth Reichl  20:00 



9/25/09 ENT

Larry Mantle talks with KPCC film critics Jean Oppenheimer of Village Voice Media and Wade Major of 
boxoffice.com about the week’s new film releases including Surrogates, Fame, The Boys Are Back, Capitalism: A 
Love Story, Coco Before Chanel, Disgrace, The Most Dangerous Man In America, We Live In Public , and Lord 
Save Us From Your Followers Jean Oppenheimer, Wade  40:00 

9/25/09 ART

Acclaimed actress Annette Bening has played some spectacularly scheming and deeply deluded women in films 
such as Bugsy, American Beauty and Being Julia. Now she’s tackling Euripides' famed anti-heroine, Medea, in 
UCLA Live’s world premier production. Bening talks with Larry about her enduring film and stage career. Annette Bening  20:00 

9/25/09 ECON

AIG sold billions of dollars in insurance for mortgage-backed securities; Lehman Brothers and Bear Stearns 
traded in highly questionable, risky commodities, ultimately leading to their collapses; and of course, Bernie 
Madoff swindled billions in fraudulent trades.  What do these trademarks of the current global recession have in 
common:  A fundamental lack in oversight, which is where the Securities and Exchange Commission comes in.  
Patt talks to the Inspector General of the SEC to see how things will change in the new economy.

H. David Kotz, Robert 
Mintz

9/26/09 HIST Ocean-front lots popular early on. Felde :59

9/26/09 ART Southland museums take part in free admission program CC :16

9/27/09 HIST Streets named for early Long Beach residents Felde :52

9/27/09 HEAL Dennis Quaid speaks out about medical mistakes Jahad 2:26

9/27/09 LAW Law professor applies her experience of schizophrenia to her scholarship CC :18

9/27/09 DIS Fire crews continue to battle Guiberson Fire north of Moorpark in Venture County CC :10

9/27/09 ECON Banks’ efforts to reduce the sting of overdraft fees are not enough, activist says CC :16

9/27/09 LGB Are people declaring their sexuality younger than ever? CC :16

9/27/09 ENV Ken Burns tells the story of America’s national parks in new documentary CC :22

9/27/09 ENT Gourmet editor Ruth Reichl talks about her new cookbook CC :23

9/27/09 ART Annette Bening portrays Medea in Los Angeles CC :15

9/28/09 LAW

Director Roman Polanski was arrested in Zurich last weekend on a warrant from the L.A. County district attorney's 
office. Since 1978 Polanski his lived in France, protected from extradition to the United States due to his guilty 
plea in a child sex case. Larry Mantle finds out what's next for the film director. Open Phones  30:00

9/28/09 LAW

An LA judge has dismissed the murder case against Bruce Lisker after prosecutors said they don’t have the 
evidence to try him for the 1983 murder of his mother. Lisker spent 26 years behind bars before a federal judge in 
August overturned his conviction, ruling that he had been prosecuted with "false evidence." The judge's findings 
mirrored those of a 2005 LA Times investigation. Larry talks with the LA Times’ writers and Bruce Lisker about the 
legal odyssey they fought, which led to freedom.

Bruce Lisker, Matt Lait, 
Scott Glover  30:00

9/28/09 DIS

Records show the fire officials scaled back their efforts battling the Station fire before it intensified. Did the U.S. 
Forest Service and the L.A. County Fire Department miscalculate the severity of the fire? Larry Mantle examines 
the decision-making process and looks at plans for better preparedness. Paul Pringle, Tony Moren  20:00 

9/28/09 MIL

Just days after Iran revealed the existence of a second uranium enrichment plant, the country's Revolutionary 
Guard has tested its most advanced long-range missiles, capable of striking Israel and U.S. bases in the Persian 
Gulf. Larry Mantle finds out about the developments ahead of plans for a meeting this Thursday between Iran 
and six other countries. Abbas Milani, Deepti Cho  10:00 

9/28/09 SCI

40 years ago man first set foot on the moon. Ever since then, advocates of manned space exploration have had 
their eyes on the next logical destination...the planet Mars. But the technological challenges of going to Mars are 
much, much greater. But the single biggest hurdle isn't, surprisingly, getting to Mars. It's getting back. Now some 
are suggesting a one-way journey, where NASA would continue to rocket supplies to Mars for the lifetime of the 
astronaut volunteers who would establish a base and live out the remainder of their lives doing science on the 
surface of Mars. Lawrence Krauss  30:00

9/28/09 YOUT What came first, the person or the egg?
Keith Mason, Ted Miller, 
Dr. Felicia Cohn 

9/29/09 ECON LA based financial literacy group launches nationwide student program CC :19

9/29/09 POLI Governor called special session to overhaul tax system CC :14

9/29/09 LAW LA City Council passes a graffiti-coating ordiance CC :20

9/29/09 IE Some Riverside County departments could be overspending despite budget woes Cuevas 1:12

9/29/09 ENV Environmental groups praise federal court ruling CC :16

9/29/09 DC You too can be a flu fighter CC :20

9/29/09 CONS LA Sheriff's Department tests drug drop-off program Valot 2:55

9/29/09 IE Deputies cleared in deadly shootout on Soboba reservation Cuevas :54

9/29/09 DC Latest news on H1N1 virus CC :29

9/29/09 ECON LA County workers rally for new contract Watt :40

9/29/09 LAB County employees rally as contract negotiations enter final stages CC :16

9/29/09 LAW Songbird smuggler sings the blues Devall :57

9/29/09 ECON LA County employees rally as contract negotiations continue Watt 1:13

9/29/09 ECON LA financial literacy group launches nationwide student program Guzman 1:25

9/29/09 ENV CA hosts other governors, countries in 2nd annual climate summit Peterson :53

9/29/09 SPOR

President Obama will travel to Copenhagen on Friday to encourage International Olympic Committee officials to 
choose Chicago as the host of the 2016 Summer Games. Other cities under consideration are Tokyo, Madrid, 
and Rio de Janeiro, and announcement will be made later on Friday. Larry Mantle looks at the chances for 
Chicago's bid. Ken Vogel  20:00 

9/29/09 SPOR

Cut backs at major newspapers have left many local beats all but uncovered. The LA Kings, unsatisfied with the 
level of coverage of sports in LA, has decided to do something novel--and perhaps a bit unnerving. They are 
"paying" for coverage by hiring Los Angeles Daily News sports reporter Rich Hammond. But how can one expect 
objective coverage under such circumstances? What does this mean for the future of sports reporting and 
reporting generally? Rich Hammond, Mike Altie  10:00 

9/29/09 YOUT

Since the 1990's, more than 80,000 Chinese children have been adopted abroad, with the common belief that 
many were abandoned due to the government's one-child policy and a preference for having boys. Those who 
violate the policy are subject to heavy fines, but Chinese parents are coming forward to report that some officials 
instead are taking their children forcefully and putting them up for adoption. These officials are motivated to profit 
from the $3,000 per child that adoptive parents pay to orphanages. Larry Mantle looks into the story and 
discusses the concerns and available options for parents of adopted children.

Barbara Demick, Jill 
Boyer, Susan Robinson  30:00

9/29/09 SEC

Provisions of the Patriot Act, including one that gives the FBI more leeway to search computer and bank records, 
are set to expire at the end of this year.  It's a new administration, but the act remains just as controversial, with 
civil libertarians on one side and law enforcement advocates on the other. How will the law change under the 
Obama Administration?

Michael Macleod-Ball, 
David Rivkin Jr  30:00

9/29/09 GEND

When track athlete Caster Semenya won the women's 800m at the World Championships last month, questions 
about her gender overshadowed her victory. While test results of her condition have not been released, the event 
brings greater attention to intersex conditions, known as disorders of sex development (DSDs). In these cases, 
individuals may have reproductive anatomy or a chromosomal pattern that does not fit the typical definition of a 
male or female. Larry talks with experts about the biology behind disorders of sex development, the implications, 
and the support options available for families with intersex children. Arlene Baratz, Jane Goto  30:00

9/30/09 LAW LA City Council passes a graffiti-coating ordiance CC :18

9/30/09 HIST Amateur historian found plane that crashed in 1955 CC :18

9/30/09 MIL Nonprofit helps vets find work in the Bay Area Martin 2:05

9/30/09 ECON Commission releases tax reform proposals Siler 2:17

9/30/09 EDU LA state legislator says hurdles to parent involvement remain Guzman :50

9/30/09 RACE LAANE Census Analysis shows 1 in 5 kids lives in poverty Nazario :51



9/30/09 DIS Patricia Nazario talks with local Samoans about quake, tsunami disaster Nazario 1:32

9/30/09 ENV Governor Schwarzenegger kicks off Climate Summit Peterson 2:18

9/30/09 DIS Patricia Nazario talks with local Samoans about quake, tsunami disaster Nazario 1:32

9/30/09 HIST Historians find a military plane downed long ago CC :14

9/30/09 HEAL Discussing the future of the public option in the federal health care reform CC :16

9/30/09 LAW House passes law to track arsonists CC :56

9/30/09 DIS Fire breaks out in Griffith Park and officials rush to extinguish flames CC :17

9/30/09 POLI

The Senate Finance committee rejected two proposals for a public health insurance option yesterday. Moderate 
Democrats are waffling, and committee chair Max Baucus is determined to write a bill that will pass on the Senate 
floor, even if that means cutting a broad-based government-run health plan from the legislation. Has 'Medicare for 
All' gasped its last breath? David Lazarus learns more. 

Linda Feldman, Shana 
Alex Lavarreda  30:00

9/30/09 TECH

The FCC prohibits in-flight mobile use on US airlines currently, and there's a bill pending in Congress to ban it.  
But cell phones are routinely used on many foreign airlines like Ryanair and British Airways. Are we behind the 
times? Or is this a blessing? Can you imagine being trapped in a plane, listening to your neighbor yak away on 
their cell phone? Chris Witkowski, Carl Bier  30:00

9/30/09 HEAL

A $1-million ad campaign claims that high-fructose corn syrup is no more responsible than sugar for the obesity 
epidemic. Indeed, many nutritionists say that there is no difference between corn syrup and sugar, and that they 
are equally bad in excessive amounts. But critics charge that corn syrup's low production cost and ubiquity in 
products makes it a bigger contributor to obesity. David Lazarus hears the arguments in the corn syrup debate. J. Justin Wilson, Anthony  20:00 

9/30/09 ECON

For some 60 years, the US dollar has been the currency of choice for foreign reserves. But if the US doesn't 
address its large deficits, warn some experts, the dollar could be supplanted by the Euro. What does this mean 
for the unique position of the US in influencing the world's economies? Andrew Hilton, John Auth  20:00 

9/30/09 ART

Famed jazz trumpeter and composer Wynton Marsalis has helped propel jazz to the forefront of American 
culture. This Friday, Wynton Marsalis brings the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra, a 15-piece group he's directed 
since 1988, to UCLA’s Royce Hall. Guest host David Lazarus riffs with the jazz ambassador himself. Wynton Marsalis  20:00 


